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> becomes, has become (within one language)
< is derived from (within one language)
< > graphemic notation
[ ] phonetic transcription
/ / phonemic transcription ffor sounds in isolation,
and for examples in Portuguese>
" " an English gloss; in the text, an example
< > macrophoneme 
{ } either of the forms given 
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* hypothetical f^rm 
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Adjective 
African 
Angolar
^nnobonese
Adj 
Afr.
Ang.
Ann.
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C
Cx> Lg> C .
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NP 
NR 
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p.s. 
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pass, 
perf. 
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Pr.
demonstrative adjective
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literally
main verb
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negative
disjunctive double negative
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object
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perfect
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Principense
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Q
RESP
sing.
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V
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Xpreface
This dissertation deals with sao Tomense, a Creole 
.anguage spoken by the majority of inhabitants living on the 
sland of sao Tomd in the Gulf of Guinea. Another Creole 
.anguage. Angolar, is spoken by a smaller population group 
m  the island, sao Tomense is Portuguese-based, In that most 
,f its lexicon is derived from Portuguese. Tot it has a 
-lear African substratum. As will be discussed throughout 
this dissertation, but principally in chapters 4 to 7, many 
,f the areas where Sao Tomense differs from Portuguese, 
particularly in the phonology and syntax, can be traced to 
Bantu and Kw, languages on the west African coast. Th.s 
reflects the fact that the earliest slaves to arrive on the 
island originated in the Bight of Benin, a Kw,-speaking 
area, and in the kingdom of the Congo, in the Bantu tone.
More specifically, the languages which feature most prominent.y 
in the substratum are Bini, also known as Edo, spoken in the 
Kingdom of Benin, and Kongo, a dialect of which, Kishikongo, 
was the language of the kingdom of the Congo.
The first settlers, both from Portugal and the .lest 
African coast, arrived on the island from 1485 onward, as 
discussed in Chapter 3. Some medieval features in the 
Portuguese component of sao Tomense, together with ot er 
linguistic and historlval evidence, which "I" ^  
in he course of this study, and particularly in Chap er , 
suggests that the Creole was formed within a matter o
- r z  r , r : . . . »
sao Tomd and Prfncipe from December 1959 to Pebru.ry 970, 
over a period of two and a half months. Apart from a stay
rzzrzi zz
in the capital town of Sao Tomd for most of
My principal informant was Mr Paulo Cravid, aged 47,
Vnoum in sSo Tcme as a poet.f v  and shoei i iakex*
Mr Cravid was born in Palha and brought up in the town of 
F«o Tome, where he worked, though he was living in Santo Amaro 
at the time of my visit. He was an excellent informant, 
whose patience and pertinent comments were invaluable.
As I wished to obtain original material, I tape recorded 
folk-tales told by Mr Cravid and Miss Morena do Barro.
Miss Morena, aged 29, a seamstress and housewife, was born 
in Cabeca Cal and lived there. She had a lively personality 
and was a vivid story-teller. I transcribed these tapes and 
translated them into Portuguese with the aid of Mr Cravid. 
Many of the items included as examples in this study are 
drawn from these stories. The material in the stories aiso 
provided a basis for further analysis by means of question­
naires .
Other informants with whom I worked briefly were!
Mr Manuel dos Ramos Sousa Barros, aged 57, head of 
the general office of the National Printing Press, who was 
born in Sao Tome', where he had always lived. At the -n 
December I accepted a generous invitation from -  Barros to 
lodge at his house, where I remained until the i .d of my 
stay. There I had the advantage of hearing the Creole spoken 
daily round me in natural day-to-day contents, gradual Y 
I was able to converse in the Creole, and 1 had the oppor­
tunity to discuss linguistic points with my host, and 
Mr Pascoal viegas, aged 75, an artist, born in aantana, 
and living in the town of Sao Tomd since the age of 14.
Mr Pascoal had lived in Portugal for 4 years. Because of 
his advanced years and poor health, I was unable to continue
my research with him.
I had one interview with each of the following two
informants:
Mr Jos<$ do Nascimento de Jesus Eruzaca, aged 73, a:;r:;\rr,rr.t,^wrrrwf.
he was the first informant I interviewed, having gone 
Santana for this purpose, and Mr P.ancisco Joaquim, age 
about 50, in charge of the sacristy t the church of
Conceicao in the town of Sao Tome.
I also tape-recorded four folk-tales narrated by 
Mr Anfbal Sousa Ponte, a woodcutter, born in the parish o
Madalena in 1908, though he spent most of his life in the 
town of Sdo Tome. These folk-tales were recorded towards 
the end of my study, so that I regrettably did not have the 
time to transcribe and translate them. During my first few 
weeks in Sao Tome I could hardly understand the Creole as 
normally spoken, but towards the end of my stay I was able 
to understand and speak it reasonably well, though not 
fluently. However, I do not follow the Creole sufficiently 
well to be able to transcribe and translate these stories.
For comparative purposes, I also collected data on the 
Creole of Principe, here called Principense, and on Angolar, 
the second Creole spoken on the island of Sao Tome. I did 
some research on Angolar in the town of Sao Tome,
and at the village of Sao Joao dos Angolares. On Principense 
I gathered considerably more data, by working with Principense 
informants living in the town of Sao Tome and during a stay 
of a few days on Principe island. An Appendix is included, 
describing the characteristics of Angolar, where it is hypo­
thesized that the Angolares were not shipwrecked on the 
island, as is generally assumed, but that they were slaves 
who fled from the main community early in the 16th century, 
and founded communities of their own. r'h«y would thus have 
taken with them a very early form of the Creole, which, being 
cut off for social and geographical reasons from the other 
Creole language which developed, and from Portuguese, may 
provide an idea of the original form of the Creole.
Previous contributions to the study of Sao Tomense begin 
with short expositions by Coelho (1880, 1882, 1886). At about 
the same time, Schuchardt (1882) wrote a scholarly work on 
Sio Tomense, with cross-references to African languages and 
to other Creoles. Negreiros (1895) published an ethnographic 
study of Sao Tome, the last chapter being devoted to Sao 
Tomense Creole. This book contains a description of aspects 
of the language, an extensive vocabulary list, and is still 
an important reference work. For a long time no further 
studies were published. In 1956, Espfrite Santo contributed 
a paper cn various aspects of Sao Tomense to.the International 
Congress of Western Africanists. Almeida (1958) published a 
listing of anatomical terminology in Sao Tomense and Princr- 
pense. Almeida's tudy is preceded by an introduction which
xiii
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GENERAL BACKGROUND
1. FORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF CONTACT LANGUAGES
By contact languages is here meant languages which have 
arisen out of what could be termed emergency situations, where 
the speakers of different and frequently unrelated languages 
have been brought together by force of circumstances, with 
ro language in common. If the culture contact is of a trans­
ient nature, or restricted to limited situations such as 
work, the language is likewise limited in vocabulary and 
grammar, and is termed a Pidgin. If, on the other hand, the 
contact is or a permanent and intimate nature, resulting in a 
new mother tongue, the language that emerges undergoes 
expansion in vocabulary and syntax, becoming a Creole. The 
languages on all sides of the contact situation are represented 
in both Pidgins and Creoles.
Of course, this definition of contact languages would be 
applicable to languages, such as Portuguese, whici. are not 
classified as Creoles. The above definition thus has to be 
qualified: contact languages, as discussed here, are as 
described above, with the proviso, in the case of Creoles, not 
of Pidgins, that they originated in the context and wake of 
the Age of Discovery. Pidgins can occur at any time, as 
illustrated by Fanakalo, which originated in the 19th century. 
Apart from this proviso, the processes seen in Creolization 
are present also in the formation of other languages. In the 
Iberian Peninsula, the Roman invasion brought a base language, 
Latin, which was adopted by the Ibero-Celtic substrata, 
yielding Galician-Portuguese and Spanish. The process is the 
same as is observed in the formation of Creoles. As in 
Creole languages, the base language, Latin, provided primarily 
the lexicon, and the substrata provided largely the phono­
logical and grammatical structures, which differ considerably 
from Latin. What happened in Creoles is therefore in essence 
the same. This point is an important one to keep in mind.
This section sets out to analyse the formation of a Creole 
language, with particular reference to the time span involved, 
and the subsequent development of the Creole. This information 
is necessary for the appropriate use of the statistics relating
Jill
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is happening to him.
. -.of some of the evidence
about 1678. He attributes the fact that Dutch had only a 
slight influence on the Creoles to a sharp social and 
linguistic cleavage between masters and slaves, which 
lasted until 1863, when the slaves were freed.
The Cape Verde islands were discovered in about 1460, 
and settlement began the following year (Almada, 1961).
In 1652, the Jesuit Father Antdnio Vieira, one of the foremost 
figures in Portuguese literature, wrote in a letter from the 
Cape Verde Islands (Vieira, 1925, 1^  297):
... in these islands' they have no need to be taught
the language, for all, in their way, speak Portuguese ...
Unlike any observers,Vieira does not speak of Creole as 
broken Portuguese, but fully accepts its status as a 
language, while distinguishing it from Standard Portuguese.
The implication of Vieira's statement seems clearly to be 
that a fully developed Portuguese-based Creole existed al­
ready in the Cape Verde Islands at that time, 190 years after
the first settlers began to arrive.
With reference to the formation of sao Tomense, Gorman 
de Granda (1970 : 6) has emphasized the significance of the 
following passage from Father Alonso de Sandoval's 
De ;"<=*-" r.,nda Aethiopum salute, published in Seville ;.n 
1627, about 160 years after the first settlers arrived in 
Sao Tomd from 14 85:
... and we call them Creoles or natives of S&o Tomd.
speech which they call the language of Sao Tome ...
The "Portuguese speech which they call the language 
of Sao Tome is still called today in Sao Tomense 'lungwa 
san'tome "language of Sao Tome" (see paragraph 2 ).^
German de Granda (1970:8-9) interprets the phrasing "a kind 
of very convot and broken Portuguese speech" to mean a 
Portuguese Creole, which is no doubt the correct assumption.
In Asia, the fact that Portuguese-based Creoles are 
spoken in areas which the Portuguese occupied for only a 
short period, as in Ceylon, discussed below, is in itself 
evidence that Creoles are formed in a short time span and are
4not susceptible to najor changes as a result of exposure to 
other languages v which they may be in contact. All
languages are in a process of change, and Creoles no more 
so than other languages.
Turning from the formative to the subsequent develop­
mental phases of contact languages, the evidence which will 
now be discussed indicates further that contact languages 
soon reach a degree of stability equal to any other language, 
whereafter language change takes place at a rate not dis­
proportionate to that of any other language in a contact 
situation. There is nothing to suggest that anything in the 
nature, genesis, or structure of contact languages makes them 
more prone to change than other languages in contact 
situations. The evidence from extinct or nearly extinct 
Creoles, which will be discussed presently, is rathe at 
if external linguistic pressures become too great, contact 
languages do not enter into an accelerated rate of change, 
but become obsolescent and then extinct. This, as discussed 
below, happened with the Portuguese Creole of Calcutta.
In the field of Portuguese Creoles, some scholars, such 
as Lopes (1936), and more recently Valkhoff (lb 6), have 
collected a large amount of evidence which suggests that, 
over periods between the 15th and 18th centuries, the use 
of Portuguese was widespread along the sea routes established 
by Portugal, although Portugal soon lost to other nations 
control of many points on the sea routes. Besides having 
varying degrees of currency over a wide area on the sea 
routes, Portuguese was used in many different forms and in 
extremely diversified social contexts. However, it is seldom 
clear how frequently Portuguese was used in a particular area, 
or which variety of Portuguese was referred to by various 
writers, whether Standard, Creole, Pidgin, or "foreigner talk". 
Some writers, among them van Wijk (1958) and Whinnom (1965), 
have postulated, along lines which seem to have originated in 
an article by Navarro Tomas,that a Portuguese Iidgin was used 
as a lingua franca along the sea routes, and was learnt by the 
slaves and other peoples with whom the Portuguese came Into 
contact. According to this theory, some or all European-based
ill
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Most of the phonological and grammatical features of 
sao Tomense are due to the operation of the substratum, 
and so are features <n other Creoles. Thus a reading of 
Hall's description of Haitian Creole shows many typically 
African features. Howe'er, there is a residue of features 
widespread in Creoes with different substrata in
various parts of the world; the best known of these are 
included in Thompson (1961). The feature which linguists 
have found most striking is the widespread occurrence in 
Creoles of a system of verb markers, often with the same 
or similar form, such as a morpheme <lo> , which occurs 
in Negerhollands, Papiamentu, the Cape Verdt. Islands,
Malacca, and other Creoles (Voorhoeve, 1973). This morphev , 
which has a variant <logo> in Malacca and other Creoles, 
is derive! from Portuguese logo /'lagu/ "later, etc.
It is inaeed puzzling that this Portuguese adverb should 
have such a wide distribution in Creoles as a modal verb, 
but it does not prove the monogenesis of Creoles. Either it 
is one of a few forms which gained currency on the sea routes, 
on a par with _<sawy> and <pikanin>, or it In related to a
process of language universal*.
The stability of an already formed contact language is
illustrated by the Pidgin Fanakalo, which, according to 
Cole (196 4 ; 548) developed some time after 1823.
For decades now, Fanakalo has remained virtually 
unaltered at the syntactical level/required mostly by work 
situations, in the context of short-term work contracts on 
the mines. The syntax has acquired no more complexity; no 
more tenses have developed. The 1938 edition of the Miner,, 
Companion is still a valid guidebook for Fanakalo today.
The changes which have taken place in Fanakalo from as far 
back as 1920, when the first edition was published, have been 
mainly in the technical lexicon, as can be judged from the 
preface to the 1938 edition:
m m m -
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All languages have to expand or introduce changes to 
label new concepts which are constantly being introduced.
Of course. Pidgins and Creoles are not alone in this. In a 
contact situation, such as that of European minorities in 
America, lexical items are likely to filter, to some extent, 
from the majority language to the minority language.
Further examples of stability are illustrated by the 
retention of Portuguese-based Creoles in Asia. Hancock (1969a) 
writes in his discussion of the background of PapiA Kristang, 
the Portuguese Creole of Malacca:
Although the Portuguese withdrew from 
Malaya more than 350 years ago, there stil 
exists today a substantial Eurasian 
population calling itself Portuguese, and 
speaking a creolized variety of that 
language.
In Ceylon, taken by the Dutch in 1656, the Portuguese 
Creole has survived to this day, despite extreme measures 
taken by the Dutch to eradicate it three centuries ago, over 
a period of close to a century and a half (Dalgado, 1900: 
xvii-xviii). Likewise, the subsequent English occupation did 
not have much more effect on the Creole, as Dalgado also 
discusses (1900:xxi) :
Even at present, after a century of English 
domination with its powerful colonial 
administration and extensive education in 
its own language, the Indo-Portuguese of
r L i r
The Portuguese Creole of Calcutta, however, became extinct 
at the beginning of this century, giving way to English. This 
further instance of the stability of Creole was a replacement 
of one language by another, not a change in the Creole.
Father than change under the influence of Ena ish, the Creoie 
gave way to English. Dalgado (1900 : xxviii, observed its 
avHnnt,ion. which appears to have taken place over a short perio
The Creole of Calcutta, where fifty years 
ano the missionary practised his ministry 
in Portuguese, is being completely sup­
planted by English --- With the knowledge
of Indo-Portuguese that I acquired in 
Ceylon, I used to converse perfectly -ith 
the few people who used it, most of whom 
have since died.
The Portuguese Creole spoken by a group of about 5.000 
people in the area of Bombay (Norteiro) was tending to be 
replaced by English and Portuguese at the turn of '-he century, 
when Dalgado wrote (1905 : 4) s
The educated classes show a lack of affection 
for their mother tongue, through the conscious­
ness and shame they have of its corruption, 
and they seek to get rid of it, using ei -her 
proper Portuguese or English, the official 
language, especially in Bombay and suburbs. 
Norteiro is tending, therefore, to be re­
stricted as English is extended, and it is 
natural that it will one day disappear from 
the city, supplanted by the two European 
languages• not, hov jver, in the country, 
where English cannot expect to become a 
mother tongue, not even over a long period.
It is to be expected that the same process of extinction 
can take place in an area where the official language is the 
parent language of the Creole. Bickerton and Escalante (1970: 
263) write about Palerguero that "With so few speakers, who 
will presumably continue to be drawn slowly but steadily 
closer to the mainstream of Colombian life, it might be ex­
pected to disappear altogether within a few decades."
In S&o Tomd, many Creole speakers are fluent in Standard 
Portuguese, and bilingualism is becoming generalized through 
education in the parent language. As a result, the parent 
language is influencing the Creole, but only to a small extent 
Thus, words derived from African languages are being replaced 
by words derived from Portuguese, and archaic Portuguese 
words in Sao Tomense are being replaced by modern Portuguese 
words. But the changes which Sao Tomense is undergoing today 
in the direction of Standard Portuguese, which affect a small 
portion of the lexicon and the phonology, are minimal whan 
seen in the context of the whole lexicon, phonology, and 
grammar of the Creole. There is almost no cuange at a deep 
level, and the core grammar remains virtually unchanged.
The conclusion is that a Creole can continue to retain its 
identity, which will remain unchanged even while continuing 
to be slightly influenced in its development by the official 
language, or it will become extinct, giving way to the 
official language, in much the same way as the Portuguese 
Creole of Calcutta has given way to English.
Finally, a Creole could become extinct in favour of 
another Creole with wider currency. Almeida (1958) refers to 
an increasing tendency among the Angolares of SAo Tom<5 to 
'bila 1folo (virar forro), to become members of the main 
Creole-speaking group in SSo Tomd.
Reaardina tne question as to whether Creoles should be  ^
classified typologically or genetically genetic criteria seem' 
to be most valid.SAo Tomense is directly derived from 
Portuguese, and some are aware of this when they refer to 
the Creoles as dialects and not as Creoles. SAo Tomense is 
not a dialect of Portuguese, since the two are mutually 
unintelligible, but the Portuguese parentage should be 
accepted as the criterion for classification. The term 
Creole has exhausted its meaning, and can fall away. Givtfn 
(forthcoming) has made this point, and suggests that the term 
contact language can also be discarded, since all languages 
are in some sense contact languages. Le Page (forthcoming) 
has also stated that there is no need to distinguish the 
processes of Creolization too sharply from those which lead 
to other kinds of linguistic change. He adds that all change 
derives from contact and/or from environmental change of 
some other kind. The term contact language could certainly 
be applied to Portuguese, which developed out of contact 
between Latin and the languages spoken in Lusitania before 
the Roman invasion. The only difference is that the Creoles 
arose in a situation of what Given calls communicative stress 
greater than was perhaps experienced in the Iberian peninsula 
Sao Tomense can thus be classified, on genetic criteria, as 
a Romance language.
2. THE CREOLES OF THE GULF OF GUINEA
SAo Tomense, the language which is analysed in this 
study, is one of four Creoles spoken on the islands of the 
Gulf of Guinea. These four Creoles, all Portuguese-based, 
are spoken on three islands, Sao Tome, Principe, and Annobon; 
in Sao Tome there are two Creoles, Sao Tomense and Angolar.
The Creoles spoken on the islands of Principe and Annobon 
will be referred to here respectively as Principense and 
Annobonese.
By saying that the Creoles are Portuguese-based, a con­
trast is meant with the substratum, which is composed of 
languages belonging to the Kwa and Western Bantu groups of 
African languages, as will be examined in the course of this 
description. The base language, Portuguese in the case of 
the Creolas of the Gulf of Guinea, is essentially the lexicon- 
donor language, contributing approximately 93 per cent of the 
lexicon of Sao Tomense, according to a count which I carried 
out on Negreiros's vocabulary list (1895: 355-369) . The sub­
stratum has contributed a great deal to the phonology and 
grammar of the Creoles; in Sao Tome, it has contributed about 
7 per cent of the lexical items, which are discussed in 
Chapter 7.
Except for Annobonese, which prefixes the word for 
"speech", the word 'lungwa (+ Ptg lingua) is commonly pre­
fixed to the names' of the languages, and the speakers refer 
to their languages as :
Sao Tomense: 'lungwa san't^me "language of Sao Tomd
Angolar: 'lungwa 'ngola ['ngala] "Angolar language
Principense: lun'gwige "language of the island"
The languages are generally known to their speakers as 
follows:
Sao Tomense : san* tome (♦ Ptg Sao Tomd)
Angolar : 'ngola 1+ Bantu, as in Kimbundu 'ng^a
[ ngcla] "Angola") 
Principense: Mje (- Ptg ilha "island")
Annobonese: fa d-am'bo (-Ptg falar de Ano Bom "speech
of Annobdn") (Barrena, 1957 s II)
rEach of these four Creoles is .uniform; in other words, 
there is no dialectal variation within each of the four 
Creoles. The small size of Principe and Annobon may to some 
extent account for the lack of dialectal variation in 
Principense and Annobonese. In Sao Tome, the larger island, 
two Creoles developed at opposite ends of the island; in the 
north lived the speakers of Sao Tomense, in a society which 
contained the institution of slavery; in the south were the 
speakers of Angolar, smaller in number but self-ruling, 
having no slavery, and living a life to a great extent dis­
sociated from the larger society at the other end of the island. 
Recent population figures reflect the number of speakers of 
each of the four Creoles; in 1963, according to a population 
survey quoted by Valkhoff (1966 : 79) , there were in S&o Tome 
2 8.600 inhabitants of the Sao Tomense cultural group, and 
7.200 Angolares. Principe had 4.100 people of its own cultural 
group. Barrena, in the preamble to his grammar (1957 : 10), 
gave the population of Annobon as 1.800, all of whom were 
Annobonese.
The three islands, which were uninhabited until the 
arrival of the Portuguese, were discovered at dates which are 
generally placed between 1470 and 1472. Campos (1971) has 
sought to prove that Sao Tomi was discovered in 147 8,
Principe in 147 9, and Annobon eight years later. Sao Tcme, 
the nucleus of the three islands, was the first to be settled. 
The first major contingent of settlers left Portugal for 
S&o Tom6 in 1493, although smaller numbers of settlers 
arrived from 1485 (see Chapter 3). The population of Prfncipe 
and AnnobSn came from Sao Tomd starting from the beginning 
of the 16th century. One gains the impression that originally 
only one Creole was spoken in the Gulf of Guinea. This first 
Creole, the original Sao Tomense, later changed into four 
Creoles through geographical separation, and possibly also 
because of differences wnich might have existed to some 
extent in the substratum. Angolar is probably closest to the 
original Creole, because it did not mix with the other 
Creoles or with Portuguese, since the Angolares lived in 
self-imposed independence and alienation from the other groups. 
Regarding possible substratum differences, although the four
Creoles have basically the same substratum, with features 
from Bantu and Kwa, Angolar, for instance,has a marked Bantu 
component, while Principense has a more marked Kwa component.
Although Annobdn was ceded to Spain in 17 8, the Creole 
of Annobdn has remained Portuguese-based. One reason for 
this retention of the Portuguese base seems to be that the* 
Creoles of the Gulf of Guinea were formed and consolidated 
in the first stages of settlement of the islands, long before 
Annobdn was ceded to Spain. As discussed in paragraph 1 , 
some linguistic data suggest that once Creole languages 
become consolidated they are not more susceptible to change
than other languages.
Broadly speaking, there are distinct similarities
between the four Creoles. In order to assess how much of the 
lexicon was shared, I carried out a comparison of the 
vocabulary of sao Tomense with that of the other three 
Creoles. For this comparison, as well as for the discussion 
which follows, I based myself on data collected on the 
research trip to the islands, for all the languages except 
Annobonese, for which I used Barrena's grammar (1957).^
The comparative count showed that, in general terms, Sao 
Tomense shares 88 per cent of the lexicon with Principense, 
82 per cent with Annobonese, and 67 per cent with Angolar
(regarding Angolar, see Appendix).
Only a small number of words have an identical phpno-
logy in the four languages; thus Ptg agua /’agw*/ "water", 
andar /.n'daV "to walk", and dar /daJ/ "to give" nave been 
absorbed into all four Creoles as, respectively, Lawa, nda , 
da . Most of the lexical items shared by the four show 
differences in phonology, differences which are frequently 
due to the sound structure of each Creole. Lambdacism, for 
example, is a characteristic of Sao Tomense, Angolar, and 
Annobonese, but not of Principense. This accounts for the 
incorporation of Ptg /f/ in rato /’tatu/ "rat" in ST as 
*latu , Ang. 'latu , but Pr. u'ratu, and of Ptg arroz 
/e'foS/ "rice" in ST as 'losg , Ann. a'los , but Pr. u— osu 
Another phonological feature in which the Creoles 
differ is in the presence or absence of vowel length. There 
is no significant vowel length in Sao Tomense and Angolar.
■ ,1 s;c*: V. W 1 ‘ 4WtUmBwRaBm
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Annobonese, according to Barrena (1957 : 18) has a short 
[a] and a long [a],the latter occurring in such a word as 
ta'ba "to work""; there is no indication i. Barrena that 
this difference in length is phonemic. Vowel length occurs 
also frequently in Principense, in some instances with 
phonemic value, the length compensating for the loss of a , 
Portuguese segment or segments, as in the pairs 
drown" (* Ptg afoga /,'fogV), "to enjoy oneself"
(+ Ptg folga /'falgtA E2 Para /'pe^A
paa "beach" Ptg praia /'pfa]^). The origin of the vowel
length is in Kongo, where some dialects have vowel length,
as will be discussed presently.
One phonotactic element which contributes to the 
differences is that the four Creoles have few consonant 
clusters, and the clusters allowed vary between the Creoles. 
The consonant clusters allowed in Sao Tomense are discussed 
in paragraph 2.2 of the chapter on phonology. Thus Sao 
Tomense allows /!/ to cluster as C, or C, with a number o£ 
consonants, whereas the other creoles allow very few /V  
compounds. This phonotactic difference accounts for the 
treatment of the Portuguese liquid in such words as:
Pta outro /'otxu/ "another" - ST ^tlo , Pr l°to ,
Ang. 1 oto , Ann. 1 utulvi
" branco /'bxonku/ "white" -ST Iblanku , Pr. Ibanku ,
Ann. ' bani.u
" comprar /kom'plai/ to buy
- ST ko’pla , Pr ko'pa ,
Ang ' k -vpwa , Ann. kom* pla
The differences in grammatical structure between the 
four creoles are not major. To refer to one difference, the 
copula verb, which is sa in the four languages, tends to 
be omitted in Principense. Thus, where Sao .omense, for 
example, would render -He is a doctor" as e_sa_do32l2 ■ 
Principense has e do'to . Turning to the nature of the 
negation, double negatives occur in sao Tomense Cna ...fa ~
L
zwS se'be lan da \
John know swim NEQ
"John does not know how to swim.
in m,re complex Prlncipene, sentence., £. 
into the grammatical structure of the sentence, being placed 
at pauses in the discourse, as in:
   fa. 'Puke 'minu ku'se ki^sajcu^me
a .<ina sQ fa- 'kwantu 'maSi pa_sa ’da_mi 
I-want NEG, because small thing-that which you 
be eating it is-enough you NEG, so-much more
for you give me. . , .
»I don't want any, as that small quantity wh-
you are eating is not enough for you, let a
■Iff
nu" (Bickerton and Escalant-,
Kikongo slllu -promise", ^ U u  "'hell' ftaman, 1936). 
Tnterdantkl~fricativss, such as are found in the core phono­
logy of Angolar, although not common in African languages, 
occur in a small number of Western Bantu languages, sue 
as Hereto and the Ndingi dialect of Kongo. Finally, in a 
passage from Guthrie (1967 •. 52) in which the languages of the 
Kongo area are discussed, an explanation for the nature of 
negation is given which may be applied to the Creoles of the 
Gulf of Guinea for both the disjunctive double negativ an 
for the placing of the negative particle at the end of the 
utterance or at a pause in Principense:
B i i s S f e
tuzaii~ko.
Negative morphemes resembling those of the cr«°le= 
under discussion occur in other Bantu languages of the Kongo
iSiiiiEps
: r t ^ e  preceded by another negative morpheme, nta ta
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1. LINGUISTIC DATA
Relatively little work has been done on the several 
hundred languages of West Africa. There are languages whose 
existence is not known, and many are virtually unstudied.
There are doubts as to how to establish groups within 
language families, and problems arise in deciding where 
boundaries lie between dialect and language. Paucity of 
data tends to lead to languages being classed as dialects of 
better-known languages. Guthrie, dealing with the Bantu area 
in general, regards his classification as only approximately
50 per cent accurate (1967 : 8).
The insufficiency of linguistic data does not allow 
precise specification of the source languages which contri­
buted to the formation of Sao Tomense. Two languages, however, 
are clearly important African sources of Sao Tomense. From 
an anlysis of Sdo Tomense and its substratum, the language 
that emerges as seemingly the major African source of Sao 
Tomense, is a Bantu language, Kongo, which is often referred 
to as Kikongo Kongo is a dialect cluster, with three main 
branches, Kikongo, Fishikongo and Kakongo (Doke, 1967 . 16). 
The main references consulted for Kongo were Bentley (1887, 
1895) and Laman (1936), two major dictionaries with good 
linguistic descript s. Another important reference was 
Silva M i a  (1961). iddition, there are several minor 
publications, and x. rmation on Kongo is also to be found 
in several books of a "ader scope, such as Stapleton (1903), 
Johnson (1919, 1922', M«. ihof (1932), and Guthrie (1967).
According to the linguistic evidence, the Kwa languages 
seem to be secondary in importance to Bantu as substratum 
languages of SAo Tomense. One Kwa language, however, is of 
importance in the substratum. This language is Bini, also 
known as Edo, spoken in the lower reaches of the Niger. The 
principal work consulted for Bini was Melzian (1937), an 
excellent dictionary wirh some linguistic notes. Other works 
consulted were Dennett (1903), Thomas (1910), and Dunn (1968).
other Bantu and Kwa languages may be of great importance 
in the substratum. However, consultation of a large number 
of descriptions of African languages showed no evidence of
as close a relationship with Sao Tomense as is found in Kongo 
and Dini. Of course, some languages remain unstudied, or 
have been so far inadequately described, or may have 
references which the author was unable to consult, and it 
may be that with fullci references on African languages some 
hitherto unexplained features of Sao Tomense, particularly 
in the structure of the lexicon, will be explained.
2. HISTORICAL DATA
The history of the slave movement into Sao Tomd is a 
complex one. Many factors are involved, and many documents 
are missing. In addition, not all the slaves who went to 
Sao Tomd remained on the island; some of them were sent from 
there to Portugal or to other parts of the world.
Broadly speaking, however, in the early phases of 
settlement of Sao Tomd, slaves were sent to the island from 
two major sources: the Congo-Angola region, a Bantu-speaking 
zone, and tne Bight of Benin, a Kwa-speaking area. Slaves 
obtained from a particular tribe need not have been from 
that t-ribe, but could have been prisoners taken from neigh­
bouring tribes.
In the Bantu area, dialects of Kongo were spoken in the 
kingdom of the Congo; Kishikongc was and is still the branch 
of this language spoken in the capital, today Sao Salvador 
(Bentley, 1887 : ix). Kimbundu, known also as Ndongo, was the 
language of the kingdom of Angola, which lay south of the 
kingdom of the Congo.
In the Kwa area, Bini, also known as Edo, was the 
language of the kingdom of Benin, with which the Portuguese 
established an early relationship, Many other languages were 
spoken around these .three kingdom s which supplied 
slaves to Sao Tome, and slaves could have come from any of 
these provenances.
As discussed in Chapter 3 , the early settlers had
a royal charter allowing them to obtain slaves for the island 
in the rivers of the Bight of Benin, and 920 slaves had been 
brought to £>ao Tome' under this charter by 1499.
From the congo, many inhabitants were sent to Portugal
to acquire various types of education and skills, and 
Portuguese missionaries went to the Congo to teach Portuguese. 
In this process, Portuguese acquired a measure of currency 
in the Congo; the relevance of this to the object of this 
study seems to be that some of the people who went to Sflo 
TO"'6 as slaves from the Congo may have had a knowledge of 
Portuguese, so that the Portuguese base need not have been 
derived entirely from the Portuguese-speaking settlers on 
the island. The Discalced Carmelite Friar Diogo do Santis,imo 
Sacramento wrote to his convent in Lisbon in 1584 (Paiva 
Manso, 1877 : 132) ;
The King [Xlvaro II] of the Congo wants 
us to teach Grammar to the children of 
his noblemen, for the Fathers who were 
here used to do so.
Cadornega (1680-1681 : 265) refers to the education of the 
Congo people;
They show ... no ignorance ... , for this 
Mixicongo nation pr _des itself on being 
well read and learned, especially the 
lords and nobility of that Kingdom.
During the 16th century, many slaves left the Congo 
for Sao TomS, although one cannot ascertain how many were
absorbed into the island, and how many were sent elsewhere
from SSc Tome* cannot yet be ascertained, for lack of informa­
tion. That some remained on Sao Tom<5 is testified by the
linguistic influence of languages of the Kongo area on sao 
Tomense.
A letter of 1526, from Afonso I of the Congo to John III
(li'26 ; 53-55) , reveals that even people in high positions in
the Kingdom were taken into slavery:
Each day the traders take oui native people, 
children of the land and children of our 
nobility and vassals and our relatives ...
Such, Sire, is this corruption and baseness 
that our land is being everywhere depopulated.
In 1568, the well-known invasion of the Congo by the 
cannibal Jaga tribe took place. The aftermath of the invasion 
was described by Lopez and Pigafetta (1591 ; 112), who explain 
how the havoc and ruin affected the slave trade to Sflo Tomd:
r*
Lords.
m m
predominantly from the Congo or from Benin.
ill
ly equivalent numbers.
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running at the rate ot around 2.000 slaves 
a year by the middle fifteen-thirties. 
Information about the Benin share in this 
trade is entirely lacking, perhaps because 
of a fortuitous destruction of documents.
Ryder mentions that most of the records of the Casa da 
Mina in Lisbon were destroyed with the building in the 1755 
earthquake. Cnly a few documents which happened to be else­
where survived. It can thus be concluded that, at the present 
time, the historical records which have been studied still 
remain inconclusive with regard to the general movement of 
the slaves who went to work in SAo Tomd, and from what
language sources they originated.
The main bibliography consulted in an assessment of the 
available historical data which might throw light on the 
issue of the linguistic substratum of SSo Tomense was Paiva 
Manso (1887), Brdsio (1952), Birmingham (1966), Ryder (1969), 
and Curtin (1969).
FORMATION OF SAP TOMENRE
' i , ■-
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in trying to capture what happened socially in Sao TomS 
luring the formative years of the Creole, four stages emerge
•’ —
It, in about 1171 (see Chapter 1, paragraph 2). The first 
stage starts with the first attempts at settlement, in 14B5. 
and ends in 1492, the year before the settlement of the
mm#
a masesi
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connected with it, and it is to be supposed that some of 
the slaves from the Congo and Benin areas were not sent 
to Mina but remained on the island to perform services.
A further indication that a reasonably substantia), population 
was already developing on the island at this stage is implicit 
in the royal charter granting the captaincy to Joao Pereira, 
where it was stated (Livro das Ilhas : 61, quoted in Uegreiros,
1895 : 32) :
It also pleases us that [Joao Pereira) shall 
take for himself all the flour mills which 
there may be on the said island.
The existence of these flour mills in Sao Tome necessarily 
implies the presence of a local population. Another passage 
which indicates that a nucleus of settlers had begun to form 
appears in Negreiros (1895 : 33), who writes that a condition 
under which the captains were allowed to sell or rent any 
piece of land was that the people to whom these concessions 
were made had to cultivate them within a period of five years, 
or otherwise lose possession of the land. Further, Sao Tome 
was a port of call for many ships. The original Creole of 
the Gulf of Guinea is likely to have started developing 
during this stage. As stated above, the indications are that 
a number of Portuguese people was there, providing a 
Portuguese base for the Creole, and the island must have 
retained some of the slaves passing there from the Congo and
Benin areas, who provided the substratum.
The second stage in the social history of the island 
may be said to be the phase of more intensive settlement, 
which began in 1493 with the appointment of Alvaro de 
Caminha as captain, and may be said to come to an end in 
1505. A description of S&o Tomd by Valentim Fernandes in 
1506 provides information about this second phase.
The first major contingent of settlers arrived in Sao 
Tom* in 1493. A large component of this group was made up 
of Jewish children whose parents had come from Castille. 
Garcia de Resende referred to them and the conditions of 
their departure in his Chronicle of che Reign of John II 
(ca 1545 : 253-254) :
X
L
In the year 1493 ... the King gave Alvaro 
de Caminha, a knight of his household, 
the Captaincy of the Island of Sao ^ome...
And Castillian Jews not having left his 
Realms within the prescribed times, he 
had them taken as captives according to 
the condition of entry, and took their 
small sons and daughters, who were thus 
captives, and had them all made Christians, 
and with the said Alvaro de Caminha he 
sent them all to the said Island of Sao 
Tome, so that being parted from their 
parents, and their doctrines, and from 
those who might talk to them of the law 
of Moses, thev should be good Christians, 
and also so that on their growing vp 
and marrying he could with them populate 
the said island, which on this account 
from then on prospered.
According to the description of Sd?- Tomd written in 
December 1506 by Valentim Fernanr isio, 195*, 4 ; 33-451,
the Jewish children numbered 2.0, d were all 8 years or
younger. Many died, and, when Fernandes wrote, 13 years after 
they were sent to sao Tomd, only about 600 of them, both 
male and female, were still living. Fernandes makes an 
observation about this group, indicating a close contact 
with the Black population:
The said captain [Alvaro de Caminha] married
women from white men.
This fact is relevant to the formation of the Creole
language on the island.
Fernandes adds that Alvaro de Caminha also took with
him many people who went of their own accord, and whom he 
employed.
On the whole island, Fernandes continues, there were 
about 1.000 citizens, some of whom had gone to live there of 
their own choice, others who were employed, and others who 
were there because of the Guinea trade; most of them, however, 
were convicts. Fernandes does not seem to include the Jewish 
boys and girls in this figure of 1.000 citizens. Regarding 
the convicts, up to 1535 most of the convicts sentenced for 
serious offences in Portugal were sent to S&o Tomd to
populate the island. Fernandes writes about them:
There are now many rich deported conv;.cts, 
who have 14 and more slaves who work and 
farm for them, and thus they make good 
earnings.
John II and Manuel both ordered that each convict in 
Sao Tomd should be given a slave woman, as stated in a 
proclamation of King Manuel, of 1515 (Brdsio, 1952, 1 : 331) ,
to have her and to serve himself of her, 
with the main purpose of the said Island 
being populated.
Regarding the Black population, with the death of 
Alvaro de Caminha in 1499, his cousin Pero Alvares de 
Caminha wrote to King Manuel that out of 1.080 slaves whom 
Alvaro de Caminha had had a royal charter to import from the 
slave rivers on the mainland opposite, 920 had arrived at 
Sao Tome. These slaves from the Kwa-speaking area of the 
Bight of Benin came at a crucial stage in the formative 
phase of the Creole. Pero de Caminha had previously received 
a letter from King Manuel, who had indicated that he wanted 
slaves in Sao Tome to populate the island. Caminha wrote 
to the King in this regard (Brasio, 1952, 1 : 175) :
if your highness should see fit that I should 
stay on this island until I complete these 
things, then. Sire, in view of your letter 
which is here, I shall take from the slave 
Rivers as many slaves as necessary, as such 
is your command for the settlement of the 
island.
In 1500 the citizens of Sao Tome were granted further 
the privilege of obtaining slaves and dealing in all goods 
on the mainland from Rio Real and the island of Fernando Po 
to the kingdom of the Congo (Cortesao, 1968 : 33).
In 1506, when Valentim Fernandes wrote, there were in 
Sao Tome about 2.000 slaves employed in farming and other 
work, apart from the slaves who were being sent out again, 
who at times totalled 5.000 to 6.000 (Brasio, 195#, 4 : 34).
The third stage in the social history of the island is 
that in which Sao Tome reached its maturity, and developed 
towards prosperity. An important social development was the 
formation of a free section of the African population, and
its progression towards becoming a wealthy section of the 
population. One may date this stage from 1506 to 1566, the 
year before the French attack which heralded the social 
decline of the island and the exodus of many of the Portuguese 
settlers.
In 1515, King Manuel, in reiterating John II's gift 
of a slave women to each convict in Sac Tome in order to 
populate the island, granted freedom to the women given to 
the convicts, and to their offspring (Brdsio, 1952, 1 : 331-332). 
Two years later, Manuel granted freedom to the men slaves 
also who had been given to convicts by John II, as well as 
to their descendants (Brasio, 1952, 1 : 376). The free African 
population became wealthy, and took over the culture of the 
Portuguese. One may assume that these Africans and the 
Portuguese who married into the African population were 
instrumental in the development of the Creole, providing 
the Portuguese model on which it was based.
An unknown Portuguese pilot who described a voyage 
from Lisbon to Sao Tome in the middle of the 16th century
appears to have conversed in Portuguese with one of the
wealthy Africans (Machado, ca 1955 : 78):
On five times that I was there with ships,
I affirm that I spoke to a Negro called 
Joao Menino, a very old man, who said that 
he had been taken there with the first who 
went from the African coast to this island,
when it was populated by order of the king
of Portugal; and this Negro was very 
wealthy and had children, grandchildren, and 
great-grandchildren...
The pilot includes some remarks on the traders and 
their relationship with the free Africans (Machado, ca 1955 : 
51-5?);
There live [in Sao Tomd] many traders,
Portuguese, Castillians, French, and Genoese, 
and those of any nation who may want to 
live here. They are all accepted with very 
good will; almost all have a wife and children, 
...but it sometimes happens that when their 
white wives die the said traders take Negro 
wives, with which they do not have much 
difficulty, the Negro inhabitants being of 
great intelligence and wealth, and bringing 
up their daughters in our manner, in customs
as well as dress, and those who are born from 
such Negresses are of brown colour and are 
called mulattos.
It is implicit in these observations that the free 
Africans could speak Portuguese, although no doubt they 
spoke also the Creole which formed part of their background.
The pilot speaks of the slave population (Machado, 
ca 1955 : 54), making specific reference to the kingdoms 
of Benin and the Congo:
Each inhabitant [of SSo Tom6] buys Negro 
slaves and their women from Guinea, Benin, 
and Manicongo, and employs them in couples, 
in cultivating the lands for the plantations, 
and in extracting the sugars. And there 
are wealthy men who own one hundred and 
fifty, two hundred, and even three hundred 
Negro men and women....
In 1526, in response to a request from the free Negroes 
in Sao Tome, John III allowed them to form a "brotherhood 
of Our Lady of the Rosary", with numerous privileges, 
among them that of demanding and compelling the freedom 
of any Black man or woman who was a member (Brasio, 1952,
1 : 472 -474).
Sao Tomd was by then a thriving island, as testified 
further by the fact that in 1525 John III promoted the main 
township of Sao Tome, founded by Alvaro de Caminha, to the 
status of a town, with the privileges applying to Portuguese 
t<->wns (Brasio, 1952, 1_ : 453-454). According to the anonymous 
Portuguese pilot, it was a big town, with 600 to 700 homes, 
and a good harbour (Machado, ca 1955 : 51). In 1534,at the 
request of John III,the Pope elevated Sao Tome to the status 
of a bishopric, with jurisdiction over a wide area including 
the Congo (Brasio, 195^, 2^ : 6-7, 22-34). According to 
Cortesao (1968 :• 33-38), SSo T^md reached the peak of its 
prosperity in the third quarter of the 16th century. The 
basis of the island's economy was the sugarcane industry, 
referred to by the unknown Portuguese pilot (Machado, ca 1955 : 
53-55), who wrote that there were about 60 sugar mills on 
the island, although two thirds of the islahd was still 
uncleared. Cortesao (1968 : 34,38) writes that sugar was 
followed in importance by the slave and ivory trade, and makes
reference to the existence of a shipyard in Sao Tcrae during
the middle of the 16th century.
Finally one may envisage a fourth stage in the social 
history of Sao Tome, from 1567 to 1644, four years after the 
re-establishment of Portuguese independence from Spain, 
when" Sao Tome was recaptured from the Dutch, who held it i.or
three years.
Sao Tome entered a period of steep decline in the last 
quarter of the 16th century, a decline which was intensified 
by the rule of the Philips of Spain in Portugal. 1567 was 
the year when the island was raided by French pirates, who, 
according to Negreiros (1895 : 63), "invaded the island and 
committed all kinds of barbarities". Seven years later "the 
worst attack of the Ar.golares took place; they destroyed 
plantations and sugar mills, attacking and razing the town 
itself" (Negreiros, 1895 ; 61). In 1585 a large part of the 
town was destroyed by a great fire. The following year there 
was a revolt of slaves led by the Negro Amador, who came 
to call himself king of Sao Tom<5. Four years later, in 1600, 
a Dutch fleet attacked the island and ransacked the town.
An important social event during this phase was the 
exodus of the Portuguese from Sao Tom<s as a consequence of 
the instability of the island. Cortesao 0968 ; 42) gives 
the following picture of the situation at the beginning of
the 17th century:
At about this time Sao Tomd was in fui.1 
decadence. The farmers, whom the warring 
Angolares did not cease to disquiet after 
1575, and the traders and ship-builders, 
continually persecuted at sea, had from 
the end of the 16th century abandoned the 
island in large numbers, most of them 
going to Brazil. The sugar industry 
declined notably; of many mills no more 
than ruins remained; and part of the ol 
and densely populated town now lay waste 
and deserted.
In 1641 the island was taken by the Dutch, and it was 
taken back frc the Dutch in 1644. The Dutch language left
no imprint on the Creole.
The departure of large numbers of Portuguese set tiers
meant that to a large extent the Creole no lonrer had the
Portuguese model alongside which it was deve.lrping, this 
at a time when the Creole was reaching its maturity. This 
severance of Portuguese at this point in time could 
possibly account for the high African component in the 
lexicon, phonology, and grammar of SSo fcmense. If the 
Portuguese settlers had remained in large numbers, it is 
natural to expect that the Creole would have moved con­
siderably closer to Portuguese. As it was, as Negreiros 
writes, "the white race had moved away, and the mixed race, 
consequently, gradually diminished, until it was almost 
extinguished". Regarding the African population, Negreiros 
writes: "Even the Portuguese blood which ran in their veins 
was gradually lost in the constant crossings with the races 
of the mainland opposite, because Portugal no longer even 
sent her convicts there" (1895 : 37, 40). The linguistic 
corollary of these observations is that the Portuguese 
language was virtually removed from the social situation, 
and presumably the Portuguese of the Portuguese-speaking free 
Africans was lost, only the Creole remaining.
mg
PHONOLOGY
1. TI E PHONEMIC SYSTEM IN OUTLINE
.1. Segmental Phonemes 
1.1.1. Vowels
„  hls seven non-n„el end five nesel Phoneme,. •= 
et out in the following matrix :
BackT c e n t r a lFront
LowHigh MidLowLowMidHigh
Nasal
, v e  -  b- k i w  ^ ls'
-S - tS S S
some of the contrasts:
/ ! /
/I/
/e/
/ • /
/a/
/a/
•basa
•basa
* f udu
"ribbon"
"collection*
"to have" 
"also"
"wave"
"rib"
"clean"
A / IMtu
/e/ 'Petu
A / 1 pctu
/u/ ku'3_e
/o/ ko' ie
/o/ ' sofii
A / ' s o 6 i
"whistle-, flute" 
"chest"
"clever"
"to pick"
"to choose"
"blow"
"luck"
1.1.1.1. Morpnophonemic Vowel
[?] is a nasal central high vowel with lip spreading. 
Nasality is the only linguistically significant feature of
this nucleus.
ti] occurs only in W o  instances in the language : In 
optional variation with M  -  M  In, n ] as a l==atlve 
morpheme, and as the 1st p.s. subject pronoun, [a is thus 
the representation of a morpheme whose main phonological 
identity is nasality. The following are examples of the 
occurrence of this segment.
a) As locative morpheme:
i -'stlada "on the road"
i -'liba "on top"
b) As 1st p.s. subject pronoun:
j-1kopla ~ 'n-ko pla [1n~kopla] I bought 
i-te "v n-te 1 have ,
1.1.2.Consonants
The minimal system consists of the consonants of 
highest occurrence. The maximal system consists of tne same 
consonants, with the addition of consonants which occur on y 
marginally. The minimal and maximal systems of consonan. 
phonemes in ST are as set out in the following table .
Minimal Maximal
Stops - voice 
+ voice
Fricatives - voice 
+ voice
Affricates - voice 
+ voice
Nasals + voice
Continuants + voice
/p t k
b d g
f s 3 
v z 2
a
3
m n 
w 1 3/
/p t k 
b d g
f s S 
v z 2
a
3
m n jt 
w 1 R ] /
phonetic v.ltcs are an repreaant.d by the phonemic symbois. 
ccept in the following:
onant clusters.
--
^ T „ a y  aa the degree of implosion of /b/.
r, z:
ZZi-    .
. i. — . »• »-•- r*
The following minimal pairs illustrate some of the more 
important contrasts in the consonantal system:
pa»11 "to give birth"
/?/
/*>/ ba'li "to sweep'
,tajj -Afternoon"
/t/
/a/ Hsil "a5«"
1 kssu asthmaA /
/g/ LSM5
/f/
/v/
/*/
/z/
/ a /
/*/
/c /
/?/
/m/
/n/
■
hook"
fle’ga "to rub ; to scrub'
vie'ga 'to bend"
ka’sa "to hunt
ka'za "to marry
’maSi "more"-
■magi "but"
ma'Ea "greeting"
ma'ja "godmother1
m6 "hand"
n6 "we"
nga'ma "trough"/m/ ---
/ / nga'na "ben
/n/ ba'na "to shake"
/jt/
/ ! /
"to hem"
mo'le "to die" .
/d/ moMe "to bite"
/n/ and /V, which occur in the maximal system, are only
T I L /  "sleep" (e Ptg sono /.onu/). /«/ occurs In a small 
number of words, and is discussed in 3.3.3.
1 1 2.1. Palatal Consonants by Palatalization 
and depalatalization.
before vowels. The palatils /5, 5, 3, 2/ normally occur 
before the high front vowels /i, 57 and before the semi­
vowel /]/. The dentals and alveolars /t, d, s, z/ occur 
before other vowels. The following are examples of this 
almost complete -.omplementary distribution:
/t/
/&/
/d/
/]/
/s/
/a/
/z/
/v
Exceptions to the palatal series. In some instances, th* 
palatal consonant occurs before vowels other than A ,
3/f normally in cases where the etymon contains either 
of these three segments. In such cases, the ST palatal 
may be said to be marked for origin. In the instance oi 
/v, the Portuguese high front segment may appear 
optionally in til as /]/, yielding /} ~ 5 l / $
derreter / d n c u ' t e l /  
perguntar /palgun'tal/
4 dle'te 
> pun'ta
"to melt" 
"to ask"
sorte / 1 s jftw/ "* Iso&i 
feiticeiro /feiti'seiju/ ^ fiSi’selu
"luck"
"witch‘wizard
verdade /vw-t'dad**/ 
alguidar /algi'daJ/
+ vt'de 
> liai'da
"truth"
"basin"
tarde /'taldw/ 
grande /'grand*/
- •tali 
4- "nql&li
"afternoon"
"big"
cego /'segu/ 
bicho /'biSu/
4- 'segu 
4. 1 bisu
"blind"
"animal"
vestir /vw&'ti%/ 
cinco /'sinku/
4 bi'Si 
4 1 Sinku
"to dress" 
"five"
fe^rugem /f»’fu2ei/ 
azedo /a'zodu/
4 fa'luza 
4 1zedu
"rust"
"sour"
mils lea /'muziko/ 
(Afr.? )
•mu2ika
lie
"music"
"to scoop"
/&/
/V
/S/
/z/
tia /'tie/
6dio /'ad]u/
(Afr., cf. Bini mu dia)
dia /'die/ 
diabo /'d]%bu/ 
mezinha /mc'zi^e/
palicio /pe'lasgu/ 
bacia / be'sie/ 
xaile /'Sail*/
genio /'ien]u/
ciru-.giao /ai fui1 £i50/
6a
o'Do 
mQ'la 
la ~ 3ia
"aunt"
"hatred" 
"to stand" 
"day"
"Tabu x Inabu "devil 
mljl
pa*laSu
ba'Ba
•sdi
'%cnu
Stli'%6
medicine"
"palace"
"basin"
"shawl"
"temper" 
"medicine man"
The following, however, cannot be explained in terms 
of either vocalic environment or origin, and do not appear to 
be recent borrowings as discussed under c) below:
adivinhar /edivi’j,al/ 
(Bantu, cf Kishikongo 531511)
(Afr.)
dl'via "to guess"
'suSu "dagger with 
----  wire point
ko'kOla "coconut"
dep«l?talization rules, as in:
A /
/d/
/*/
destino /del1tinu/ 
canivete A®ni'vete/ 
tio /'tiu/ 
arte /’a l W  
contents /kon'tentw/ 
antigamente /entig 6'ment#/ 
importante /impul' t ent*./
decidir /d*si'di-V 
gerar /i*'l^i/
diS’tinu "destiny"
kani'vat "penknife
1tiu(x el) "uncle" 
■afti 'x 'aOl) "art" 
kon'tenti "pleased" 
antiga'menti "long ago 
imp of'tanti "i portant"
disi'di 
it
"to decide' 
"to breed"
Before consonants. /£, 5,s,z,z) do not occur before con­
sonants. Of the series of consonants being dealt with here, 
only /t, d, s/ occur before consonants, as in:
/tZ tremer . tle'me "to tremble"
/d/
derreter /d**-tV te^/ ^ dle'_te "to melt"
/s/
mosca /'moSke/ - 'moBka "fly"
estrada >s'Uada/ ll^lada "road"
By exception, /*/ occurs in a consonant cluster in 
115'boa "Lisbon" (- Ptg L.sboa /lit'boe/). Also, the 
auxiliary verb Ska "is" has a variant ska.
An important exception is the different uses of the 
related morphemes di and i^. , used in genitive con 
structions. di is equivalent to the preposition "of", 
and 11 is the Noun Replacer (NR) which follows possessive 
complements to the copula verb, as in:
di ke ? 
of whom?
"whose?"
e sa Ti zb 
it be of John 
"It is John's'."
The correspondences in palatalization between Portuguese 
and sSo Tomense are discussed in 3.8. A comparison with 
Bantu languages is made under 4.5. Under paragraph 5 , in 
the summary of significant features of the phonology, U D  , 
a parallel is drawn with palatalization in Brazilian Port­
uguese.
Prosodic Features
1. 
a)
2.1. Stress
in words of more than on. syllable, a strong stress Is 
signed to a syllable, and other syllables receiveas
weaker stress. With the exception of irain verbs, the basic 
stress pattern of a word is normally retained. However, 
the stress pattern on a part of speech may be changed in 
discourse. This seldom occurs, but is exemplified by the 
changes in the stress pattern of a^le "king" in the 
following sentences:
a'le 'bila we
king turned eyes
"The king turned his eyes."
'ale sa 'meza
king is at-table
"The king is at the table."
On disyllabic main verbs, such as fVsa % Hisa "to close", 
the strong stress may be placed either on the final or on the 
penultimate syllable. There is a general tendency for the 
main stress to be placed on the penultimate syllable when 
an object or other immediate complement follows, and on the 
final syllable when there is no immediate complement to the
verb.
If the main verb has more than two syllables,
which is not typical, stress may be placed on a syllable
before the penultimate, as in dumini ~ dumVni "to sleep".
2.2. Tone
There is no phonologically significant tone in ST. However, 
a stylistic or emphatic device, a high tone may be pieced 
the nucleus of a monosyllabic word or on the last two nuclei 
a word of more than one syllable, as in:
e na bw.l fa
it NEG^ good NEG2
"It is not good."
« 'futa i'nS kwa se ?
he stole them things DEM ? , .
"Did he steal them?"
"Rose is tall." 
e sa ku di£'g<5std
he be with sadness 
"He is sad."
2. MORPHEME STRUCTURE RULES
2.1. Vowel Harmony
Vowel harmony is a consistent feature of ST phonology.
In ST , vowel harmony consists in a tendency for the same 
vowel to occur in two consecutive syllables within a morpheme. 
Vowel harmony in ST occurs virtually only with non-nasal 
vowels, as in:
bi'li "to ooen"
ba'lili "barrel"
me'se "to want"
le'gtla "enjoyment
na'ta "Christmas
•poto "door"
ko'ko "to crawl"
'budu "stone"
In ST there are also examples of a type of vowel harmony 
which is preference rather than complete assimilation.
Usually the preference is not completely systematic. A 
strong preference, however, becomes obligatory in the choice 
of /o/ rather than /o/ if an adjoining syllable has the 
nucleus /»/. Thus, /o/ cannot occur in contrast if the ad­
joining syllable has the nucleus /&/. /u/ could occur
instead of /o/, as it does in plu'md "lung" (' Ptg pulmfio 
/pul'mav/). However, the preference for /a/ changes the Ptg 
/u/ to ST /o/ in most cases, if here is a vowel /d/ in 
aii a Dining syllable, as in:
Ptg bordao /bu ‘1dSu/
" coragao /ku£®’seu/ 
tostao /tuS'tW 
» povoagao /puw 8' s %u/ 
1 fogao /fu' gSu/
Afr.
bo'do "cudgel” 
kl o' so "heart" 
t a' so "unit of money* 
p o'so "town" 
fo'qo "stove" 
kid'klo"throat"
The way in which vowel harmony operates in the m-
phonology appears in paragraph 4.3.
2 2. syllable Structure
There .re the following types of syllable structure in 
ST, in diminishing order of importance:
CV
V
cvc
Z = = = : = H =
^ ^ T e ’Lnonicl type CV is illustrated by the following 
examples:
— i ■«*>*• ;;pr :::/::'.%:pn.w,
ka'nli.au "caprice'
sa'pe "hat'
chapd’i /Se'pcu/)
in tne CV type, C may be a single consonant, 
as in 'pc.li "skin", me'se "to want", m6 "hand", 
be "to see", or xt may be a sequence C f r  or C f r C y  
If there is a C ^ ,  tnen either:
a) C2 equals /!/ or a semivowel (/w/ or /D/l,a3 in.
(*. ptg trabalhar /tls.be' Fal/)
tlafba "to work'
fla'kO
bo'dla
"falcon" (
"to embroider" (
1vli.du "glass"
'bio.Si "bronze" 
kle'senti "crescent" 
bwe "ox? cow"
1 sen.kwa "bug"
di'via "to guess"
f-)a "leaf
falc&o /fal'kao/) 
bordar /bul'dai/) 
vidro /vi.dfu/) 
bronze /bid.z®/) 
crescente /kl^S.1 sent®/)
boi /hoi/)
( cf. Kongo kl-nse.kwa)
(+• Ptg adivinhar. Z6. di .''i .jial/) 
(«- " folha /' fo.Aa/)
(«-
(*
(-
(
or b) C l  is a homorganic nasal:
nda "to walk" (* *J-9 andar /®n'da//)
(nga^al "towl" " q.Unh, Zg.'U.^/)
'nla.nla "quickly"
ka'nwa
Si'mia 
5L3 vlli-
"canoe" Ptg canoa /ke'no.o/)
"to plant seed"( semear /sw'mjal/)
"now" (Afr. ?)
If the C of a CV syllable is C^CzC^, then C1 a l v a J 3  
equals a voiceless grooved fricative, c, always equals 
A /  or A/, and C, always equals /I/. -= ln
■stu.ka -to surround" i* Ptg cercar /sejAal/) 
-sweat- (* ■ euot /swaj/)
5 5
Tn4.itia'»5 "menstruation*
As is seen in these examples, generally occurs
in initial position in the word. It occurs in a medial 
position only in the context of a preceding nasal vowel, 
such as occurs in the last example, me.Stla'so.
We now turn to the other types of syllable structure 
found in ST. We shall first discuss the V syllable, which 
occurs in only a few words, and we shall first look at the 
V syllable in initial position in the word. An initial V 
syllable occurs mostly in nouns, never in verbs. In such 
nouns, the initial V syllable is always non-nasal.
When a Portuguese noun is monosyllabic, it is frequently 
absorbed into ST by agglutination of an initial non-nasal V. 
This prosthetic vowel probably derives from the Portuguese 
definite article:
o'Pe "foot and leg to the knee" (<- Ptg o p<5 /u 1 pe/)
o' po "dust" O  Ptg o pd /u 'po/)
u'mali "sea" (+ " o mar /u 'mai/)
a'fc "faith" (- " a fd /e ' f t / )
a' le "king" (+ " el-rei / tl'roi/)
' unu "nakedness .•naked" 
(+ o nu /u 'nu/)
The initial syllable V is also retained in Pottuguese-
derived words which commence with <i stressed vowel. These
are mostly nouns, with a fewr words from other grammatical
categories, but are never verbs:
• awa "water" (*- Ptg agua /'a.gwe/)
' oVU "egg" « ■. ovo /'o.vu/)
• ime "man" r  " homem /'o*meI/)
• olo "gold" t* ", • ouro /'o.Iu/)
’ oze "today" " hoje / ' o.i*/)
There are few instances of the syllable sequence W ,  
two adjoining V syllables. W  occurs word-finally, or on 
its own. In the ST examples recorded, the first V is /!/, 
/o/, or /Q/. The following are some of the few ST examples 
of two adjoining syllables each consisting of V :
,kia "to create" (+ Ptq criar (kri'ar)
olxani'nia "pneumonia" (* , « • pneumonia /pneumu'ni.a/)
   "islet" (*■ " ilhdu ? /i'Aeu/)
"cold" (+ " frio /’fii.u/)
"elbow" ( Afr. )
•<on<2« (*• ptg uma /'urns/)
i'o 
fi'o 
koko* i 
1 ua
A syllable may also consist of CVC. Such closed syllables 
are a Portuguese influence, as can be seen from the glosses 
below. If the syllable is CVC, then either.
a, v is non-nasal and the second C is a grooved fricative, 
as in;
■veSpa "w.tsp" (+ pt9 ^ espa / ' v e l . p * / )
i, f ayii (-*- " mosca /'mol .ke/)
r~" "fate" (♦ " destine /dms'tinu/)
dlrqlala "misfortune" (+ " desgraya /d«2'g,as,/l
ot b) the second C is a homorganic nasal, as ins
'sum.bu " lead" (-*- Ptg chumbo /' sum.bu/)
„lid. («. " tampa /'tam.p®/)
#  :r™. ! '■
Cole (1955:52) writes that Bantu languages "have the
5 - e b H : = b - : :
3.10.
2.3. Sandhi Rules
2.3.1. Elision and Gliding
Two vowels do not normally stand together in Sdo Tomense. 
there is merging and consonantallzation. When two vowels
across a word oovr.uary, they may both be retained, separated 
by a plus juncture. Generally, however, the first vowel 
(with the exception of /u/) is elided, as in:
£a__e > ge "for him"
1dudu di 'awa > 'dudu 'dawa "jug of water"
'%ina 'szc > Si'nozE "from today"
/u/, which does not follow this rule, becomes a /w/- 
glide when followed by another vowel, as in:
Itu a'le > kwa' le "with the king"
da mu "ele > da "mwele "give it to me"
(lit. give me it)
When retained in the first morpheme, as a stylistic 
device or to avoid ambiguity, the high and non-nasal vowels 
sometimes, like /u/, become glides; /i,e/ > /]/ and /o/ > /w/, 
as in :
'yjSi •anu > vi&ianu "twenty years"
'mese ua mpo > me1s]ua mpo "I want a loaf of bread
(mpd "loaf of bread")
■aoko 'aSi > So'kwagi "so little tlit. little thus)
2.3.2. Replacement, Merging, nd Gliding of Verb and 
Object Pronoun
A different set of sandhi rules applies to the com­
bination of a verb and e , the 3rd p.s. object pronoun 
("him, her, it"). As two vowels do not normally stand together, 
the final vowel of the verb and the pronoun e undergo 
replacement, merging, or gliding, following a specific set 
of rules.
The preposition da "to", which derives from and is 
identical with the verb meaning "to give", combines with 
/e/ like the verb.
Exan pies:
Replacement:
/a/ + /e/ » /*/
As in:
da e > d& "gave him; to him"
ka'ba e > ka'be "finished it"
Merging!
/e/ + /e/ > /e/
As in:
pe e > oe "put it"
Gliding:
/o/ + /e/ > /we/
As in:
* fono e > 'fonwe "tore it"
/i/ + /e/ > /]e/
As in:
b^'Si e > bi'Sie "put it on"
3. MEANS OF INCORPORATING PORTUGUESE WORDS
There are many mechanisms through which the phonemic 
system and the morpheme structure of ST can incorporate 
Portuguese words. Under the headings below, the more i i- 
portant mechanisms are discussed.
3.1. Incorporation of Portuguese Simple Nuclei.
The Portuguese simple nuclei which have a counterpart 
in the phonemic system of ST are normally identified with 
this counterpart, in a one-to-one correspondence. Thus, 
straight transfers to the same position of articulation, as 
in the following examples, are frequent:
Ptg /!/ ST /!/
As in: amigo /c1migxV *mlgu "friend"
Ptg /e/ -» ST /e/
As in: gema /'iem®/ -» 1 zema "egg yolk
Ptg A/ -► ST A /
As in: terra /'tefs/ P- ■tela "land"
Ptg /a/ ST /a/
As in: tacho /'talu/ * ' tasu "pan"
Each vowel of ST has a corresponding nucleus in the 
Portuguese phonemic system. Portuguese, however, has three
. • n cm • rsl
vowels in Sx •
Ptg 
As ins
Ptg
As in:
Ptg 
As in:
/ . /  "
cada /'k&de/
/»/
grande /'g&and*/
/«/
pescar /p^s’kal/
^nglaji
pjS'ka
ST
ST
/a/
each"
/a/
large"
/i/
"to fish"
ST
%r::T:zr:::y  ^- fou°"inq
examples:
Ptg
As in:
Ptg 
As in:
Ptg 
As in:
/ " /
be b «  /b.'b.X/ * 5=^1
►
+ 'feblc
/«/
febre /'ftbl«/
/-/
costume /kuS'tum./» kuaitS*"
ST /«/ 
"to drink"
ST /c/ 
"fever"
ST /u/ 
"custom"
. ,nn of P ortuguese Cgm£lex_Nucl€.i
3-2- 1B£2EES£2- 'ga^and ten non-nasal complex nuclei
=r h M  only borrowed one ^  be left a9ldo. an no counter
: « : ; : r PlrtCes.‘oords in Wbl=b they occur records
t * CT.
The incorporation of the Portuguese complex nuclei 
/eu/ and /si/ should be considered on its owns
i) Ptg /eu/
The mechanism which ST has for absorbing this nucleus 
dates back to the phonology of Old Portuguese. In the 
following diagram is set out the development of the 
corresponding Old Portuguese equivalents (/6/ « /e'u/) 
into ST and into Modern Portuguese (Williams, 1962). For 
comparison, the development into Pr i ncipense is also 
included:
ST /6/
Old Ptg /<3/ - /eu/- »Pr /e/ -v /&/
^^Mod. Ptg /eu/
The following are examples of the absorption of Mod. 
Ptg /eu/ into ST and Principense:
Modern Ptg /eu/
As in: ladrao /le'dXod/ 
povoagao /puvwa'sSu/
£alc&o /fal1k6Q/ _____
cendao /ten'deu/ -*• ten1 do
Modern Ptg /sh/ 
As in: ladrao /le'dleu/ 
povoagao /puvwe'sau/ 
falcao /fal’keu/ 
for^o /fu'gou/
ST /d/ 
la'did "thief" 
po1s5 "town" 
fla'ko "falcon" 
tendon"
1'r /#/ ~ /a/
la'dla "thief" 
po's6 "town"
fal1k« "falcon" 
fJ'ga "stove"
The fusion of the Old Ptg morphological variants /6/ ■
/eu/ into Modern Portuguese /eu/ developed over two or 
three centuries in the Middle Ages and wa? accomplished 
between the second half of the 15th century and the first 
half of the 16th century. The retention in ST of the 
medieval variant /6/, which was replaced at that time in 
Portuguese by /eu/, is an indication of the early formation 
of ST. The Creole of Principe island selected the other Portuguese 
variant, /eu/, which corresponds to the Principense phoneme 
/a/ -v /a/, with deletion of the second Portuguese vocoid 
quality.
rb) Ptg /©i/
Mod. Ptg /©i/ stems from Old Ptg /ei/. One of the 
forms found in ST for this complex nucleus is /e/ , with 
deletion of the second Portuguese vocoid element. This 
form is found in words ending in /u/. Examples of the 
incorporation of Mod. Ptg /ei/ as /e/ in ST are:
Ptg primeiro /p/i'mei.ru/ > ST plu'me "first"
p dreiro /pw'dfeiiu/ -» " oe'dlelu "bricklayer
direito /di'raitu/ ■ * " 'gletu "straight"
respeito /t«S1peitu/ * n liS'petu "courtesy"
peito /'peitu/ ■ * " 'petu "chest"
mnrinheiro /m'li' ^ eilu/-^  " ma'Jelu "sailor"
barbeiro /be^'beiiu/ + " bla'belu "barber"
queijo /'keiZu / 4» 'kezu "cheese"
Following the rule stated in paragraph 3.8 of the 
Phonology, Ptg /ai/ also becomes /e/. When the final 
ST vowel is /a/, /si/ becomes /c/, as in:
Ptg cadeira /ka'deix©/ ♦ ST ka'dela "chair"
poeira /'pwai fe/ * pwela "dust"
deixar /dei'Sai/ ' desa "to leave"
peneira /pm'nei £©/ ♦ pj'nela "sieve"
teimar /tei'mai/ ■+ tc'ma "to be stubborn"
parteira /pex'teix©/ pa'tela "midwf. fe"
rejeitaX /f«8^i'tar/ ■ * zc'ta "to reject"
pesqueix© /p^S'keiX©/ piSi'kela "fishing area"
The above two rules for incorporating Ptg /®i/ may 
thus be stated as e...u and e...a . These rules resemble 
an aspect of Portuguese metaphony? however, metaphony in 
Portuguese is not obligatory but consists of a general 
tendency for e...u and £...a to occur as the last two 
nuclei of a word. The ST rule is not a general rule, but 
operates as a mechanism for incorporating Ptg /ei/. When 
the penultimate vowel of a word could be either ST /e/ or 
/e/ but does not represent Ptg /©i/, the order of the rules 
stated above is reversed, yielding £...u and e...a , as in:
Ptg cego /'segu/ > ST ' S.£SU "blind"
seco /'seco/ -> n ' sr. ku "dry"
azedo /»'zedu/ -f M ' zr. du "sour"
preto /'pietu/ M 'pletu "black"
ft ferro /'fe tu/ > M 'fe lu "iron"
N gfenio / ’ i t  n]u/ If ' zc nu "courage
H inferno /I'fefnu/ -> M ' fe nu "hell"
prepo /'piesu/ -> n 'pie su "price"
verso /' vc isu/ -> if ' v£ s u "verse"
certo /'Sextu/ -» if ' sc tu "correct
ST e. ..a •
Ptg osga /'oSga/ -> ST 6'dlega "gecko"
flecha /'flcSe/ 'fleSa "arrow"
queimal /kui'mai/ If ' kema "to burn
gema /'iema/ -> f ' zema •yolk"
In the following two examples, Pfcg Ai/ dot s not follow 
the rule to become /e/. This is due to the fact that the 
words are recent borrowings, as is indicated by their having 
a flap:
Ptg cozinheira /kuzi 1 jisi.Co/* ST kuzi1 J^ eja "cook"
" madeira /m^'daife/ " ma'deja "wood"
The following is an instance in which the final vowel Is 
not /u/ or /a/ but /b/. The choice of /e/ rather than A  / 
appears to be in this case a matter of euphonic preference, 
whereby the language prefers the sequence e...c to the 
sequence e...o :
Ptg feij&o /fei14tti/ ■> ST fe 1 zb "bean"
Finally, in the following word ending in ...i, Ptg /ei/ 
has been absorbed into ST as i^  the second vocoid quality 
of the Portuguese complex nucleus The vowels of the two 
syllables are equalized by vowel harmony:
Ptg peixe /'p&i&#/ -» ST 'piSi "fish"
S l S B
thong /§Vis treated as Old Ptg
Exam£les.:
Ptg /el/ (Old Ptg /el/) 
As in : hem /bol/
Ptg /ul/ _
A3 in: muito /'muitu/
Ptg /ai/
ST /e/ 
be "well
ST /u/ 
'mutu
ST /a/
"much, many'
Ptg /eu/
As in: Deus /deu%/
Ptg /oi/
„tS m  : doido /'doidu/
dcis /doil/
foi /foi/
Ptg /ci/
ST 'desu
ST /o/
dodo
' dosu
ST /«/
: / Z  „ n  ra, /-n - H U A  5V V  "amount o£ m»n.y
Ptg /cu/
As in: c6u /seu/
Ptg /iu/
As in: tio /'tiu/
ST /^/
ST /i/
uncle*
Ptg xaile /'Sail*/
Ptg homem /'omSi/ -+■ ST 'ane "man"
M ontem /'ontei/ ->■ " 1 onte "yesterday"
W nuvem /'nuvsl/ -► " 1novi "cloud"
imagem /i'malei/ •> " 'mail "image"
Ptg /ui/
Ptg cuidar /kui'daX/ -► ST 'kuda "to think"
Ptg /Oi/
Ptg boi /boi/ -» ST bwe "ox" or "cow"
coitado /koi'tadu/ -► ST kwe'tadu "to be sym­
pathized witl
Ptg /eu/
Ptg pneumon’ a /pneumu'nie/ -» ST plumi'nia "pneumonia"
Ptg /au/
Ptg pau /pau/ > ST ££ "tree"
Pav.la /'pauls/ -► " 'paia "Paula"
3.3. Incorporation of Portuguese Consonants
3.3.1. Portuguese Consonants with Direct Counterparts in ST
The following Portuguese consonants, which have a 
direct correspondence with ST consonants, are absorbed in 
a one-to-one correspondence: /p, b,k - g, f, v, m , n , jV•
The following are examples:
Ptg /p/ -*• ST /p/
As in: perdoar /pmldu'wat/ * Po'da
pai /pal/ -*• ' pa%i
Ptg /b/ + ST /b/
As in: bola /'bale/ -* 'bola
Isabel /izs'bel/ * ze'be
Ptg A /  - ST A /
As in: crer Alel/ -♦ te'le 
quase /'kwazo/ -»
"to forgive* 
"peace"
"ball"
"Elizabeth"
"to believe" 
"almost"'kwa*!
With regard to kc'le, Ptg crer couid have yielded 
kle . However, most monosyllabic verbs in ST have the
shape CV, where C is a single consonant, as in da 
"to give", bi "to come". In addition, monosyllabic 
verbs are very few; most ST verbs have the structure 
CVCV, as is found in ke'le , in which the Portuguese 
cluster Ax/ has been broken by an apenthetic harmonic 
vowe1.
As an exception to the rule, in the following words
Ptg /k/ has acquired the feature [+ voice] in ST :
carapau /kefa'pau/ -+ gla'pO "stickleback"
sacudir /seku'dif/ + saqu'ii "to shake"
Regarding the shape of gla'p5 , it is mentioned 
in 3.10, in the discussion on the role played by the 
syllable structure in the absorption of Portuguese 
words, that because of a tendency to CVCV words, a 
tendency originating in Bantu, Portuguese words of three 
or more syllables are frequently made disyllabic.
qla'po follows the rule whereby in a CV syllable
where C is a liquid, V is deleted and the liquid clusters
with the cona on an:, of the first syllable.
Ptg /g/ "* ST /g/
As in; rarga /'ka^ga/ > 'kegfs "load"
obrigayao /o bfiga' s5 Q/ ->
bliga's5 "obligation"
exception; umbigo /um'bigu/ 1 binku navex
Ptg /f/ - ST /f/
As in: festa /'feSt©/ * 1fcsa "party"
fresco /'fiesku/ 'flpSku "cool"
Ptg /m/ ST /m/
As in; modo /'modu/ + ‘n>^ du "way"
homem /'oirbi/ > *ome "man"
Exception; /necessidade /nwswsi1 dadce/ •> niisi da]i ^
nisi'daji "need"
Ptg /n/ ■* ST /n/
As in: nuvem /'nuvSl/ -*• 1 novi "cloud"
pena /'pena/ 1pena "feather"
Ptg /Ji/ * ST /h/
As in: calcaahar /kalks'jjai/ ■* klcka'jio heel"
sr-nho /'sojiu/ ^ 'sonii "dream"
3.3.2. Portuguese /v/
Modern Ptg /v/ corresponds to either /v/ or /b/ in 
ST. The correspondences of Ptg /v/ with ST /b/ date back 
to the Portuguese spoken in the formative stages of ST.
In Old Portuguese, /b/ occurred as a variant of /v/, a 
variation which xs still found dialectally in the North 
of Portugal. This variation was due to a confusion between 
/v/ and /b/ dating back to Vulgar Latin (Nunes, 1969).
Gil Vicente, writing in the first half of the 16th century, 
converts /v/ into /b/ in the speech of his Negro 
characters. The replacement of /v/ by /b/ may have persisted 
until *-he end of the 15th century, being absorbed into 
Afr.can Cr<_Dles, but already appearing non-standard in the 
16th century. Tod;.y, it is the direct correspondence 
Standard Ptg /v/ - ST /v/ which is productive; Ptg /v/ 
io longer becomes /b/ in ST.
Examples:
Ptg /v/ > ST /b/
v6s /vek/(archaic) -► bo "you - sing."
chuva /'Suva/ •> 1 suba "rain"
lavar /la'val/ -► la'ba "to wash"
vestir /vmS1ti V -» bi'ii "to dress"
bravo /'b^avu/ *♦ 'blabu "brave"
vassoura /ve*sore/ -> ba*s ola "broom"
vdspera /'ve§pmie/ > 
(Old Ptg bdspera)
'besuplt "eve"
Ptg /v/ _» ST /v/
verde /1ve^de/ -► 1 vede "green"
voz /voJf/ -► 1 VOZU "voice"
aviAo /o ' vjflQ/ -*■ "aeroplane"
novo /'novu/ -*• 1 novu "new; yourg"
navegar /nova'gal/ navlc'ga "to navigate
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3.3.3, Portuguese /XV
The Portuguese prepalatal lateral resonant /f/ has no 
systematic correspondence in the sound system of ST, although 
it occurs in a small number of words. Portuguese / V  » 
absorbed into ST as /]/, /,/, or the marginal /%/ .
[6] has the features of lateralness and palatalness.
When Portuguese / V  is incorporated into ST as /]/, the 
feature of palatalness is retained, but lateralness is lost,
Ptg /f>/
As in: toalha /'twaRa/ + 
agulha /e'guF-e/ >
rolha /'tof-i/ +
folha /' fohe/
escolher /®§ku'f>e£/ -»
colher /ku'ReV >
embrulhar /embfu'Rai/ +
Mhen Ftg /V is incorporated as /jV. palatalness is
ST words which follow is the cause of the nasality 
assimilation of the consonant under discussion,
ST /]/
' to]a "towel; table-cloth'
'gu^a "needle"
Iza "cork"
fja "leaf"
ko'ge "to choose"
ku' ie "to pick, up"
bu'pa "to wrap"
"to wet" 
"chain"
Ptg / V  -*■ ST /ji/
As in; molhar /mu'^aj/ > BjaljB
grilhao /gii'^eu/ - ngijjio
In a few words no change occurs, and Ptg /&/ 15 retained, 
Ptg /fi/ ST /^/
As in: orelha /o'
baralhar /be!e'f-a f/* ba^a 
me thor /ma'fpt/ mi'GO
"to shuffle" 
"better"
„ , .:".nrrr-'
10811 Ptg /6/ . ST /!/
sobrancelhas /subld's.Sei/ subra^elu -eyebrows-
\
- L
This ST wcrd has a flap, which is not part of normal 
ST phonology, and nay thus be undergoing change.
There are instances in which the syllable containing / y, 
in Portuguese words ending in /u/, has been deleted in ST.
This is attributable to the fact that Portuguese unstressed 
/u/ may be either voiceless or shortened:
Ptg trabalho /t/ e'baFiU/ *• ST tla'ba
" velho /'ve&u/ -*■ vc
" milho /'mifiu/ -*• mi
"work"
"old"
"maize"
3.3.4. The Portuguese Liquids
Apart from marginal variants of recent introduction, 
which are discussed below, there are no counterparts to 
Ptg / . { /  and / t /  in ST. These two phonemes, which are members 
of a Portuguese macrophoneme <IO, correspond, together with 
Portuguese /!/, to the ST phoneme /I/, as illustrated by:
Ptg /!/
As in : sul /sul/
largar /la/'gaX/
Ptg /i/
As in: cobre /’kobXe/
ar /aX/
Ptg /r/
ferro /'fcfu/ 
rato /'fatu/
ST /!/
' s .lu
lc'9a
ST /!/ 
■kobli 
1 a] i
ST /I/
' f elu 
' latu
'soutn"
'to let go"
copper'
"air"
"iron"
"rat"
A few speakers today use a sound [/I optionally or 
systematically for Portuguese / I /  and /£/ in soma words, 
as in t
/trabalhar /tXebs'FaX/ •* tla'ba -v tja'ba
This flap, developing as a modern influence of bilingua­
lism, has not become generalized in the wider speech com­
munity. Its recurrence, however, suggests that the direction 
of change in ST lies in the creation of a flap as an allophone 
of /!/ or perhaps as ,1 separate phoneme. A trill is sometimes
also heard, but is extremely rare. However, some speakers 
have the following minimal ~et in which /!/ is in contrast 
with a flap and a trill, on the Portuguese model:
caldo / ’kaldu/ * Ikalu "stew"
caro /' ka-fu/ + "expensive"
carro /'katu/ - 'kah± ”carM
The flap has already become established in a smal„ 
number of words, such aa
farda/'faM./
arte / ' a l W  + the older for^lI&U
Exceptionally, by assimilation with a nasal before the 
preceding vowel, Portuguese word-final /I/ and A /  become 
ST /n/, which is followed by a paragogic vowel required 
by the morpheme structure rules, as in:
dormir /dufmijy + "to sleep
funil /fu*nil/ - fu^inl "funnel
1n eni "ring"
M
3.4. introduction of Nasalization
m e  feature I* nasall may be added in ST to a vowel 
whose corresponding nucleus in Portuguese is non-nasal.
The Portuguese nasal segment may be deleted in ST, as w. 
as in:
camisa /kt'mize/ * ka'miza. shirt
cemitdrio /,.mi'tcl]u/ + . "cemetery
medid. /m.'did*/ +
medo / • meclu/ 
nascer /ne&'sel/ 
machado /m e'iadu/
'-n§du
ma’sadu
"fear"
"to be born" 
"axe"
But the Portuguese nasal segment that stimulates the 
nasalization L» not always retainel in ST. Instead, 
assigning the feature [+ nasal] to the ST vowel is -us 
sufficient representation of the deleted Portuguese string 
containing a nasal segment. The ST vowel thus affect-d 
corresponds to the Portuguese vowel preceding the deleted 
string, except if the deletion is word-initial, when t e 
nucleus in the ST word acquires the [+nasal] feature. These 
points are illustrated in the following examples :
Ptg medial string deleted : 
conhecer /kuj^'sel/ -» kO’se
sardinha /sex' di Jia/
Ptg final string deleted:
aranha /e' Xej‘e/ >
an dor inha /endu' lijn8/ "* 
focinho /fu'siju/
Ptg initial string deleted:
injecgfto /!?' 
umbigo /um
a'la 
ando111 
fu'si
z6' sO 
' blku
"to know" 
"sardine"
"spider"
"swallow"
"snout"
"injection"
"naval"
in a few . the addition of the feature [* nasal]
t0 a vowel in ST is by exception not attributable to the 
factors stated above, as in:
redondo /tw1dondu/ 
vapor /w 'pox/
Ion1dondo 
va1 pO
"round" 
"motor boat"
5. Deletion of Portuguese Segments
r 1
•saBifv
L
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These deletions, either in the fonr, of apheresis,%’rcq3e,acapocope, 
may involve a Portuguese unstressed vowel, syllable, or 
string of segments. Portuguese stressed segments are not 
deleted.
Since ST words are normally consonant-commencing, 
apheresis in Portuguese vowel-commencing words is the most
Seldom is there apheresis of a consonant-commencing 
syllable, as this would result in the loss of correspondence 
with Portuguese in terms of sound and meaning. One of the 
rare examples of apheresis of a weak consonant-commencing 
syllable is
re jeitar /?«2c-i'tai/ -*■ zc1 ta "to reject *
A look at the English equivalent "to reject" shows that 
recognition would not be lost if this word were reduced by 
apheresis involving a weak initial syllable to "to ]ect", 
but it would be difficult to retrieve the meaning in a 
syncopated form such as "to rect". Reduction always allows 
retention of the strong syllable.
ST applies syncope to shorten Portuguese words which 
do not undergo apheresis because they are not vowel-commen­
cing, such as:
conhecer /kujWsel/ -< 
marinheiro /rasii 
buraco /bu'faku/ 
caropo /ke'losu/
ko' se
ma1jelu 
'blaku
'kloso
"to know" 
"sailor" 
"hole" 
"pip"
Apocope, an unproductive means of deletion, occurs only 
in a few words, such as:
velho /'veFu/ 
cachorro /k o'Sotu/ 
andorinha /e- ndu'f ijjo/
V£
ka* so
ando*It
"old"
"dog"
"swallow"
\
L
■
common deletion rule applied, 
following examples :
This is illustrated by the
acabar /ake'baj/ ■* ka'ba "to finish"
esquecer /w'Ske 1 s e j /  ■* ke'se "to forget"
embvulhar /ambfu' t e l /  ■* bu' ja "to wrap"
hi .
j
■
j
espelho /w&'psAu/ su’pe "mirror"
The above examples show ? pervasive tendency in ST to 
shorten words incorporated from Portuguese.
3.6. Ptg /{?) C(V)/ - ST A /
In a number of words, the Portuguese medial or final
string /aC/ or /aCV/ becomes ST /«-/, as in:
lugar /lu'gai/ -» lu’gc "place"
barba /'baxba/ -+ 'beba "beard"
vontade /von1 tad to/ -*• von'te "desire "
zagaia /zo'ga]®/ •* za'qe "assegai"
papagaio /papt'ga]u/ -» papa'.SLt "parrot"
quintal /kin'tal/ + kin'te "backyard"
Portuguese strings undergoing this change are usually
stressed. In Portuguese, /a/ is normally reduced to /»/
in unstressed syllables. Consequently, the same mechanism
operates more seldom with Portuguese words having the vowel
/#/ or the diphthong /ei/ instead of /a/. The following are
examples:
barriga /bs'fige/ + •bega "stomach."
claridade /kleli'dad*/ -» ke' da'' i "clarity"
feigao /fai'Sou/ -*■ f E* zo "bean"
parteira /psi'tei la/ + pa’tEla "midwife"
In the following examples, the rule is applied to the Ptg
infinitive ending:
resmungar /Tr^ Xmti'gar / * rizmu'gE "to grumble"
procurar /PLPku'iai/ * pluku'IE "to look for"
3.7. Metathesis
The Portuguese liquids /1» X' ^/ become / I /  in ST, 
and frequently undergo metathesis in the process of incor­
poration.
ST /!/ can follow but not precede another consonant, 
as discussed under Syllable Structure, in 3.10. /Cl/ is thus
a permitted sequence, but not /1C/. metathesis is used to 
apply this phonotaotio constraint in the incorporation of 
many Portuguese words which have a liquid, as in.
jaidim
lagartixi /ly g el* tis V
%a dll 
laga1tlisa
"garden"
"lizard"
The general tendency is for the liquid to be brought 
forward to the slot preceding the first vowel of the word 
in the few incorporated Portuguese words in which init 
vowe: has not been deleted by e p e n t h e s i s ,  metathesis makes 
the /!/ the initial consonant. For clarification, a ypo- 
thetical ST form before the application of metathesis s 
postulated in the following examples:
herdar /el'dal/ + *cl'da *
orvalho /oj'vaku/ * 01' v g 1 o'vt
"to inherit" 
"dew'
Where metathesis mates the liquid occupy the final slot
lEliiiSSE
syllable margin:
pulmSo /pul'mSQ/ 
magro /'maglu/ 
conversar /kdvwX'sal/
piScaro /' puke Xu/ 
carregar /ker«*'gaX/
♦pul*mo -*■ 
♦maglu ■* 
♦kovel'sa
♦1puklu 
♦kal'ga
plu'mo "lung"
* mlagu "thin" 
klovc’sa
" "to converse
'pluku "mug" 
kla'ga "to carry"
I„ the last three examples given above, the consonant 
dusters in the postulated fo^s are due to the syncope of
-  13 tn,r
a Portuguese liquid followed by a consonant become. Cl/ 
in ST "to embroider'
bordar /bul'daX/ ♦bsl* da
bs'dla
olo /Cl/ is found medially in ST. Metathesis 
medial position, as in:
'otlo "arother"
outro /’otlu, •sikla "cup"
chicara /'%ika / * T'TTT" "glasses"
oculos /'Okului/ - r rr
, > la'kla "scorpion"
lacrau /I® k£au/ .Iivlu "book"
livro /' liviu/ ------ ----- -
changed by metathesis.
, .„,/ » naylt^a "to navigate
navegar /n*/* 9d 1 . , e "to sew"
/ -► Iv ^
coser zku zei/ ian'da "to swim"
nadar /ns'daV " T ^ ^ l a  "to enter"
entrar /en'tral/
consonant-commencing. convergence of substratum
mencing. As a result of t conscn»nt-commencing.
syllable patterns, al
3.8. section
Reference has been ”a d e bet„een the pairs of 
to the partial complementer ^  Apart from
consonants /t, ' & / • / •  '  ' the consonant with the
«/. n /  U  /,/. and thus has the fea ure 1. front
\
preceding consonant will be one from the series with the 
feature [- palatal], namely one of the series /t, d, s, z/.
In these contexts, and particularly in word-final 
position, the palatal vowel /i/ in the ST words frequently 
does not correspond to an /i/ in the corresponding 
Portuguese form. In wcrd-final position, the ST palatal 
vowel /i/ corresponds in many words to the Portuguese high 
central reduced vowel /«/, or, more seldom, is added as a 
paragogic vowel when tbf Portuguese word is consonant-ending,
as in, respectively:
(a) Ptg /»/
tarde /'tald<*/ 
sorte /' s c-t**/
ST /i/
'ta^i
1 s aii
(b) ST /i/ added in paragoge:
paz /'pa*/ + 'Pati
mais /'ma]z/ 'ma'fei
"afternoon"
"luck."
"peace" 
"more"
The palatalization rule may be analysed under two 
main sections, which are discussed under (i) and (ii) below:
(i) If the vowel is [ ~ _ f^ont1 ' the consonant is [-palatal]. 
Thus in this position Pox tuguese /t, d, s, z/ are 
converted into their direct counterparts in ST, but 
Portuguese /S, 8/ are depalatalised and become respect­
ively ST /s, z/ . The following are examples;
(a) No change : 
Ptg /t/ ST A /
As in : prato /platu/ *
inteiro /in’teilu/ ^ Intelu 
quintal /kin’tal/ ^ .kin j:e
Ptg /d/
As in: aider ^/del/
fundo /’fundu/
ST /d/
le 1 de 
1fundu
perdoar/poldn’w a x A  P 0' ^
"plate"
"entire"
"backyard"
"to burn"
"to burn"
"to forgive"
/s/
ST /s/
in: ca9ar A 9'35 A  
torcer /tu • *Vj
to hunt* 
"to tvrLst"
ST Zz/
, /%/ * -tomazrY'
in: casar /ks'za'/ " "sour"
azedo /®1 zedu/ "" T^Tzu "weight"
peso /'Pez*/ "
eg /V
, in. caixao %
bicho /'biSu/
debaixo /i.'bailu/
Ptg
,s in:
gamer /2w'mei/ 
nojo /'no**/
ST /s/ 
ta-sr "coffin^
•bisu "animal
^basu "under"
ST /z/
ftJ_ZO
z^'ml
/nozu
"bean"
"to moan" 
"loathing"
v  v
, / the preceding
# # # # :  
ticulaticn .= ST /«. </
f rnal a tall *
, /t/
in- quentn /'Kent./ - 
tesoura /tm'zoiV 
morte /'molt-/
:g /d/
s ln, idade /i* dado/
grande /'gland./
I Ac. 1 1
di'z ^ a
'mJCi
ST /?/
As in: focinho /fu'sijiu/ -> fu'Si "muzzle"
doce /'dosw/ -► ' doSi "tasty"
tosse /'tosw/ ->■ ' toSi "cough"
Ptg /z/ ->■ ST /%/
As in: quase /'kwazw/ -* 'kwaXi "almost"
buzina /bu'zins/ -> bu'$ina "hooter"
zinco /'zinku/ -► ‘5iku "zinc"
(b) No change s
Ptg /S/
As in: chicara /'^ikoie/ 
chegar /Si*gal/ 
peixe /'poiSm/
Ptg / i f
As in: viagem /'v]a%SI/ 
imagem /i'maSei/ 
fingir /fi'Sil/
ST A /
'Sikla
'Siga
lElii
ST /*/
1viaSi 
'ma$i
"cup"
"to arrive" 
"fish"
fiJli
"journey"
"image"
"to pretend*
The reasons for the exceptions to these rules are 
not evident. The following remarks, however, may be made 
about tha exceptions:
(a) items where, contrary to rule (i), Ptg /d/ is con­
verted into ST /)/, have phonological variants with 
/}}/ in alternation with /)/. The glide element /]/ 
which can be given representation in the ST form is 
a conversion of Ptg /i/ or /]/, as
dinheiro /dl'J^iiu/ 
diabo /'d]abu/ 
podia /pu'die/
'ielu v 'iielu "money" 
'Tabu -v iiabu "devil" 
po'5a -v po'DlA "could"
It is significant that the Portuguese preposition
de , "of", has yielded two distinct prepositions in ST,
di and ji, the latter being the noun replacer (NR).
Most of the exceptions to rule (i) are concerned,
in addition to the palata] discussed in (a) above,
with the ST palatals /§/ and /?/. The following are 
examoles:
passear /ps'aja// -*• "to stroll"
cinza /'size/ -Sl3a "ash" (m thi 
item, the convers 
of Ptg /z/ to ST 
is the exception)
coxo /'koSu/ -> 1 koso "lame"
xaile /'Sail*/ '3eli "shawl"
flecha /'flego/ -V 1 fie5a "arrow"
genio /'Zcnju/ •> ' $cnu "genius"
jardim /foi'di/ -► Sa'dli "garden"
arranjar /@fo%a// 1 la2a "to arrange"
viztnho /vi'zijm/ ->■ vi’ 5a "neighbour"
Exceptions to rule (ii) are ra’-e, and are the result
of recent influence from Portuguese phonology, as in 
the examples:
crescente / k i m S ' sent*/ +
fundir /fun'dii/ -»
doze /'dozee/ *
kit'senti "crescent,moor" 
(where Ftg /t/ 
has not been 
palatalized]
"to fuse"fun'di 
1 dozi "twelve" (replacing 
the .ormal ST form
desJtu 1 dos u I
3.9. Application of Vowel Harmony
The apolication of the principle of vowel harmony is 
based on both phonemic and morphophonemic considerations.
Whether vowel harmony is applied for phonemic or 
morphophonemic reasons, the same set of rules is brought 
to bear for selecting the vowels in harmony.
The main stress is assigned to the ST nucleus corres­
ponding to the Portuguese stressed nucleus, as in*
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^vuco /'poku/ -» "little
pedir /p.'dll/ > ask"
The ST vowel which determines the harmony is absorbed 
from Portuguese through the usual rules. These rules 
generally convert Portuguese phonemes into ST phonemes 
realized at a similar point ot articulation. Thus,
Ptg /o/ > ST /o/ and Ptg /e/ - ST /e/ , as in
/dor /dol/ - ^ 2 l £  "Pain"
verde /'veld./ - "green"
The ST realization is not always at an identical point
of articulation. In the incorporation of a word such as
verdade /vmi'dad*/ - *1^1 "truth"
the Portuguese stressed nucleus has been absorbed in terms 
of the rule which tends to reduce Ptg /a C(V>/ to ST /=/•
This is a standard and productive means of absorption of a
Portuguese string of segments.
Progressive harmony applies to word-final vowels 
regressive harmony to vowels in an initial or medial
syllable. .
The following examples illustrate the assimilation of
word-final vowels by progressive harmony:
ddmonio /drn'manju/ * dc>a»l  "devtl"
ddio /'ad]u/ + 1211
Henrique /d'fik./ - U i U  "Henry"
Assimilation by regressive harmony of vowels in 
initial or medial syllables is illustrated by the following
examples:
Initial syllable:
hospital / oSpi'tai/ » tiEVtali -hospital-
reldqio /f.'latju/ - ii-ipSH. "wat”h"
feiticoiro /f»iti's.iXu/ - £i=l'«lu -sorcerer
/t.zol'veV - 125°'^• *to aecide
Me d i a l  syllables
,lalugu "wide"
largo / ’lajgu/ .qalufU "fork"
garfo /’gaxfu/ " "arch"
arco /'a£ku/
V0W.1 assimilated by vowel harmony.
•kodo "rope" 
corda /'koido/ ge’be "to know"
saber /sa'bel/ T^Tli "saucer"
pires /'pi tms/ fi'li "to wound"
ferir /fe'iiV * "
been discussed, but
* 2 E 5 i S '
/«/ is generally V>i“  “ rt ln the samh position of
uguese /»/. having BU,M p tlble to change through
articulation in ST,
El
vowel harmony. The following are examples of the absorption 
of these Portuguese nuclei by vowel harmony:
Ptg /»/
resolver /txDZol'vex/ 
precise /pfw'sizu/ 
degredo /d*'gfedu/
Ptg unstressed /u/
fogo /'fogu/ 
osso /'osu/ 
mosquito /muS'kitu/
Ptg unstressed /e/
cobra /'kob £a/ 
nariz /ne1 £12/ 
arder /e £' de £/
lozc've "to decide" 
pli'Sizu "necessary" 
die'gedu "exile"
lt22£
1 os 0
"fire"
"bone"
miS1kitu "mosquito"
1koblo "snake"
' li§i 
le' de
"nose"
'to burn"
At a morphophonemic level, vowel harmony is used to 
absorb Portuguese words into the typical CVCV pattern of 
ST. Thus, an epenthetic harmonic vowel may be used to 
break up an unfamiliar consonant cluster. A paragogic 
harmonic vowel may be added where the Portuguese word is 
consonant-ending. The following are examples of the use 
of vowel harmony when the ST morpheme structure rules ars 
applied to Portuguese words:
Epenthesis:
crer /kfe£/ +
almopar /almu'saV * lomo'sa
alguidar /algi’daX/ + Ugi'da
"to believe"
"to have lunch" 
"basin"
Paragoge:
doutor /do'tol/ 
pior /pi' 
mel /mc1/ 
azul /o'zul/
do'tolo
' me le 
' Zulu
"doctor"
"worse"
"honey"
"blue"
3.10.Syllable Structure
Although there are syllables in ST with the shape V, the
majority of syllables are CV. Consequently, most Portuguese 
•unstressed initial vowels are deleted, as in:
Ptg azedo /a'zedu/ *
■' inferno /i'fefnu/ >
M orayao /ofa'sad/ >
" Isabel /iza'bel/ •>
ST 'zEdu 
" 'fenu
la'sO 
" ze'be
"sour"
"hell"
"prayer"
"Elizabeth"
" encontrar /enkon’txal/+ST 1kontla "to find"
However, initial Portuguese stressed vowels are retained, 
as in:
Ptg arco /'alku/
" 5guia /'ag]e/
" ovo /'ovu/
ST 'aluku "bow"
" 1ag^a "eagle"
" 'pvu "testicle"
a)
All ST syllables are open, Portuguese consonants closing 
syllable may undergo one of several changes;
no 1C consonant clusters occur in ST; a liauid closina a 
syllable may therefore be deleted, as in:
Ptg Natal /no'tal/ >
" curto /'kultu/ +
" forya /'forsa/ +
" corneta /kuf'neta/ *
" vulto /'vultu/ >
" governar /guvmf'nai/-
" gordo /'goJdu/
ST na1ta "Christmas" 
" 'kutu "short"
" 'fosa "strength"
" k o' neta "horn"
" 'vutu "shape"
" gove'na "to govern" 
" 1 godo "fat’
b) if the consonant closing the syllable is a voiceless 
grooved fricative followed in the next syllable by 
another consonant, the fricative is retained in a few 
words as a voiceless alveolar fricative and the next 
consonant or consonants are deleted:
Ptg padrasto /pe'dlaStu/- 
" mostrar /muS'tfaf/ -
ST pa'dlasu "stepfather" 
" 'musa "to show"
c) if the consonant closing the syllable is a liquid, as 
is frequent in Portuguese, it is normally removed from 
its position by metathesis, to form an acceptable Cl 
cluster, as in:
Ptg culpa /'kulpe/
pulga /’pulge/
" vergonha /vq!' goJ"^ / ■*
" barbeiro /bol'bei^u/
" alguidar /algi'dal/
ST 'klupa
' plliga
vie 'goja 
bla'belu
"blame"
"flee"
"shame"
"barber'
" ligi'da "small basin" 
lagartixa / I 'ti56/ >3T laga'tlisa "lizard"
" serviyo /smj'visu/ * ST sli'visu "employment*
d) the consonant closing the syllable, particularly when
word-final, may be retained, and an epenthetic or para- 
gogic vowel is added, forming a new CV syllable with 
that consonant, as in:
Ptg lenyolle'sol/ > ST la'solo "sheet"
barril /bs'fil/ -» ba'lili "barrel"
doutor /do'tof/ -*■ do1tolo "doctor"
c o r  Aof / 'kolo "colour"
maldade /mal'dad*/ -» mali1da5i "wickedness
garfo /'gaffu/ 'qalufu "fork"
Since the only cluster in which a grooved fricative 
occurs is a cluster consisting of the grooved
fricative being C^ , C2 being /t/ or /k/,and C3 /I/, when 
metathesis places /!/ next to a grooved fricative, a /t/ or 
a /k/ has to be placed between the fricative and /!/.
Normally a /t/ is placed in this position; there is some 
instability in selecting /t/ or A /  in tllis context. In the 
following examples, a hypothetical transitional form is in­
cluded for clarification, marked with an asterisk:
Ptg salvar /sal'val/ + *Sla'va >ST Stla1va to save
segredo /sw'gfedu/ + *Slc'gcdu+" Stlt'gedu "secret"
cercar /s»i'kal/ - "SlAa > stU 'ka "to surround"
The kinds of clusters found in ST are very restricted. 
However, deletion of a segment may occur in a cluster which 
would be permissible in ST :
Ptg Pedro /"pedfu/ > ST 'pcdu "Pe:er
(cf. ST 1 pc dla "atone" <-Ptg pedra /''Kdf e/)
Because of a Bantu-derived tendency to a CVCV structure, 
Portuguese words of more than two syllables are often re­
duced to a disyllabic form. In Portuguese words with more 
than tvo syllables, one of which is CV, where C is a liquid, 
V is sometimes deleted, and the liquid clusters with the 
consonant of one of the other syllables, usually the first 
syllable, =>s in:
Ptg chfcara /'Sik-Ia/ > ST 'Sikla "cup"
carregar /ksiVgac/ - ST kla'ga "to carry"
" barato /be'Jatu/ -* " 1 blatu cheap
miscara /'maSk&la/ - " 'mlaSka "mask"
" caroyo /ke' losu/ *■ " 1 kloso "pip
ferida /ft,' lide/ > " ' flida "wound"
An alternative for reducing words of more than {wo 
syllables is deletion of one of tne unstressed syllables, 
as in:
Ptg esquecei /*2ke'sei/ + ST ke'se "to forget"
" baralhar /b sle* Aal/ > " ba' ^ a to shuffle
r' embrulhar /emblu a  I / * "  bu' ]a to wrap
A comparison of the syllable structure of ST with that 
of African languages appears in paragraph 4.1 below.
4. FEATURES OF AFRICAN PHONOLOGY REFLECTED IN THE LANGUAGE
The big imprint of African languages on the phonology 
of ST is on syllable structure, on vowel harmony, and on 
the vowel and consonant systems. The syllable structure is 
predominantly African, showing features of both Bantu and 
Kwa. Vowel harmony manifests itself, as it does in some 
African languages, in a tendency for a vowel to be repeated 
in a contiguous syllable, as in Ptg abrir /b bill/ _» ST bi 11 
"to open", Ptg porta /'poite/ ♦ ST 'p atg. "door". Features 
of the consonantal system in which ST differs from Portuguese 
due to African influence are palatalization, primarily a 
Bantu influence, and the presence of implosive stops, derived 
from Kwa. In relation to Portuguese there is vowel simplification
in ST, in that the Portuguese diphthongs, which are fourteen 
in number, do not exist in ST.
4.1. Syllable Structure
The most common syllable type in ST has the shape CV. —  
The CV syllable is characteristically Bantu, as is exemplified 
by Kishikongo ku.lu.ki.sa "to accustom". The CV syllable 
also occurs in Bini, where the verbs are CV (CV), as in sc
-to reach", to.ta "to sit".
Most ST syllables are open, as in ^a.li/ma "soul"
(+ ptg alma /'al.me/). Syllables are always open in Bini and 
in the majority of Bantu languages, as is illustrated by
the examples given above
The V syllable type in ST shows a parallel with. Bini.
The word-initial V syllable in ST occurs mostly in nouns and 
in items from a few other grammatical categories, with the 
exception of verbs. Bini nouns always commence with a V 
syllable, a, in eJbe "book", o/wa "house", but Bini verb, 
always commence with a consonant (Dunn, 1968 s 207).
Since there is a parallel between ST initial V and 
Bini initial V, Bini nouns generally retain the initial V 
when absorbed into ST, as in:
0ik0 "calabash" Ccf. Bini uJSS. 5
10ike "hill, ramp" (cf. Bini oJce)
ii_du "louse" (cf. Bini i^jui
0.ka "large tree species" Ccf. Bini qJta)
It was seen in paragraph 2.2 that when a Portuguese 
noun is monosyllabic it is often absorbed into ST with 
prosthesis of a vowel, as in ST jfjB. "dust- ♦ " ,  P-Vp V- 
ST thus follows the typical VCVtCV) structure of Bini nouns. 
Portuguese-derived words which commence with a strcsse
vowel retain this vowel, as in >£. "water- * Pta <,-= 
yu.gwe/. This is the same process as that in which ST vowel- 
commencing nouns derived from Kwa, as given above, retain the
Kwa initial vowel. .
The syllable sequence W  occurs in ST in a few words,
as in koko'i "elbow" (Mr.). iua "one" - Ptg uma /•uma/ 
(Old Ptg is). In Bini the vowel sequences ia , io, and ua
occur among others, tts in mu-dia "to stand", xe 9 "then", 
sua "to push" ; Dunn (1968 : 199) regards these as diph­
thongs, and states that all Bini diphthongs begin with /!/ 
or /u/. In the ST examples recorded, the first V is /!/, /o/t 
or / u / •
A discussion of the ST syllable appears in paragraph 3.10 
above.
4.2. Vowel 3
Nasal vowels do not occur in Kongo, except in onomato^ 
poeic words and in interjections. The non-nasal vowels of 
Kongo are /i, e, a, o, u/, which have different allophones 
in different dialects (Laman, 1936). The articulation 
position of the allophones and the contexts in which they 
occur are not clear from the literature. However, these 
five vowel phonemes correspond to the five graphemes used in 
writings on Kongo, and /e, e/, /o, c/ are thus pro ly 
in complementary distribution.
In Bini, nasal vowels occur. Nasal vowels are common in 
Kwa languages (Westermann, 1952). Bini has, like ST, seven 
non-nasal vowels, /i, e, e, a, 3, o, u/ (Melzian, 19371.
As in ST also, only five of these Bini vowels have non-nasal 
counterparts. These are /£, I ,  a, 0, u/, /e/ and /o/ being 
the vowels which do not occur nasalized. In ST the nasal 
series is /£, e, a, 6, u/, and it is /E/ and /o/ which do 
not occur nasalized. Some speakers of Principense, however, 
have tE] and [5] as variants of [e] and [6] respectively.
(eJ and [5] therefore occur in the Gulf of Guinea area, 
although not in ST. The following are examples from Princi­
pense:
[i'ni] ~ [i'n6] "they"
[n5] t [nd] "we"
['oBi] x fOCi] "yesterday"
4.3. Implosive /b/ and /d/*
An implosive bilabial voiced stop,C, and an implosive
  '----------------
Principense has a further implosive stop, / 4 b / ,  occurring 
in a few Kwa survivals, as in i<fbe‘gbe "snail". Implosive 
4 h  occurs in Kwa languages.
= = = 3 = '
Kongo nor Bini have implosive stops.
4 4. Vowel Harmony
a #
th>.. perfect ending is __i—  »
• nasal, as in:
-fwa "to die"
-bwa "to fall
-kina "to dance-
perfect -fwidi
perfect -bwidl
perfect -kinini
„„r„: rs “r :"Z:
present in the stem, as in .
-kemba "to praise" 
-kema "to strain" 
-woma "to iron
perfect -kembele
perfect -kemene
perfect -womene
  massive of Central
-u or 22 assimilates the vowel of the preceding syllable, 
in regressive harmony, as in :
-dimba "to listen" perf.pass. -dlmbulu
-tina "to fear" perf.pass. -tinuru
"to strain" perf.pass. -fcemono-kema
-woma 'to iron" perf.pass. -womono
The following are examples of vowel harmony in Southern 
Kongo, in the formation of the perfect:
-bondola "to overturn" - perfect ^pndwele
-kukula "to drag" perfect -kukwidi
In Kongo, as in ST, there are also examples of vowel
harmony as euphonic preference rather than complete assimila­
tion. Euphonic preference accounts for the vowel sequences
i...u and e o in the Central and Southern Kongo forms
dinu "tooth" meno "teeth*
disu "eye" me_so "eyes"
Bentley also states for Kishikongo,after discussing
vowel harmony under the heading of "Euphonic Preferences"
(1887 : 524) :
These matters are not considered here as 
grammatical changes of verbs but as instances 
of the far-reaching influence of euphonic laws, 
which operate with ideal regularity and con­
sistency.
When Portuguese words are borrowed into African languages, 
they sometimes display the same mechanism for absorbing these 
words as is found in ST. The use of vowel harmony is one 
such mechanism. The following are examples of progressive 
harmony applied to Portuguese loan words in Kishikongo:
p tg Kishikongo
genebra /i-'neb'e/ - ^nebela "gin"
c.l /kal/ + Stall "If**"
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The following Kishikongo borrowings from Portuguese 
show regressive harmony:
ptg Kishikongo
relOgio f t m ' l o t j u /  lolon^i "watch
livro /'livW edivulu "book"
However, the Kintandu dialect of Kongo (Bal, 1969) is 
an example of a Kongo dialect in which vowel harmony is 
seldom used in the incorporation of Portuguese loan words. 
Among the few instances of the type of vowel harmony 
equalizing vowels in contiguous syllables in Kintandu are 
regressive mbangala "walking stick" (- Ptg bengala 
/ben'galo/), lutaalutu "photograph" (+ Ptg retrato /i.'Watu/l
Turning now to the Kwa languages, there is in Kwa a 
reinforcing parallel with such languages as Kishikongo. 
According to Westermann and Bryan (1952 : 90), in some Kwa 
languages, such as Twi, Fante, Ewe, Yoruba, and Igbo, vowel 
assimilation is so regular that one can speak of a tendency 
to vowel harmony. Vowel harmony as a tendency for two vowe s 
in contiauous syllables to become equalized occurs in Igbo, 
where "in some cases the vowels are the same from syllable 
to syllable, in others the relation Is one of degree of 
openness or cl, ass of vowel articulation from syllable 
to syllable" I ochan, 1960 : 157). Among the examples 
given by Carnoc : there are the following:
Igbo si ri “I cooked"
ier e "I quarrelled
m sere "I said"
F s&ra "I
washed"
m zuru "I stole"
m zoro "I hid"
m zoro "I got up "
m zere "I bought"
Other examples in Carnochan occur in t%e Igbo words 
itara , mercla • zitara, • 5i2— —
S'.C applies its principles of vowi \  harmony to words of 
African origin as well as to Portuguese words. This is 
illustrated by the following words of African origin:
bini uko -» ST o'ko "calabash"
lalo * Ic'lo "to lick"
Kikong'' kudikoka -> ko'ko "to crawl"
Temne (Bantu) ke-manduk -*■ man' duku "cudgel"
4.5. Palatalization and Depalatalization
It is common in Kongo dialects for the vowel /i/ 
to affect the preceding consonant, as is found in ST. In 
Kongo there are several ways, varying according tc dialect, 
in which /i/ may affect the preceding consonant. The closest 
parallel with the palatalization rule of ST is found in 
Southern Kongo.
In Southern Kongo, /t, s, z/ have respectively the 
palatal allophones [i, S ,  5], which occur before the palatals 
/Fi/ or /]/ . The non-palatal allophones [t, s, z] occur in 
all other contexts. This complementation corresponds to the 
complementation between palatal and non-palatal consonants 
in ST, as is illustrated by the following examples ;
ST Southern Kongo
/t/ * t ota "to bend" A / [t] tobola [to'bola] "to 
bore a hole"
/e/ Ci'la "to take out" [5] tina [1dina] "to cut"
/s/ s o' la "to cry" /■/ [s] kesoka [ke'soka] "to be 
cut"
/S/ ' tlaSi "behind" [%] nkosi f'nkoli] "lion"
/*/ ze'be "Elizabeth" / ^ / [7} zenga I'ze^ga] "to cut"
/*/ 1 %ina "from" 151 zima ('lira] "to stretch'
An exact parallel was not found in Kongo for the partial *
complementation found in ST between /d/ and /)/. However, it 
appears from Laman's description that [51 occurs sub-dialect­
al ly in Southern Kongo as an allophone of /z/ after a nasal 
and before /!/. Thus, the string [nji] would be a variant r,f 
[n*i J.
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Bentley's examples of Portuguese words incorporated into 
Kishxkongo ,»w, the operetien of • palatellt.tion rule similar 
to that which occurs in ST. The following arc comparative
:-r"
ST
ptg chumbo /* gumbu/ - ST ^ 5 * 2  'lead"
Kishikongo
Ptg cartucho l ^ a ,  ;
In the following examples of rule til), the consonant 
squires the feature [* palatal), as the vowel is ^front' '
ST
Ptg bronze / 16,./ - ST Ibiafi "bron,.-
Kishikongo
Ptg gonzo /•gszu/ Kishikongo ekozi le'koat) •hinge"
eS h e — E S . 1
front vowel is added after it, as in *
ptg Kishikongo
5="
m m # #
Kishikongo today:
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*
g a n io  / • 4 « n ,u /  » * ^ L g m  -  lls2» g e n iu s -
cirurgiao /aijarigia/*- » 5tU^S_ "medtctne man
passear /p8*sgal/ - ♦paMja » £*J* " to stroll’
The possibility of such a development as this having 
occurred is reinforced by the free alternation in ST between 
/)/ and /?]/ in such words as:
dia/'die/ » l a ’' 11a "day"
dinheiro /di'j.eiru/ - ^elu v'iielu "money
diabo /'dgabu/ . labu v jybu "devtl"
4.8. Vowel Elision
In several Kongo dialects, similarly to ST, when two 
vowels meet across a word boundary, the first vowel is in 
many contexts elided. The following are examples from ST 
and Kiahikongo (Bentley, 1887) :
ST Klshikongo
/»/ t /s/ Ea_e kuna ezulu
> pe > kunezulu
"for him" "to heaven"
The same tendency to elision of the first of two 
vowels meeting at a word boundary is found in Binl, as in 
the example atata obo "flat of hand" Cpalml atatzS—
(Dunn, 1968 : 198). .
The gliding of the first vowel in ST when t is V
is high or mid. and particularly if it is /u/, has a paral 
1m Klshikongo, as in (Bentley, 188/) :
ST Kisnlkongo
/u/ + /a/ ku a'le nkumbu a rnfumu
> kwa' le >nkumbwa mfvgnu
"that the king" "the name of the chief"
/o/ + /•/ da bo e^le nzo_etu
da bwn'le > nzwetu
"give it to you" "our house"
r..................... . ...
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Another parallel to this pattern of gliding is found 
in Southern Kongo verbal derivation, where /u/ and /o/ are 
converted into /w/, as in:
kukula "to drag", perfect kukwidi 
bondola "to reverse", perfect bondwele 
sekola "to translate", perfect sekwele
4.7. Nasalization
The process of nasalization is derived from Kwa and 
Portuguese. However, the progressive and regressive nasaliza­
tion which occurs in ST stems from Kwa.Dunn (1968 ; 1971 
writes for Bini that the non-nasal vowels "exhibit a feature 
of nasality when they occur in the environment of a nasal 
consonant (preceding or following)." He adds: "There are in 
addition to these oral vowels, vowels which have an inherent 
feature of nasality irrespective of whether they are preceded 
or followed by a nasal consonant." The type of progressive 
and regressive nasalization found in Bini accounts for the 
application of progressive or regressive nasalization applied 
in ST to words derived from Portuguese, as discussed in 
paragraph 3.4.
ST words of African origin undergo progressive nasaliza­
tion in the same way as words incorporated from Portuguese, 
as in:
Bini mu d]a "to stand; to stop" ■>
ST ma1]a "to stand; to stop"
A nasal in a Bantu noun prefix may cause progressive 
nasalization, whether or not the prefixal nasal has been re­
tained in ST. This is illustrated by the following examples:
Kishikongo kinsekwa "bug" +
ST 'senkwa "bug"
Kishikcngo mbasa (pi. of lubasa) "palm slat" -»
ST 'basa "palm hook”
K- shikongo nguba "ground-nut" > ST * ngumba "ground-nut
Bini Sti "” 9l,rOMr' ttle £or children and for use 
—  1 ■ «  -  -
Counte^art3_^L-§l
: S s s ^ = : -
or carry
Bini eoeo 
ST boMoo
Bini i J O .
to carry infanr Qf ^  body
louse" + ST lid* "1°"=* „  the head"
risssggsr;
11)
>• The f°11Wln9 PaI“ Cm“of ST u  markedly
B###
(V)
such as i
quintal
carga
marca
verdade
pardal
largar
/kin'ta?./
/'karge/
/'malke/
/vai'dadm/
/pel1 dal/
/lal’gai/
kin’te 
*kcga 
'meka 
Ve * de
ijElaa
"backyard"
"load"
"mark"
"truth."
"sparrow"
"to let go"
pairs as >£ka "mark', >aka "stretcher .
SU5GESTI0SS FOR A SUITABLE ORTHOGRAPHY
system.
(a) Ncn-nasal vowels
(ii) The partial complementation in ST which tends to 
convert the non-palatal series /t, d, s, z/ into 
the palatal series /£, 3» 2, %/ before /i/ and / £ /  
and to convert the palatal series into the non-palatal 
series before other vowels can be traced originally 
to a full complementation in dialects of Kongo.
The resemblance between this process of complementation 
and the complementation found in Northern Brazil, as 
in Rio de Janeiro Portuguese, is noted. In Rio de 
Janeiro, the palatal affricates [<?, J] are allophones 
of the dental stops, /t,d/ occurring before /i/ and /£/. 
The following is a comparison of palatalization of 
dental stops in Rio de Janeiro Portuguese and ST j
Standard Ptg Rio de Janeiro ST
Ptg______
'tax ji 1taji "afternoon"
"glaji 'ngiaSi "large"
•p6di 'pddi "bridge"
'Cfta 1cita "ink"
tarde
grande
ponte
tinta
(iii)Vowel harmony is a significant African-derived feature 
of ST phonology. In ST,vowel harmony is normally in the 
form of complete assimilation, a tendency found also
in Kongo.
A type of vowel harmony occurs in Portuguese, where 
it is known as metaphony. However, vowel harmony as a 
tendency for the same vowel to occur in two consecutive 
syllables, as is found in ST and in Kongo, does not occur
in Portuguese.
(iv) The syllabic structure of ST is Bantu-derived. As in
Bantu, ST syllables normally end in a vowel. A vowel is 
' thus added in ST to Portuguese consonant-ending words.
Portuguese is a morphologically heavy language which 
has a high frequency of polysyllabic words. ST is a 
syntactically heavy language where the word is typically 
disyllabic.
Since the pairs /e,e / and /c, 0/ are minimally con­
trastive, there is no need to differentiate between 
them in the orthography.
The profuse use of diacritic marks is a carry-over from 
Portuguese which is non-functional for an orthography 
of sao Tomense. With regard to stress, is it not necessary 
to indicate stress placement, in view of the fluctuating 
nature of stress placement in Sao Tcmense.
(b) Nasal vowels
Phonemic Existing Suggested
symbols orthographies orthography
Word-final | 
and before 
homorganic /m/
Elsewhe
/!/ or /iN/ xn> <im> <in>
/<§/ " /eN/ , en> <em> <en>
/a/ " /aN/ <am, an> <am> <an>
/ a /  " /oN/ <6m, om, on> <om> <on>
/a/ " z'uN/ <um, un> <um> <un>
<N> above represents the homorganic nasal which may occur 
before consonants which have the feature [- fricative].
Here the suggested orthography is almost in entire agree­
ment with the orthographies used. The only difference 
lies in not placing a diacritic mark on any vowel.
The spelling <0a> for ua "ore" should be retained, 
as in this word the nasal vowel is followed by another 
vowel, a rare occurrence.
(c) Consonants
Phonemic Existing
symbols orthogr sptv
/b/ <b>
/d/ <d>
/V <dj>
/f/ <f>
/g/ <9, gu>
Suggested
orthography
<b>
<d>
<d)>
<f>
<<r>
r 1
< c , k, qu> <k>
<1> <1>
<m> <m>
<n> <n>
<nh> <nh>
<P> <F>
<S, 58, C, 9> <s>
> +V,<s> + C <x> W
<t> <t>
<tx, tch> <c>
<v> <v>
<u> <*>
<i> <y>
<z> <z>
<j> <j>
(d)
A /
/ V  
/«/
/n/ [n,ql/y
/p/
/ • /
/5/ <
/t/
/&/
/v/
/w/
/ y /
/z/
/%/
The digraph <nh>, used in Ptg to represent the 
phoneme AV, can be retained to represent the corres- 
ponding phoneme /j,/ in ST.
Apostrophe
The apostrophe, sometimes used to indicate a vowel 
elision where two words contract, and used also in 
other contexts, can be dispensed with. 
examples
The following sentences and vocabulary items from 
printed texts are followed by their rendering in the 
orthography here suggested, and by a phonemic rendering
From Fala situ, by F. de J. Bomfim (Nov. 1923 =21 i
Bomfimi< Ningue tudachi cu ca k61e n'amdld di muala, 
^a^maloco 6 dodo ... muala sa faguh "Whoever believe, 
in a woman's love, is mad or crazy ...Woman is false.
Suggested:< Ninge tudaxi ku ka kele namole di mwala 
3a maloko o dodo ... mwala sa fasu>
Phonemic : /nin'ge tu'dall ku ka ke'ie na'mole di 
'mwala t sa ma'loko o 'dodo 'mwala sa 'fasu I /
I m
From Ilha de S. Thom6, by A. Negreiros (1895 : 351) 
Negreiros: <Quengu6 9a mese dgi b6?> "Who is your teacher?" 
Suggested: <Xenge sa mese dji bo?>
Phonemic: Aen'ge sa 'nuse bo?/
Negreiros: <cld9u> "pip", <uangadu> "spread",
Suggested: <klosu> <wangadu>
Phonemic: /'klosu/ /wan'gadu/
< ‘ ngtinil^
"torch." 
<ngunu> 
/ngu’nu/
wnrn err""** RNn c o m p o u n d i n g
A reduced morphology is characteristic of Creoles.
Bailey (1966 : 6) states that the inflectional content of 
Creoles "is extremely meagre, so that tne grammatical in­
formation is carried almost entirely by the syntactic system."
The main inflectional devices which occur in ST are com- 
pounding and past participle inflection, which will be dr-- 
cussed in this chapter•
1. DERIVATIONAL PROCESSES : COMPOUNDING _
In S&o Tomense, compounding is primarily a morpholo 
gic.l process whereny the repetition of a word yields a 
single lexical item, or one meaning. This lexical item is 
one word phonologically: in ST each compounded element
retains its stress pattern, the stress on the last element
beln9MT l  ™ r65, has found that the process of reduplica­
tion is particularly productive in Creoles. The process of
' r L : : r ^ - ; r : r t r .  ....
1968 : 216).
The following are examples which have been recorded for 
various Creoles:
Cavitefto (Philippines) = <de.-echo-derecho> -very straight* 
(vminnorn, 1956).
Papia Kristang (Malacca): b cigadan-bliiadaa 
"many soldiers" CHancock. f 1969a)*
Neo-Melanesian: oike-pike "V.ry piquant" CHall, 1966:651.
Jamaican Creole: <was-was> "swam of wasps" (*- <was> 
"wasp") (Bailey, 1966 : 16).
Principense: ke*te-ke*te "a few little things
(kejjte "a bit").
Ptg Creole of Senegal: qi&di-'gladi "very iarge",
haba*li-kabali "as bid as possible" CChataigner,
1963:58, 63).
1.1. Th» Semantics of Reduplicatives and Compounds
In ST, reduplication may have the sense f plain 
intensification, as in:
'sctu-'sctu (♦ Ptg certo) 
certainly-certainly 
"most certainly"
• tantu- 1 tantu C*" Ptg tantol 
so much-so much 
"so very much"
me'se k-'fc 'kadi-'keCi t* Ptg q. atel 
I-want coffee hot-hot 
"I want very hot coffee."
nd an'ka se 'qcdo-'godo (* Ptg gordoi 
them crab DEM fat-fat 
"those very fat crabs"
madlu'gadu 'kulu-'kulu Ptg escuro)
dawn dark-dark
"in the early dawn"
i'ne sa 'bwa-'bwa so (*" Ptg boa) 
they be good-good very 
"They are very good indeed."
mi’E'of -mi'tof sa *pa a_t_rag1 
best-best be to UNM transfer bin 
"The best thing is to transfer him."
In the following example, the negative is emphasized
by intensifications
■ ~ fr c- na sa 'be-'be fa
today day NEG1 be well-well NEG2 
"It is a rather unpleasant day."
Compounds may indicate the intensification of plural 
meaning, eu^in- ^  .tata mC-mO-mO-mo-mC.d-e (- Pt, mad
he take-crab DEK, cut hand-hand-hand-hand-hand of-i
"He took that crab, and cut off all its legs.
in the following example, reduplicatuon indicates the 
intensification of singular meaning:
n* ft” 1 mina s ^ -'s^ 
we have one child only-only 
"We have only one child.
Reduplication may be used to indicate repetttiveneeu,
as in:
_ 1 pfcya- 1 pcqa an'ka (- Ptg pegal
he catch-catch crab
"He regularly caught crabs."
. »i mra- 11 eva vi'da ’ semjgle C* Ptg levai
maiT leadr-lead life always 
"Her man went on living.
ua-ua 5a (* Ptg umal 
one-one day 
"now arid then; on some days"
^noko-,pok° (*" Ptg pouco) 
little-little 
"little by little"
e .. noe Ka , „
rH:t/r::: “p ^ krro.-*-v m  >
, v, ■awia.y r  p w
he be KA be-aick 
-He is sick" Cnow)" axv-^
as in: Ho-'dosu
two-two 
"both"
—  MeS-'tleSi 
they three-three 
-the three of them
for zole^zoie
f ame ° -
male-male Q ?
1 m w a l a - 1 irwala o ?
female-femAle Q ?
"Are they both girls?'*
In the following example, reduplication is used to 
indicate "any particular one" :
e fla ’na&i bwa do ke ’fta-Oa nge 
he speak more good than one-one person 
"He spoke better than anyone.
Zulu has uku-bo-bona "to see randomly" (bcna "to see"). 
The following example of reduplication in ST parallels this 
Zulu reduplicative in indicating randomness; the past 
participle ending is deleted in the first element:
i1 n,§ sf * zunta-zun* tadu 
they be together-together 
"They are all mixed up."
2. INFLECTIONAL PROCESSES : PAST PARTICIPLES
in Portuguese the past participle is formed by adding 
he suffix rado (fern. =ada) to the stem of verbs with 
nfinitive in z»r . and lido (fern, lida) to the stem 
,f verbs with infinitive in H E  or d_L ■ aa lnl
Past Participle 
falado 
sabido 
partido *
Infinitive
falar
aaber
partic
ST has no feminine past participle ending, and has 
nly one ending, :du , which is added to the verb font, as
n:
Verb
fo*no "to
ta* s3 "to
ma* la "to
:" iKwa)
1 (Kwa)
* U  Ptg
Past Participle 
fo1nodu 
ta* sondu 
ma’ladu
GRAMMAR
1. WORD CLASSES AND THEIR GRAMMAR
1.1. Forms of Nouns and Adjectives
With few exceptions, ST nouns and adjectives are based 
on masculine singular Portuguese forms, when the Portuguese 
word is marked for gender. The Portuguese masculine singular
form normally ends in /u/ :
Ptg gato /'gate/ > ST 1gatu 'cat 
" cego /1 s cgu/ " 1 acgu "blind*^
A few words inflect for masculine and feminine>
Ptg sogro /' soglu/ "father-in-law" * ST *
"son-in-law; father-in-law*
sogra /'sogis/ "mother-in-law" "* ST 'ssgla
"daughter-in-law; mother-in-law*
The nouns ' jne "man, male" and Mnwala "woman,, 
female" are used in compounds for indicating gender, as in:
twe ',mc "ox" U  Ptg boi "ox"I
bwe 'mwala "cow"
Although, as in Bini (Dunn, 1968; 2071, the same form 
is used for singular and plural, compounds can be employed 
for indicating plural number, by placing the 3rd person 
plural pronoun V n£ ~ n6 befoie the noun, as in:
nfe 'mwala 
they woman 
"the women"
The origin of this system of pluralization is likely to 
be Bantu. Bantu languages may place the word for they ..or 
emphasis before a noun. An example is Tsonga gona ga-.fana
"they, the children".
The same process of pluralization could occur in other
Creoles with a Bantu component. It occurs In An*olar and 
Principense:
SUB
Angolar rnc ome 
they man 
"the men"
'rincipense: ne__sp
they gentleman 
"the gentlemen"
1.2. Di-Phrasea
Subsumed under di-phrases in this discussion is the
7 3 H E r  — ™r::
by the following examples:
»m-basu (di) 'poto 
in-bottom (of) door 
"under the door"
e ta'sd n-oVie (di) rratu
he sit in-middle (of) bush
""He sat in the middle of the bush."
z?»ze sa ta'sondu nl ‘tlaSl jdil__zd 
Joseph be sitting in back (of) John 
"Joseph is sitting behind John."
'donu (di) 'Inan 
owner (of) farm 
• the owner of the farm
ka •goSta (di) ma^ja 
John KA be-fond (of) Mary 
"John is fond of Mary"
EEHEEELEEE:::
♦ ' n.vlu di md 
book of me
which appears in the surface structure as
1livlu mQ 
book me 
"my book"
Before vowel-commencing nouns and pronouns, di is 
retained in the surface structure, di then occurs as d^ , 
following a rule which stipulates the deletion of the first 
vowel when two vowels meet across word boundaries. Thus, 
"his book", with the surface structure
»*livlu di e 
book of he
has the surface structure
di is obligatorily retained in di-phrases with N 
which”are complements to the copu .a verb sa . Ambiguities 
are removed in this way. Thus, in the sentence which follow, 
deletion of di would have yielded the equivalent respect­
ively of "the fish are Joseph", "they are n the bush", 
and "the girl hid her brother" :
'livlu d-e 
book cf-he 
"his book"
Examp1es with nouns are:
p &a la 'basu 1zuntu 'd-awa
he be there below next to-river
"Fie is down there next to the river.
e sa 'i 'basu 'd-aluvu 
he be there bottom of-tree 
"He is there under the tree."
' liba d-o'pE
top of-leg
"on top of his legs"
'pi&i sa di zo'zc 
fish be of Joseph 
"The fish are Joseph's."
'mina kon'de di lu'mo d-e
girl hide from brother of-her 
"The girl hid from her brother."
The shape of the preposition di "of" does not follow 
the general phonological trend in ST involving the partial 
complementation of /d/ and /]/, according to which /d/ -*• /^/ 
before /!/, by palatalization of the consonant before a 
vowel with the features f^ont^ * as described in paragraph 
1.1.2.1 of the Phonology. However, there is a morpheme 
used in conjunction with dLL , with the form Ji_ , which 
occurs only before the underlying di .
On deletion after the verb, the noun is replaced by the 
noun replacer (Nit) j_i . Thus the two sentences
e sa 1liv3u mu 
it be book me 
"It is my book."
e sa 1livlu d-i1ne 
it be book of-then 
"It is their book."
become on pronominalization of the noun
e sa ji mu 
it be NR me 
"It is mine."
e sa ji'ne 
it bs NR-them 
"It is theirs."
For the 3rd p.s., deep structure di is retained in the 
surface structure before the pronoun e , yielding d-e , 
after the normal deletion of at the word boundary. 
Deletion of di^  from the underlying sequence *1i di e 
would yield *1i e , becoming *?-e after deletion of V^.
This is not possible, as no deletion rules may apply to Ji 
Hence the deep structure for "it is his/hers"
* e sa ]i di e
it be NR of him/her
has the surface structure
e sa H  d-e
it be NR of-him/her
"It is his/hers"
The paradigm for ^i-phrases is thus as followsj
5i mu -v mO >v m "mine"
" bo "yours - sing."
" d-e "his/hers"
" no "ours"
" 1nase "yours - pi."
" ne "theirs"
Although Ji-phrases are frequently complements to the 
copula verb sai , they may occur in other contexts, as in:
k c mu ka 'fika 1zuntu di d-e 
house me KA stay next to NR of-him 
"My house is next to his."
di is generally retained in ui-phrases with V , as in 
the following examples:
'gu]a sc di klo'ze 
needle DEM of sewing 
"this sewing needle"
ua ba'ga di la'we (la1we < la'ba we) 
one basin of washing-face 
"a wash basin"
ua 'toia di '1 impa 'kala 
one towel of cleaning face 
"a face towel"
1.4. Numerals
1. um, uma (fern.) 
one
2. dois, duas (fern.) 
two
3. tres 
three
dosu
'tleSj
'kwatlu4. quatro 
four
'sinku5. cinco 
five
' sctc
100
1.3. Possessive Use of the Object Pronouns
The forms of the ouject pronoun are used as possessive 
pronouns, as was noted by Valkhoff (1966 : 99). The ^orms are 
described in paragraph of this chapter. A parallel
occurs in Bini, where the object pronouns are also used 
as possessive pronouns (Dunn, 1968 : 60). In Bini the object 
pronouns, when used as possessives, may precede or follow 
the word they qualify; in ST they must follow the word they 
qualify, and in this they follow the Bantu word order.
The ST numerals use Portuguese forms, but compound on 
the same basis as Rishikongo numerals. The Kishikongo numerals 
referred to below appear in Bentley (1887).
The forms of the ST numerals from 1 to 10 are derived 
from Portuguese, and are simple forms in both Portuguese and 
Kishikongo. In the comparative table below, the Kishikongo 
stem is given for numerals from 1 to 6, which may take 
different concordial prefixes; the forms from 7 to 10 are 
invariable in that they do not take a prefixal elements
Kishikongo 
-moSi
-ole
-tatu
-tanu
-sambanu
nsambwadi
I#
ir- .... .. ' \
J
*n jve
nana
vwa
kumi
8. oito 
eight
9. nove 
nine
10. dez 
ten
xi ~ — rnxxmcinQOi 2
’and" or plus" (ku in Sao Tomense): 
Kishikongo
Ptg.
11. onze 
elrven
12. doze 
twelve
20. vinte 
twenty
24. vinte e quatro 
twenty and four
30 trinta 
thirty
40. quarenta
forty
kumi ie moSi 
ten plus one
kumi z-ole 
ten plus two
makumole 
< ma-kumi m-ole 
tens two, i.e. 
two tens
makumole ie ia 
two tens plus 
four 
makumatatu 
< ma-kumi ma-tatu 
tens three, i.e. 
three tens
makurnaia 
< ma-kumi ma-pa
deS-k-da
ten plu
deS-ku Vdosu
ten plus two
dosu
two tenJ
Id o s u ^si^kujk^ti
two tens plus four
yiesi 'desi 
three tens
■vwatlu 'deal 
four tens
1.5. Demonstratives
In ST, tlifc only demonstrative adject-ve is the demon­
strative (DEM) sj_ , which is not marked for near/far or 
proximity/distance from the speaker or the person spoken to. 
(Portuguese has 3 position demonstratives; near the speaker, 
near the person spoken to, and away from both).
The position of sc is always postnominal, as is common 
with demonstratives in Bantu. In Portuguese, demonstrative 
adjectives precede the ncun they modify. The following is an 
example of the use of s_£ '
ka'nwa s c
canoe DEM 
"this/that canoe"
se often fulfils the function of definite article, so 
that the above example can also have the meaning of "the 
canoe". Hancock (ee^kSff) has also noted for Papi4 Kristang 
that "There is no definite article, although the demonstra­
tives isi (or isti) "this", and akeli "that" often serve
as such."
A feature of the Pidgin Fanakalo is the lack of demon­
strative constructions to indicate differences in degree of 
proximity to the speaker. In Fanakalo, lo , a demonstrative in Zulu 
serves as demon trat.ive,definite article, and indefinite article, 
as in lo monte ie, a /this/that man". The parallel use 
of se is thus, . aminiscent of a Pidgin phase in ST. Perhaps 
as a later de" >pment, distance from the speaker may be 
indicated in . by modification cf 3c , perhaps on the 
Portuyuese model, as in:
♦flrli sc ku 'sa i 
flower DEM which bo here 
"this flower"
•flali 3c ku 'sa la 
flower DIM which be there 
"thaw flower"
In the last sentence, sc and ku may be deleted, and 
the sentence would appear an
"that flower"
s e can only be used adjectivally; a noun head has to be 
used compulsorily with it. Frequently, anaphoric "this" and
"that" are rendered as "this/that thing", as ini
kwa Se sa bwa
thing DEM be good
"This/that is good."
e man 'dr. f e kwa s E 
he order-him do thing DEM
"He ordered him to do this/that."
Based on s^ and ku sa la , there are two demonstrative 
pronouns, i* se and isa*la . i1s e may indicate proximity 
to either the speaker or the person spoken to; isa'la in­
dicates greater distance from both;
ma'sadu se sa 'maSl 'p]olo do ke i'se
axe DEM be moie worse than that-one
"This axe is worse than that one (near you)."
is'la o i'sc ?
That one or this one ?
da-rr. isa'la
"Give me that one."
1.6. Oblique Forms of the Noun
Locative particles marking the oblique form of the noun 
are frequently deleted, as ins
am a 'ja nga ba 'vende
tomorrow T-KA go shop
"Tomorrow I am going ‘ o the. shop."
However, three prefixal types may be used optionally in 
the oblique form of the noun;
a) the free morpheme ni, , with a bound variant before
vowels, as in:
ni kc
in house
"in the house"
n-o'me 
in middle 
"in the middle"
A prefixal morpheme ni occurs in the adverb of place 
form of the noun in Yoruba (Ward, 1952), as in: _
ni ile > nile 
in house 
"in the house"
b) a homorganic nasal, N- as in:
m-pa* nda 
in pot 
"in the pot"
c) the morphophonemic vowel discussed in the phonology under
1.1.1.1, as in:
i-'liba 
on-top 
"on top"
As in Bantu, for which Zulu examples are given below, 
such prepositions as "in", "at", "from", "to" are subsumed in 
the one oblique form of the noun, which is interpreted as 
adverb of place with the semantic content of the adjacent verb, 
as in the following further examples:
ST bo ka Sie ni ka'fiibu
you KA come-out in captivity 
"You come out of captivity."
me d-e 3ie n-kc
mother of-him go out in-house
"His mother went out of the house."
he come house-me 
"He came to my house."
de'se ni 'liba pa
come-down on top tree
"Come down from the top of the tree."
Zulu (Doke, 1971 t 232)
< ngakhwela endlini, 
<. nga]a endlini>
< ngangena endlini>
< ngaphuma endlini>
"I climbed onto the house* 
"1 went to the house"
"I went into the house"
"I went out of the house"
2 . THE IDEOPHONE
Tl e ideophones of ST constitute a form class which does 
not exist in Portuguese but is widespread in Bantu and Kwa. 
Ideophones are characterized by constraints in their phonology 
and syntax, as will be discussed below It is worthy of note 
that there are few adverbs in ST, and that their place may be 
taken by ideophones.
2.1. Phonological Structure
Doke (1S38 : 353-354) has noted that ideophones, along 
with interjections, are subject to " 'extra-normal' phonolo­
gical laws". He refovs to the presence in ideophones of 
vocalic and consonantal features and segments foreign to the 
normal phonoloc,-'. In ST, ideophones do not have segmental 
features at variance with the normal phonological rules. The 
ST ideophone is affected mainly by tenseness of articulation, 
in that both the ideophone and the word modified by the ideo­
phone have tenser articulation than is normal.
In the following sentence, the ideophone is uttered 
very softly, although the tense articulation remainst
nwa ska le'de 'plti'pidi (nwa "moon", le 'de ■«- Ptg arder)
"The moon is snining softly."
This sentence contrasts with the following, which is 
uttered with the pronunciation which is normal for ideo- 
phones:
nwa ska le'de tata*ta
"The moon is shining brightly."
Fivaz (1963) has noted that in Zulu no ideophones 
commence with a vowel. The same constraint occurs in ST 
ideophones. Moreover, ideophones in Bantu and Kwa are 
typically consonant-commencing, as in Bini 5LS5.LJLE spotless, 
immaculate whiteness", ajkjguk, "clumsy movement" (Dunn,
1968 : 153) , and Tswana thuSu (ideophone of sudden appearance), 
waSaa (ideophone of scattering) (Cole, 1955 s 377-378).
In the examples recorded for ST, the syllables are all 
open, and have the shape CV. C is comprised either of one con­
sonant or of C LC2, where C 1  is a nasal, as in:
'moga'mayo (ideophone of softness)
'blanku fene'ne "very white" 
noe'nenge'ne (ideophone of brightness)
■nwini* nwini [' nwini’nwini] (ideophone indicating
many small things)
ST ideophones contain two, three, or four syllables1.
A feature of all ST ideophones is repetition, either of a 
syllable or a disyllable. Vowels are always repeated. Con­
sonants are normally repeated also, but repetition of con­
sonants is not an obligatory component of ideophone structure. 
Samarin (1966 : 86-87) has noted for Gb ya, a Kwa language, 
that the words comparable to Bantu ideophones very oft-, consist
-
involving duplication of a disyllabic are usually stressed 
on the first syllable of each disyllable.
The following examples illustrate the various types of
repetition occurring in ideophones:
"•heTieS %:%nd°fo: l u - C Z y S U i : ' l d 2oPb ® £ - & «  
in Bantu.
duplication of a vowel, and a different vowel in an 
initial or final syllables
kie klongon'do (k]a Ptg cair)
"to collapse completely"
n* bi'Sidu mankwe'tc (bi'Sidu + Ptg
— --    , , . vestido)
"We shall be very wwl* dressed.
triplication of a vowel, with a consonant occurring 
twice:
 ^sa 'blanku fen^'nE ('blanku + Ptg branco) 
"It is very white."
min-'awa sa 'scku klaka'ta ('mina + Ptg menina,
"The stream is completely l^a +■ Ptg agua,
dry." ' scku *• Ptg seco)
> wa ska 1 kole S d c ' l t  (Mcole-Ptg correr)
"The water is flowing softly."
duplication of a syllables
1 awa 'blaga 'lolo
"The water bur't out completelyT
The ideophon,, "lola is frequently used to indicate 
thoroughness of completion.
e tie*me ta’ta (tle'me * Ptg tremer)
"He trembled a lot."
triplication of a syllable:
ka'fe sa 'keSi zuzu'zu (ka'fc * Ptg caf6,
"The coffee is very ikeci ' Ptg qv.ente)
hot."
e fla sasa'sa tfla * ptg talar.
"He spoke fluently."
optional duplication or triplication of a syllables
Q „  1pletu lu'lu or lulu'lu C'pl£tu - Ptg preto) 
"It is veri black."
» fi'o koko'ko (fijo. " Ptg frio)
"It is very cold."
f) Duplication of a disyllable, as in:
bo ka 'mojia >Poto'poto (Mnoj^ a - Ptg molha)
"You will get drenched."
e ' kontla kwa ka lu^ Jlge^enge^e (lu^i *
"He found an object shining ptg luzir)
2 2. The Syntax of the Ideophone
r = : : H J " E r B = E -
an Eastern Bantu language, the ideophone re concerne 
Prlml ™  r — . is ihterch.nge.bre with ^  adverb
which ideophones fulfil in ST.
a) modifying a noun:
no 'mese nge sasa'sa
"We want a sprightly person*
b) modifying an adjective:
'kemi zuzu'zu 
"very hot"
cC modifying a verb:
'kppu ke'bla 'nwini'nwini ['nwini'nwini]
"The glass broke into ('kopu Ptg copo,
little pieces." kc'bla * Ptg quebra)
d) in isolation, as a reply to a "how are you” greeting:
'leyc'leye 
"so and so"
gege'ge 
"so amd so"
e) modifying a complex sentence:
i'ne ku'me 1tudu ku me d-e 1fika pe kc '1ols
they eat all that mother of-him leave put home completely
"They ate all the food that his mother left at home."
A clause containing an ideophone cannot contain further 
modifiers. Thus, such a hypothetical sentence as the following 
is not grammatical:
* e sa 'kefii zuzu'zu ni 'Stlada ('ke&i "hot",
"It is very hot on the road." ni 'gtada "on the road")
Although the ideophone serves as the closure for the 
sentence, an ideophone clause may be linked to another 
sentence by conjoining or embedding, as in:
e sa ’fteke'ceke, 'magi e te 'kala di nqe di ' fosa_ 
he be frail, but he have face of person of strength 
"He is frail, but he looks strong in character."
e 'tava 'keCi zuzu'zu 'pla ku s]e 
it was hot ID when I go-out
"It was very hot when I went out" (or "it was very noisy", 
or "there was a lot of activity.")
2.3 Significance
Lanham (1955 : 219) describes the function of the ideo- 
phone as one of ninten-ify:.ng, clarifying or specializing 
certain of the basic concepts of the language.*' Sanarin (1966: 
86) describes the ideophones in different terms as "vivid 
vocal images or representations of visual, auditory, and other 
sensory or mental experiences." Both these definitions 
parallel the significance of the ideophone in ST.
3. SENTENCE TYPES
Sentence types are not an aspect of the conjugation. The 
imperative and the hortative may be regarded as sentence 
types. The sentence type which will be considered here is 
existential 3£ , which is used in ST to men "there is, there 
are", as in the following examples:
'piBi se 
fish there-be 
"There is fish."
1losu na se fa 
rice NEG1 there-be NEGg 
"There is no rice."
ni ua nge na ta se ku ka 'lembla di kwa_se_fa
not one person NEG^ remains there-be who KA remember
of thing DEM NEG2
"There is no longer anyone who remembers that.
*kuma oa'tata na 1 tava se fa, 'n-kopla__
as potato NEG. were there-be NEGg, I buy rice 
"As there were no potatoes, I bought rice.
1An example of an ideophone clause being ui-ed to render a 
single concept, "village", was recorded for Angular:
e (ne) 'migu-m(u) 'be nc ke Coda'd o
they friend-me go they house ID
"My friends went tc the village."
Ill
Viiis form and if use derive from Bantu. The particle 
corresponding to ST se is se in Kishikongo, where it 
has the same meaning as th> ST form. The following sentence 
illustrates the use of Kishi.ongo se (Bentley, 1887 : 218):
owau se nzo Singl
now there-be houses many
"Now there -sre many houses."
4. CONJOINING, SUBORDINATING, AND EMBEDDING OF SENTENCES
In ST there is no co-ordinating conjunction equivalent 
to "and" for conjoining sentences. Instead, sentences are 
co-ordinated by apposition. If the co-ordinated sentences 
have different subjects, these are retained? if, however, the 
subject of the co-ordinated sentences is the same, its re­
tention is obligatory in the first sentence only. I * the 
following sentences, the subjects are retained:
e be e ’bila kon'tlr 
he go he do—again find—it 
"He went and found it again.'
e pa’r,e e "bila bi kwe
he picl.-it-up he do-again come with-it 
"He picked it up and brought it back."
e 'tava ka *lonka i-'koda 
he was KA snore I-wake-up 
"He was snoring and woke me up.
a 'zuoa ’budu. 'budu 'p a s a z a*nela 
he throw stone, stone pass window 
"He threw a stone through the window.
The same type of construction is found in Bantu languages, 
as in the following example from Kishikongo (Bentley, 1895: 984
bele kuna ezandu baza nikuna nkindv
they-went to-market they-;>roceed-to stir-up row
"They went to the market and they stirred up a
row."
$3a_ba_Jdxta
I-KA go Ue-dovm
-I am going to lie down
may conjoin as
ha dumi'ni
J.-KA go sleep u
«I am going to sleep.
iqa baJlStaJz^iLBi
1e_ where the subject
in the following further e*amp only the subject
nebi__sa—taJ_sondu
z ; : : : : n : r i w n ,
_ 'pasa SKiWa
r :r
tErSrSi"""
With the co-ordinating conjunctions o "or" and re 
"nor", the sentences are conjoined without deletion of the 
subject of the second sentence, as in:
na *pcta pa 1 suba so'be o pe na so'be fa
NEG^ matter for rain to-rain or for-it NEG^ rain
NEG2
"It does not matter whether it rai.iS or not."
i1 n6 na ba o'mali fa n6 i'n& na 'pi^ lca fa 
they NEG^ go sea NEG2 nor they NEG^ fish NEGg 
"They did not go to sea, nor did they fish."
Under subordination, we will consider sentences where 
the marker. M  "TTiiTii 111 man 1 rari rirlrrT" is the conjunction ga 
"for", pa , like the preposition pla for', 1" iertved
from Portuguese para /'pe :e/ "for .
In nhe following examples, ga. ^3 % marker of sub*'
ordinate sentences:
e sa bwa pa nqa sa su'petu 
it be good for person be smart 
"It is good for one to be smart."
na 'pota pa 'suba so* be o p-e »ia so'be fa
NEG1 matter ior rain rain or for-it NEG1 rain NEG2
"It does not matter if it rains or not."
desa-m pa m-ba p o’ sO 
let-me for I-go town 
"Let me go to town."
In the Pidgin Fanakalo there is no marking of a relative 
clause; a relative clause is joined to another clause by 
appcsition, as in
~iena kuluma iena hambile
he say he went
"He says (that) he went."
Ill ST, the conjunction ku serves normally as the 
marker of a relative clause, as in:
'sukli k.u no sa kwe aa 'poko
sugar that we be with-tt be little 
"The sugar that we have is little,"
'mwala ku sa f o'gd fa de
woman who be at-stove say to-him
"The won*®n who were at the stove told him."
pe mu ku sa 1liba 1d-awa
father me who be top of-water
"My father who is on the water (at seal."
It is, however, possible for the relative particle 
to be deleted, although the deletion seldom occurs:
vig'tidu nga 'g jgta sa i" s e
dress I-KA like oe this
"The dress I like is this one."
nge 3ka 1bende kwa
person is selling thing
"the person who is selling the things "
e sa kua sa'pe sa ye za
he be with-one hat be old already
"He has a hat which is old already."
A parallel for the deletion of the relative marker is 
found in Kishikongo, as in the following examples, which 
suggest that the deletion of the relative in a Creole need 
not be a Pidgin trait, as might appear from a Pidgin •tuch 
as Fanakalo, as described above:
edi kazolele ngiza
this he-wishos I-will-come
"He wishes that I should come." (Bentley, 1887:6461
mbongele o nlele wasumbidi ezono
I-took the cloth you-bcught yesterday
"I took the cloth which you bought yesterday."
(Bentley, 1895:9931
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c) The object pronouns of ST do not change position in 
the sentence, as occurs in Portuguese. They always 
follow the verb or the preposition of which they are 
objects, unlike Portuguese, where several transfor­
mations entail a change in the position of the object 
pronoun. If, for instance, the negative transformation 
is applied in Portuguese, the object pronoun changes 
from postverbal to preverbal position, as ins
Ptg dei-o “I gave it"
" nac o dei "I did not give it?
d) There is no equivalent category in ST for the Portuguese 
sets of possessives (meu, teu, seu, etc.). In ST the 
object pronouns are used to indicate genitive relation­
ships, as in:
ST e be mti
"he sees me"
" lu'md mO
brother me 
"my brother"
The subject and object pronouns of ST are tabulated below:
SUBJECT PRONOUNS
Singular Plural
1st person N- -v, 1 -  00 $ " no
a'mi
2nd person bo
i'nase^ 'nase
3rd person e » e'le * 0 i'ne ~ ne
i' ne
Unmarked a
OBJECT PRONOUNS
1 Singular Plural
1st parson mu ~ ~ -m 
«" 'ami “ a'mi
no
2nd person bo
'nase ~ na'se
3rd person
1st object -e i'ne 'v- ' in6  ^i'ne ~ ne
2nd object o
r-4 
__
 
J
•
5.1.1. 1st Person Singular Subject Pronouns
i) N- ~ i-
N- (homorganic nasal) is a cover symbol used here to 
designate a bound morpheme with members / m ,  n/ [m, n,n]# 
which are selected according to the point of articulation 
of the initial consonant of a following verb, as in:
'n-tlaba "I worked"
m-bi "I came"
1n-g jgta gpNta 1 1 Irked
The morphophonemic vowel i- is a bound morpheme which 
may replace any of the members of N-, as in;
i-'aa "I am"
i -1tava "I was"
t-'kontla "I found"
When the nasal element N- ~ I -  is preceded by the con­
junction ku ("that", "which"), regressive assimilation 
operates. The vowel of the conjunction is nasalized and 
the nasal element is normally, though net necessarily, 
deleted. The following are examples:
ku 1-fa ’de > ku fa 'de 
that I-tell to-hia that I tell to-him
"that I told him"
- a* r — 1v.:
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ku 1m~bi >
that I-come 
"that I came"
ku "m-pcga >
that I-pick-up 
"that I picked up"
'nge ku i-sa 'kwe >
person that I-be with- 
him
"the person I am with", i.e. "my lover
kd bl
that-I come
kd 'm-p ega 
that-I I-pick up
'nge kfl sa 'kwe.
person that-I be with-him
pa'nela kU 'kopla 
pot that-I buy
iii) f'mi (fre Jit ' ami)
a'mi is a _t,e morpheme, with several functions wfuich 
are discussed below.
A. a'mi is the 1st person singular subject pronoun which 
normally occurs before non-verbal forms. In this po­
sition, before non-verbal forms, it may be replaced by 
the bound nasal morphemes or i -  , a substitution
which, however, is not common. The use of a'ml parallels 
the use of e*le, the 3rd person singular subject pronoun 
which occurs before non-verbal forms.
Examples:
pa'nela ku ’n-kopla > 
pot that I-may 
"the pot I bought"
The nasal prefix as a 1st p.s. subject pronoun occurs 
in Kishikongo (Bentley, 1895 : 954).
11) t
is a free variant of N-, as illustrated in the following 
con texts:
'm-mese t 'mese 
■I want"
n-na Ska po 'bila 'lanta fa ~ na ska po 'bila
'lanta fa
I-NEG^ cun can return get up NEGg 
"I canr up again."
Si
a'mi ba pi*- mu'3avli~ m-ba pie mu'Savli 
I go beach Muchave I-go beach Mucb^'e 
"I went to Muchava beach."
a'mi na te ka'to fa 
I NEG ^ have card NEGj 
"I have no card."
a*mi ku 'mwala mi 
I with wife me 
"my wife and I"
a1 mi ku 's-cmr < ajmi_ku sa » o«c 
I who be-man I who be man
"I who am a man"
'ami ku bo ha po fg.
I and you KA can do-it 
"You and I can do it.1,
rare occasions,before norwebaL forms, _*Ei. is redu 
am , as in:
am te 
"I also"
mi may also occur before verbal forme, in free 
iriation with B- ' i - » • fhle, however, 
rchaic usage of aMni. 
namples:
a*mi 13tava ~ t-'&tava 
•I was"
ku a’mi fe ~ kd fe 
that I did that-I did 
"that I did"
Infrequently, a>l may precede the pronouns N- ' * • 
____ minal redundancy parallels the Bantu
construction in which, an emphatic pronoun precedes a 
subject concord, as in Kishikongo mono i-kwtza 
"as for me, T am coming" (Bentley, 18 37 : 5771.
As in Bantu, ST a'mi has an emphatic significance in 
this context, shown in the examples:
a'mi nga 'bi
me I-KA coming
"As for me, I am comino."
(a'mi) m-ba 'fda o'ta
(me) I-go market yesterday
"I went to the market yesterday."
D. a'mi is the 1st person singular subject pronoun form 
occurring in isolation: 
a'mi ?
"me ?"
5.1.2. 2nd Person Singular Subject Pronoun 
bo
bo is used as a familiar and semi-formal form of
address.
Examples:
bo tem'be 
"you also"
'ali do ka ta 'n-e ? 
where you KA stay in-it ?
"Where do you live?"
'bo na ka po 'bi fa 
you NEG^ KA can come NEGg 
"You cannot come."
bo ka la1ba 'platu 
you KA wash dishes 
"You wash the dishes*
5i bo pe n-a'i, na ke'se di be 1kwe
If”you put-it here, NEG^ forget to go wtch-it NE02
"If you put it here, don't forget to take it.
0)1 
0)1
.3. 3rd Person Singular Subject Pronouns
* e1 le - fh
occurs before verbs, and e1le occurs before other 
parts of speech. The following are examples:
e fla
"he said" or "he spoke"
e na ska so'be 'ma5i fa 
it NEG1 is raining more NEGg
"It is not raining any more."
e1le me sa plu'me
he same be first
"He himself is the first."
e may be used impersonally, with a meaning like 'it 
in the English sentence "it is going to rain" :
e sa 'aSi me 
it be thus indeed
"It is so indeed" ? "That is how it is."
m-pesa kwe ka so'be (kwe < ku e)
I-think that-it K\ rain 
"I think it will rain."
e ka so'be 
it KA rain 
"It will rain."
4
The pronoun may optionally be deleted when the subject 
is repeated in time sequence in a coordinate clause, as
in:
do'tolo oioi'bi kwe na ka 'bila ku'mc fkO tinwa 
ka ku'mr. ku'mc
doctor forbid that-he NEG KA return eat, continue 
KA eat food
"The doctor forbade him to eat, and he continued
p 5-ie ni 'poto ku pa' nela st #ka bo ' z-awa 
he ao-out in door *ith pot DEM, KA go scoop-water 
•U. went out of the door with this pot and went to
fetch water."
5.1.4. 1st Person Plural Subject PfQRSHE
no
no . a free morpheme, is used in all contexts as the 
1st person plural subject pronoun.
Examples:
n5 be 
"we went"
nft na 'bele fa 
we NEG1 see-him NEG2 
"We didn't see him."
n5 so ka be
we EMPH KA go
"It is we who are going.
5.1.5. M■arson Plu™l SuMect Pronoun
Lirtrchaic form, Inase being the more commonly 
used form, as in:
1nase ku'me za ?
you (pi.) eat already?
"Have you (pi.) eaten yet?
'nase pe 'zolo ni 'kaSa ?
you (pi.) put hooks in box? ^
"Did you put the hooks in the box?
5.1.6. ^  Parson Plural Subject Pronoun
i'ne ~ ne ~ i'ne
5 ^ 0  morphemes are in free variation.
S£HElS4! id'se 'plil
they NEG^ know fish fat NEQ2
"They don't know what good fish is."
ne 'giga 'fisu C fisu < Ptg oftciol 
they arrive party 
"They arrived at the party."
i'ne bi 'fisu s o 
they come party only 
"They came only for the party."
ST does not indicate a singular/plural distinction 
with most nouns and their qualifiers. However/ the 3rd person 
plural subject pronoun placed before the noun may be used 
as a pluralizer, as ins
i'ne 'nge ~ i'ne ni'nge
they person
"they", "the people"
ne 'mwala fa de 
they woman say to-him 
"The women told him."
nd fa'milia nO 
they family us 
"our family"
5.1.7. Personal Pronoun Unmarked for Person or Number 
a
Portuguese has no unmarked personal pronoun as in ST. 
The closest Portuguese equivalent to this construction is 
the use of an indefinite reflexive pronoun, as in:
diz-se "it is said"
In ST, the personal pronoun unmarked for person and 
number (UNM), a , occurs only as subject, and only before 
verbs. The meaning of ST a corresponds approximately to 
the underlined subject in such utterances as "One can do 
that", "Some people say that", "It is thought that he was
here."
Exunplcs:  a ka po 'fc kwa se
UNM KA can do thing DEM
"One can do that" or "That can be done."
UNM cb nge heart of-him 
"Let heart be changed."
a ska le
UNM is reading
"Someone is reading."
a Ska *luta
UNM are fighting
"Some people are fighting."
a mu'le 'fika ua kla'so ku Si'bo de
UNM die leaving a trousers and iacket for-him
"Someone died, leaving him a suit", i.e.
"He inherited a suit."
a 'bele ni 'poto
UNM see-him at door
"He was seen at the door."
a ka 'fe tla'ba 
UNM KA make-him work.
"He is made to work."
a ku'me za ?
UNM eat already ?
'Has everybody eaten?", "Is the eating 
finished ?"
2 UNM pronoun a is of Kwa origin, and occurs in 
slzian (1937) gives the following gloss for Bint:
- an indefinite personal pronoun : "one" ? 
can orten be translated by the passive: abi^re
was born.
1st Person singular Object_rronoHil 
~ mu ~ -m
; , ^  , _m occur in free variation before verbal 
irms. z m  normally has compensatory length, being 
mdered as -m- .
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Examples:
1anka mo’de mC 
crab bite me 
"The crab bit me."
gwa'da mu 
wait me 
"Wait for me."
e_na ka §a mu ' bega fa 
it MEG KA fill me stomach NEG2 
"It does not fill ray stomach. 
(That was not enough for me.I
'gatu fu'gi mu
cat run-away me
"The cat ran away from me."
bi kwe da-m-
come with-it give-me
"Bring it to me."
o na vo’lo-m* fa
he NEGj get-angry-me HEG2
"He does not yet angry with me.
p hi 'da-m zi'bo
he come give-me jacket
"He came to give me the jacket.
ii) ^ami ~ a*mi
'ami a1 mi occur aftcv parts of speech other
verbs,as in:
e bi diSpi'^i ’d-ami
he come say-goodbye to-me
"He came to say goodbye to me."
hi kwa'mi fa 
come with-me EMPH 
"Come with me."
than
■
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ft 'mese 'fc kwa se 'punda (a)'ml 
he want do thing DEM on-beha)f-of me 
"He wants to do this on my Dehalf.
i'ne fe kwa se pla'mi C< pla a'mi) 
they do thing DEM for-me 
"They did this for me."
e na 'kele 'n-ami fa 
he NEG^ believe in-me NEGg 
"He does not believe me."
5.1.9. 2nd Person Singular Object Pronoun 
bo
bo occurs as the 2nd person singular object pronoun 
in all contexts, as in:
El? -bo
fox you
e 1 q ol o bo
he look-for you
"He looked for you."
5.1.10. 3rd Person Singular Obje(^Pronouns
Coalescence: As discussed under the phonology, the  ^
object pronoun e coalesces with, the terminal vowel 
of the preceding verb, as in:
*e_ ka'ba e
e ka'be
he fin?sh-it
"He finished it."
Uses: e occurs after verbal forms, as in:
*do'tolo da e z«V_85
> do'tolo de z&'s6
doctor give-him injection 
The doctor gave him injections.
*ling fc e gunda
i'nS fe pundmnijjal^
they do-it because-friendship ^
"They did it. out of friendship, 
e occurs also after %u , as in:
mf'ia ku_8ju^J^g. C< — 7T
medicine that you come withrit 
"the medicine you brought
1  r s  T: :rrr;::— -
-.1. ’bale (.< b2_e^e 1
king see-hlm standing _
■The king saw M-« standing.
coalesce as ' —
meaning of to go • ., e’le occurs after
are examples:
* o Aa e e' l_e 
p dc e»le
he give-him it
«He gave it to him."
* p fa da mu_ello 
 ^ := da ’mwele
he said to me-it 
"He said it to me."
p fa da ' n&se__e^ _le. ? 
he say to you Cpl-l 
"Did he say it to you
give John it 
'Give it to John."
5.1.11. 1st Person Plural Object Pronouu 
nd
no occurs in all contexts as the 1st person plural 
object pronoun, as in:
pla n 6  
"for us"
a na kuvi'da n<3 fa 
UNM NEGj invite us NEGg 
"We were not invited."
1kuma 'desu va'le nd
" as God helped us."
5.1.12. 2nd Person Exural Object Pronoun 
1nase ~ na'se
'nase occurs more frequently than n&'se .
Examples:
m-bi fla ku na'se 
I-come; talk, with you (pi.)
"I came to talk to you. "
kwa si: sa pla 'rtase 
thing this be for you Cpl.)
"This is for you."
n-g^la 'ndse 
I-seak you (pi.)
"I looked for you."
5.1.13. 3rd Person Plural Object Pronoun 
11ne ~ 1 ire ~ Vne ^ nd
The following are examples of the use of the above 
free variants:
nqa'.na sa pla i'ne ~ nqa'Jia sa pli'ne 
chicken be for them 
"The chicken is for them."
e 'golo i 1 ne 
e qolwi’ne 
he seek-them 
"He looked for them."
e man'dine f c kwa sc (< 'manda 'ine ) 
he order-them do thing DEM 
"He ordered them to do this."
ne ua nge fese'be 'ne fa
not-even one person NEGj^  receive them NEG2 
"Nobody received them."
5.2. Social Idiom
Because of the close relationship between the deictic
process, on the one hand, and social idiom generally on
the other, a discussion of social idiom, including greetings,
is included here.
Samarin (1971 : 122) writes in connection with Pidgins
that "when a person is speaking a Pidgin he is limited to 
the use of a code with but one level or style or key or regis­
ter." He refers to Sango as an example of a Pidgin that has 
virtually no ways of indicating deference to an elder, apart 
from the use of a plural pronoun. Sao Tcmense, on the other 
hand, has many markers of deference, both segmental and
guprasegmental.
bo is the 2nd person singular pronoun used in familiar
address. It is derived from the archaic Portuguese 2nd
person plural pronoun vos, and corresponds approximately
to the Portuguese familiar tu and semi-formal voce.
Corresponding to bo at a formal level are the nouns su
(masculine) and s k  (feminine), which have a broad equivalence
to the Portuguese formal ways of address "o senhor" and
"a senhora", from which they appear to be derived.
The formal/informal (bo, sG, sa) and masculine/feminine
(su, sa) distinction is not typically maintained pronominally
in the plural; the plural of the three forms (bo, su, sa) is 
normally i'nase ~ 'nase (you - pi.). However, "gentlemen" 
may be rendered as ne su , "ladies" as ne^sa, and "ladies 
and gentlemen" as n£ ‘su ku ne ‘sa , ne (~ i1 ne) being the 
3rd person plural pronoun (ku "with") $
ne su tu'dagj a'bian 'glentu 
they gentlemen all come-here inside 
"Will you gentlemen all come in?"
ne su ku ne sa ku'me za ?
they gentlemen with they ladies eat already? 
"Have you (or have the) ladies and gentlemen 
eaten yet?"
As either ne or su/sa may be deleted, the following 
plural alternatives are possible;
su and sa may precede a first name, a surname, or a 
title, either as a form of address or as a form for reference 
to a third person, as in:
su 'zaSi 
"Mr George"
su do'tolo 
Mr doctor
"addressing or speaking about a man with 
a degree"
su a'le 
Mr king
"the king; Your Majesty; His Majesty"
sa ze'be 
"Mrs Elizabeth"
* ami ku 'nase ) ka 'gwada na"i
ne
I with you (pi.) KA wait here 
"I will wait here with you (pi.)"
A woman refers to her husband as;
ma' ildu mu 
husband me 
"my husband"
'one mp ka* zadu 
man me married
"my married man (i.e. my husband)"
In former times, a woman referred to her husband as
su 'malu mu
gentleman husband me
"the gentleman my husband"
1 malu being the older form of ma1 -tidu , both from Ptg marido. 
Likewise, where the husband now refers to his wife as
'mwala mu 
wife me 
'my wife"
he previously referred to her alternately as
sa 'mwala mfl 
lady wife me 
"the lady my wife"
If a man is living with a woman to whom he is not 
married, he refers to her as
a'manti mu 
mistress me 
"my mistress"
a'miga mu 
friend-FEM me 
"my girl friend"
or alternately uses a construction with sa , together 
with nge (person), a word derived from Ptg ningudm;
sa-'nqe mu 
lady person me 
"my lady"
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sa nge, as distinguished from sa , may be applied to 
ladies not from the particular locality, as in the following 
example, where nge is inserted if the ladies are from 
outside the locality:
' tudu sa (nge) te 'piSi 1 aze
all ladies (people) have fish today
"All the ladies (from outside) have fish today."
nge may be used in other contexts to indicate the same 
lack of social proximity. In the following example, nge 
would be inserted if the girls are not the speaker's 
daughters:
'tudu 'mina (nge) te ua 'gu]a 
all girls (people) have one needle 
"Each girl (not the speaker's daughters) 
has a needle."
Turning now to greetings, "good morning is familiarly
bo '?aw 
good day-TAG
a contracted form of the more respectful greeting, in which 
the respect tag -o (RESP) is used:
bo 'dia-o 
good day-RESP 
"good morning"
The more respectful "good morning" greeting is
'munt.q bo 'dia-o 
very good day-RESP 
"a very good morning"
Likewise 'muntu adds greater respect to 'muntu bog 
■ taji "good afternoon" and 'muntu bo: 'nofci-^ a good
evening; good night".
When greeting a married woman, the title ^dona lady
is used:
bo 'dia, 'dona 
good day, lady 
"good morning, lady"
'dona does net have the modern Portuguese meaning of 
the title "Mrs", as in Ptg "D. Maria". ST 'dona has the 
meanings "married woman" (Old Portuguese "lady") and 
"grandmother" (a meaning the word does not have in 
Portuguese). s& 'dona occurs on its own, whereas in 
Portuguese "a Senhora Dona" only occurs when followed by
a first name.
The reply to the above greetings is
1a&o-o
"so-and-so-TAG" 
or, more respectfully, with length:
a1So;-o
The following are alternative replies to the greeting, 
and have the same meaning ("so-and-so") :
ge-ge-'qe
'1 eye-11ev e 
(lit. light-light)
Amongst the Angolares young people may not greet older 
people with the equivalent of "good morning", "good after­
noon", or "good evening", even if the person addressed is 
comparatively young. To do so is disrespectful and people 
become angry. It is necessary to ask for the person's 
blessing respectfully and with hands together in a praying 
gesture. This custom has almost died cut in ST. The greeting
of respect was
abe'sau
blessing
The answer of the elderly or respected person was
'des u 'kia bo 
"God created you."
This greeting could only be used for elderly or very 
respected people. A younger person addressed in this manner 
would take offence at being thus considered old.
People who are middle-aged now had in their childhood 
to kiss their father's hand in addition to asking for his 
blessing.
"How are you?H is 1
ki 'n wa sa'o?i-t ? 
what news healt.h-TAG ? 
"How are you?"
a form which had a variant no longer used:
we 'mu ku be 'bo
eyes me that see you 
"My eyes saw you."
Compare ST ki 'n^va sa'o]i-e ? with the equivalent 
in Bini, dev-egbe -ta^ n "How is your health?"(lit. Is your 
body sound?) (Dunn, 1968 : 61).
When asked about one's health, one replies
l-sa bwa
I-be well 
"I am well”
In former times, the only reply to the enquiry about one's 
health was
f-sa-Hi ni mo 'desu-e
T-be-so-and-so in hand God-TAG
"I am fairly well, and in God's hands.1
The "good morning", "good afternoon", and "good evening" 
greetings are normally followed by a respect tag %o (RESP), 
as discussed in 4.2.1. Thus the respectful counterparts of 
the familiar bo 'jaw "good morning" are ('mdtu) bd 'dia-o , 
the tag 2° being uttered in a plaintive tone.
In negation, NEG2, fa . the second morpheme of the 
double negative, is replaced by fo (< fa + respect tag - o l _  
as a more respectful variant, fo is uttered in the plaintive 
ton? of the respect tag. Thus
'be)e fana
NEG^ see-him NEGg
"I did not see him."
is replaced when addressing a respected person by
na 'bele fo (5 fa -o)
NEG^ see-him NEG^-RESP
"I did not see him."
%
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As discussed under 4.2.4, a morpheme fa may also be 
placed non-negatively at the end of an utterance to indicate
respect.
A further respect tag is z M  - ->ddsd to the v"rb ^  
■to speak; to say- . This tag, which is also uttered in a 
plaintive tone, changes the meaning of the verb from "to say 
categorically" to one of "to offer as a suggestion or as a
piece of advice" :
e fla 
"he said"
e flaa
"he said, he advised"
An informal request is made by an ordinary imperative 
construction:
■bili 'pots 
open door 
"Open the door."
More formally, the hearer is asked the favour of doing 
the action. In still more formal style, the request is 
preceded by au mu Sir
mul. fe-m fa'volo 'bill 'poto 
(sir me) do-me favour open door 
"£ir), will you do me the favour of 
opening the door?
Alternatively, the respectful morpheme fa (RESP) 
(homonymous with NEG,) is pLced at the end of the request 
to indicate a respectful request rather than an order.
ba 'no 
go we
"Let us go"
ba 'no fa 
go we RESP
"Please let us go", "Shall we go?"
5.3. "f ii-Phrases with_Pronouns
Di-phrases with pronouns may be used to indicate that 
an action is performed "of one's own accord, of one's own
volition". This use is illustrated by the following examples:
n-sa mu 'meza ta'sondu ka ku'me mu za 
I-be me table sitting KA eat me already 
"I am sitting at the table (of my own volition) , 
already eating (of my own volition).
e ta'so d-e 
he sit of-him
"He sat down of his own accord."
e 'fika d-e ku ne 'mssu ka 'floga d-e
he stay of-him with they boys KA play of-him
"He stayed (of his own accord), playing with the boys
(of his own accord)."
a Vnn1tinwa ka 'kanta d-e 
he continued singing of-him 
"He continued singing of his own volition 
(i.e. despite having been told not to)."
In some contexts, this construction has a meaning 
which is not entirely equatable with volition, as in:
'mwala ' kunda e ska 'blinka d-e_ 
they women think he is joking of-him 
"The women thought he was joking (of his own account 
- equatable with "having a private joke.").
no ska be no
we are going we
"It is we who are going."
s os o kwa 'kaba d-e 
then thing end of-it
"Then the thing is over (closing words 
in a folktale)."
Less commonly, a noun may be found in the slot occupied 
here by a pronoun, as in:
sn so ka Sie su (s_u = the gentleman, used as a form of 
address to mu^n "you")
you only KA leave you 
"Tt is you who will leave."
"To go away" is rendered in this way, as in :
I-KA go me
"I am going away."
r . p ka 'be no
we KA go we
'We are going away."
e ka be d-e 
he KA go of-him 
"He is going away."
’manda zo be 'd-e 
order John go of-him 
"send John away."
; 4 ni o innrt-.lve Pronoun_lrL^ _PrSHaAti°!l«ga?-a
"where" ^
The following 
of n-e
»k e mu ku nna 'vive n-e 
home me that I-KA live in-it 
"the house I live in
ke ku sa 'n-e
house that-I be in-it
"the house I am in"
as a variant of
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' ome kv. -o sa ka fla n-e 
man that John be KA talking about-him 
»the man that John is talking about
'na*i e pe ka'fe 'n-e e ? 
where he put coffee in-it-TAG ?
"Where did he put the coffee?"
1ali 1sabi sa n-e ?
where key be in-it ?
"Where is the key?"
'Hi bo ki'pla 'ncni se ' n-e-e ? 
where you buy ring DEM in-it-TAG ?
"Where did you buy that ring?"
ke ‘Situ e pe mi 'n-e-e ? 
what place he put maize in-it-TAG ?
"Where did he put the maize?"
ku "with" is the preposition which occurs in the 
following sentence, where the 3rd person singular pronoun 
e refers to a plural indirect object:
kwa ku a ka 'fula ka'so de kwe
things that UNM KA line toffin of-him with-it
"the things they lined his coffin with
5.5. Reflexivizatlon
There is no reflexivizatlon in ST, and thus there are 
no reflexive pronouns such as occur in Portuguese. Thus 
compare:
nga ba 'kenta ku'me
I-KA go warm food
"1 am going to warm the food.1
with nga ba 'kenta 
I-KA go warm
"I am going to warm myself (e.g. 
by the sun, by the fire)."
In the following sentences, ambiguity results fro-, 
tne loss of reflexivizatlon:
"he lost" or "he lost himself"
e bi'&i 
she dress
"She dressed (someone)" or 
"She dressed herself."
'n-kasa 
I tire
"I tired (someone)" or "I became tired"
6. NOUh PHRASE STRUCTURE
6.1. Surface Structure in tho Noun Phrase - Salient Features
of the Ordering of the K^un Phrase
The ordering of tKe elements of the ncvn phrase in ST
differs from that of . tuguese, and is parallel to that of
West African languages, both Bantu and Kwa. The following 
instances serve to exemplify some of the great differences 
which exist between the surface structure of the noun phrase 
of ST and Portuguese :
6.1.1. Adjectives
Some adjectives may precede the noun in Portuguese, as
in urn bom livro "a good book", but normally follow the
noun, as in uma casa bonita "a pretty house". In ST the
adjective fellows the noun obligatorily, as in:
ke 1qlavi 
house pretty 
"a pretty house"
Compare
Kongo (Kishikongo)
nzo ambote 
house good
"a good house" (Bentley, 1887 : 556)
Bin!
fwu nomose 
dress pretty
"a pretty dress" (Dunn, 1968 : 98}
6.1.2. The Demont>t-.rative
Demonstratives always precede the nour in Portuguese, 
as in esta casa "this house", essa casa, aquela casa 
"that house". In ST there is the reverse order, the 
demonstrative adjective following the noun. Again Kwa and 
Bantu provide the model:
'mwala s£ 
woman DEM 
"this woman"
Compare
Kongo (Kishikongo)
nkombo e]Q 
goat that
"that goat" (Bentley, 1887 : 586)
Bini oxuo na
woman this
"this woman" (Dunn, 1963 ; 220)
6.1.3. Possessives
Possessives precede the noun in Portuguese, as in 
o meu livro "my book", In ST the object pronoun forms 
are used for the possessive, and the possessive always 
comes after the noun:
1livlu mu 
book me 
"my book"
In Kishikongo, although it is possible, for emphasis, 
for the possessive to precede the noun it modifies, the 
normal position of the possessive is after the noun, as in:
mbele ame 
knife me
"my knife" (Bentley, 1887 : 583)
In Bini, as in Bantu, the possessive also follows the
noun:
ekita mwc n 
dog my
"my dog" 'Dunn, 1968 : 216’)
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7. THE VERB PHRASE
7.1. Verb Phrase Structure
7.1.1. Aspects of the Conjugation
Kegreiros (1695 . 324-334) did pioneer work when he
;j=§=ISSr-3r
verb i
a) The Aorist
NP + KA + MV
as in :
Present Habitual:
----- z6 ka ' lar^ j_tuduja
John KA swim every day 
"John swims every day."
Future:
Conditional:
W j n  - v* ,knPlg 'tudu —
tomorrow he KA buy every thing 
"He will buy everything tomorrow.
nga bf Si nqa te 'tempu 
I-KA go if I-KA have time
The Perfect 
NP + MV
The perfect tense, which refers to action at a point 
in the past, is, after the imperative, the simplest 
form of the conjugation, in that the noun phrase is 
followed by the main verb, with no particles in between
The particles ska t Ska are contracted forms of 
sa ka . sa is the verb "to be" and ka is the serial 
verb KA preceding the main verb in the aorist. sa^  
places the action in the present, and ka_ conveys the 
progressive sense.
The present progressive tense-aspect refers to action 
which is in progress at the present moment, as in :
The Past Progressive 
NP + '(S)tava + KA + MV
* (S)tava (* Ptg estava "was") places the action in the 
past, and ka conveys the continuous or progressive 
meaning.
The past progressive tense-aspect refers to two types 
of action:
e 'gslo 'gatu
he look-for cat
"He looked for the cat."
The Present Progressive 
NP + + MV
e tlo’se a’lami
he be KA bend wire
"He is bending the wire."
landa
John be KA swim 
"John is swimming."
i) an action which was in progress at a moment in
past time, as in:
p 'tava ka ngungu'nu ku zd 
he was KA grumble with John 
"He was grumbling at John.
tava ka dumi'ni 1 ola kwe bi^
I-was KA sleep time that-he come 
"I was sleeping when he Ccune.
ii) an action which used to take place in the past, as in,
nn 'temou, 'n-tava ka ba 'fela
in time, I-was KA go market
"Previously, I used to go to the market."
nft 'tava ka 'mola ’petu djL'jmali. 
we were KA live near to-sea 
"We used to live near tke sea."
» '(SItava ka ta'sd na'i 
he was KA sit there 
"He used to sit there.
The Pluperfect 
NP + ' (.8) tava + MV
time :
e 'tava ba gi'nema
he was go cinema
"He had gone to the cinema.
■ a ku ' (Ittava fla 'kuma s5 ka ba 'pltsEi
gentleman who was say how gentleman KA go
Principe
"the gentleman who had said he was going to
Principe
) The Imperative
distinction:
v = ku kwa sej
finish with thing DEM 
"Put an end to that I
, 1 ST jcl. -to be about to do, to nearly do."
. ::rr"
,Hoeing examples illustrate its use -
I ria e 1 kia ta’so m  dU,
ge ' subaJc]e
when
-I, started raining t^moment^he washout to
^ r4-n ‘kia 'sola 
Albert be-about-to cry 
"Albert was about to cry.
■n-kia k]e__L5j£
I nearly fall today 
"I nearly fell today."
SiiiiiE
subject pronoun:
i xxa 1_E
"I am about to run away.
| J
0 xil ti-ebe (ti-ebe "to study, to read"
"He is about to study."
, ^. s e1 la "particle of obligation, "
st'la is a particle of "obligation" ("must") in ST.
It has a variant se , which is less commonly used. Principense 
has the form sja [S]a] for this particle, and Angolar has
sc'la , with a variant 'sefa.
The origin of sc'la does not seem to be in the Kwa 
languages. In Bini, the aspect of necessity has a different 
form and meaning from that of ST. The particle characterizing 
this aspect is the modal ^  . Contrarily to ST, this particle 
is juxtaposed to the verb, and the subject precedes the verb, 
as in the following example, where i is the subject pronoun:
1 va fcpaa 
I must V
"I will -o leave."
The resemblance of the ST construction, in form and 
meaning, is closer to that of Kishikongo.1 In ST, as mentioned 
above, s«Ua has a variant se . In Kishikongo. obligation 
is usually rendered using the particles se or sa, as in:
se nkwenda kwame 
must go myself 
"I must go now."
sa nqienda 
soon I-wil1-go 
"I must go."
Compare the above examples from Bentley U8871 with the 
following from ST:
sc'la so 'kasa pi*kina 
must you rest little 
"You should rest a little.
gc'la m-oa pja ne 'migu JRU 
must I-go see them friei d me 
"I must go and see soive- friends.
1 Esplrito Santo (1956) derives st^a free, Ptg senio /.-•n.V 
"otherwise" .
sc'la pa no pja kwa k.u no ka po ' f e 
must for we see thing that we KA can do 
"We must see what we can do.”
must you give me thing DEM 
"You must give me this."
sc'la pa 'suba so'be 'magi, gj'na 'tudu 'planta ka
’mole lo'lo
must for rain to-rain more, otherwise all plant KA
die completely
"There has to be more rain, otherwise all the plants
will die."
In some of the examples given above, sc'la is followed 
by the preposition £a "for" . This preposition does not 
seem to be accounted for in terms of Kishikongo. However, 
the preposition may be deleted, at least in some contexts, 
as in:
pa 'dolo 'de&i sc 'pasa mQ, sc'la Ipa) m-ba do'toio 'd&ci 
for ache tooth DEM pass me, must (for) I-go doctor tooth 
"For this toothache to go, I must go to the dentist."
Further uses of sc'la occur in ST, with the meaning 
"only", "only if", "unless", "except", as in:
sc'la pa'nela 'balu so ka fc ku'me sc bwa 
only pot earthen to KA make food DEM good 
"Only earthen pots cook this food well."
'scia bo da-m 'jfelu nga po 'k^pla 'pi5i da bo
must you give-me money I-KA can buy fish give you 
"Only if you give me money can I buy fish, for you.
sc'la pa 'tempu na 'bwa fa
unless for weather NEC^ good NEGg
"unless the weather is bad"
pa fla kwe, sc'la pa ba 'la
for talk with-him, must for go there
"To talk to him, one has to go there."
ni ua 'nqe na 'bi fa, se*la e'le so 
not one person NBG, come SisG2, except he only 
"Nobody cans except him"
na ka be d-^pc fa, sc1 la 'katu 
I-NEG^ KA go by-car NEGg, only car 
"I will not go on foot, only by car."
7.1.1.3. The Etymology of Aspectual ka
ka is an aspectual morpheme occurring widely in ST.
It modifies verbs either on its own or in conjunction with
other verbs, as exemplified in 4.1.2.
The cognates of ST ka in the Gulf of Guinea islands 
are ka in Angolar, ka in Principense, and xa in 
Annobonese. A verbal auxiliary ka occurs in several 
Creoles of the American continent, as discussed by Goodman
(1964 : 83-86).
The form ka appears to originate in the Kwa languages.
Bini has a form %a which is used, for instance, in the
future and the conditional (as in ST), depending on context
and tone:
a Ya re
"He will come" or "He would come."
In Twi, a Kwa language spoken further north, there is a 
particle ka meaning "to be usual" (Berry, 196C).
7.1.1.4. Aspectual 'bila
The ST verb 'bila "to turn"; to become; to do again, 
etc." derives from Ptg virar/vi'£a£/ "to turn". Cognates of 
ST 'bila occur in other Creoles, such as Cape Verdian; 
apart from the Portuguese meaning "to turn", the most wide­
spread meaning of these cognates is that of "to became".
In Brazilian Portuguese, too, "virar" occurs with the meaning 
of "to become". The Brazilian usage differs from the usage 
in the Creoles, in that in Brazil virar with a noun com­
plement means "to become", in the Creoles, virar followed 
by a noun complement retains the Portuguese meaning of "to turn 
and only virar with an adjective complement means "to become" 
The following example from Brazilian Portuguese is from Victti
(1945):
Br Ptg < virar bicho > /vi'iaX 1 biSu/ 
to-turn animal
"to become angry, quarrelsome"
In Sao Tomense, 'bild may occur either as a main verb 
or as a verbal auxiliary. As a main verb, with a noun com­
plement, 'bila has the Portuguese meaning of "to turn".
As an inchoative with an adjective complement, 'bila has 
the meaning of "to become", as in:
'bana 'bila bo'bo 
banana become ripe
"The banana ripened (became ripe)." 
e 'bila ve
"He became old (he aged) .1
With a pronoun or personal noun, 'bila has the meaning 
"to make become", as in:
'lesa 'bile 'liku ('bile < 'bila e)
farm make-become-him rich
"The farm made him (become) rich."
Angolar has the form bi'la , identical to that of
S.Xo Tomense, and Principense has the form v±a . In these 
Creoles, these forms are used with the meaning of "to become". 
A cognate of "virar" occurs also in the Portuguese Creole 
of Senegal, for which Chatelain (1963 : 69) recorded the 
ft"-m bida in the expression bida riko "to become rich .
In the Cape Verde islands the cognate of "virar" is < bra > >  
and is widely used with the meaning of "to become" (Lopes 
da Silva, 1957 : 386). The phenomenon also occurs in the 
English-based Jamaican Creole, which also has an African sub­
stratum. The following Jamaican Creole sentences, where 
ton "turn" means "to become", are from Bailey (1966 : 68) :
Samwel ton gud
"Samuel has turned good."
Fani ton waiz
"Fanny has become wise."
A personal communication from Hancock (4th May, 1970) 
indicates that the two meanings occur in Krio with the verb
ton, and he gives tne following Krio examples: i dsn 
tnn big man "he's become a grown man", i don u-'n di— .in rgn
"he's turned the thing around.".
The same phenomenon occurs in the French-based Creole of 
Haiti, which has an African substratum. In Haitian Creole 
(Hall, 1969), tu'r.e 'v, to'ne means "to return; to become; to
turn".
There are limitations in Sao Tomense as to the use of 
•bila in the sense of -'becominq." Thus, ' bila cannot be used 
for temporary brief states of mind and body. In such contexts, 
fi'ka Ptg ficar) (which also has the meaning of "becoming ) 
renders the concept "to become";
e fi'ka blo'gidu 
he become annoyed 
"He became annoyed."
e fi'ka tliSti 
he become sad 
"He became sad."
e fi'ki. ka'sadu 
he become tired 
"He became tired."
An explanation for the semantic extension whereby 'bila 
"to turn" comes to mean "to become" is found in Lanham (1953;
53 n.2), who was tracing the origin of the inchoate of Bantu, 
as Zulu Ga in uku-ba ^ulu "to begin to be getting big", 
which was initially a verb in the lexicon, and which was used 
to perform an inchoative function. Lanham writes:
... the usual significance attributed to [the 
copulative auxiliary verb £a] of "to become 
is unlikely to be its original meaning.
verbs" in our own language fami y.
A further instance of a verb in the lexicon being used
i i i i H E
"  ‘V ' b i U  occurs also as an auxiliary. In Portuguese,
"to do again", as ins
A 'bila ba 'buka kwa 
he again go fetch thing 
"He went to fetch the thing again."
Q 'hi la kon'tie (< kontla e) 
he again find-it 
"He found it again.
nqa 'bi]a 8ka flji (< lliL®.1 
I-KA again am say-it 
"I am saying it again."
a 'bila ba 'ke 
he again go home 
"He returned home."
e 'bila ba 'tlega *sukll 
he again go hand-over sugar 
"He returned the sug 'r.
nga 'bila bi
I-KA again onme
"I will come back / return."
It was mentioned above that Ptg -tcrnar-se", a cognaterr:™ r,rr
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Portuguese cognate of "to turn", followed by a verb, is "tornar 
a" "to do again", as in ele tornou a 3air "he went out 
again". Further, the Portuguese verb voltar, also meaning 
to turn", acquires the meaning of "to do again" in 
voltar a , as in ele voltou a ler "he read again". This 
suggests that the universal trend in language for a verb 
meaning "to turn" to be brought into the conjugation in a 
grammatical function with the meaning "to become" may extend 
to the further meaning of "to do again".
In the following sentence, ST 'bila occurs twice, once 
as an auxiliary, with the meaning of "to do again", and 
once as a linking verb, with the meaning of "to become":
zc'zf. 'bila 'bila 'godo 
Joseph again become fat 
"Joseph became fat. again."
As an auxiliary, 'bila may have the further meaning of 
"as well", as in:
bo ka Sko'va ji bo, 1-te ka ikn'va ji mu, 'bila 
Ako'va 'mina no 
you KA brush of you, I-also KA brush. of me, 
as-well brush child us 
You brush yours, I will also brush mine, and we 
brush our son as well."
kwa te di'loli bi'la te 'kina tu'dasl 
thing have play as-well have kina all 
The thing has a play and traditional dancing as well."
Vfhen .'.bila occurs as an auxiliary verb in a negative 
sentence, its meaning is of "not again" or "not any more" 
as in:
bo na 'bila me'se ku'me fa ?
you NEG^ again want eat NEG2 ?
"Don’t you want to eat any more?"
'ami na ka 'bila de'se fa
I NEG^ ka gain go-down NEG?
"I am not going to town any more."
-..-r » "» k,
time now U8M NEG1 KA agatn do thing DEM NEC, 
"Nowadays that is not done any more."
There is a strong parallel between the semantics of 
r . I Z I ^ ^ ^ l Z c l Z l Z r ^ s Z ^ u ^ l i a r y  or as
U S * :
7.1.1.5. sa ku " t o  be with = to have .
in ST te (- Ptg ter) is the form which usually
this construction in ST:
i-sa kua sa’patu mu 
I-be with-one shoe me 
I have some shoes." 
i-sa ^  hen'qala-m pin^adu_di_:giata 
I-be with-one walking-stick-me painted ol
silver
"I have a walking stick painted silver."
e sa kua sa’pe gaj_y£_^ g.
he be with-one hat be old already
"He has a hat which is old already."
* ku telefo'nia_sl_joJtem£U
I-be with wireless DEM much time 
"I have had this radio for a long time.
in Kishikongo, "to have- Is rendered by kal»_j. . 
literally "to be wich", as in:
kala ne mbele
"ro^have'a knj:' (Bentley, 1887 , 681.
7.1.2. Alternation in Commonly Occurring Verbal Morpheme.!.
The verbs fla "to say, to speak, to talk" and ba 
"to go" have syntactically conditioned ailomorphs, f«t and 
be respectively. The same phenomenon occurs in Angolar, which 
hTs Ifaia - fa for "to say, to speak, to talk" and ba - be
for "to go".
Portuguese provides no explanation for this distribution. 
The phenomenon is likely to have an explanation in tha 
structure of African languages, although this has not been
ascertained.
7.1.2.1. fla « fa. "to say, to speak, to talk
The verb fla has a syntactic variant fa , which
occurs before the preposition da -to". This pr.yo! ition 
is equal in form to the verb da "to give", as Valkhoff
has pointed out (1966 : 250. The following are examples of
the use of the two variants :
e ska fla
"He is talking."
nga fa da bo 
I-KA say to you 
"I say to you."
7.1.2.2. ba » be "to go"
ba occurs in the following contexts;
a) Before locatives:
e ba p o' sft 
he go town 
"He went to town."
b) Before verbs;
« ha 'buka 'sabi
he go fetch key
"He went to fetch the key.
b r occurs elsewhere:
a) At the end of an utterance or juncture;
they qo 
"They wont."
bo be o na b e-o 
whether you go or NEG^ go-TAG 
"Whether you go or not."
b) In all other contexts, such as before ku "with", 
za "already; presently" :
i'ne be ku nqa' na 
they go with chicken 
"They took the chicken."
t-ska 'be za
I-am. go presently
"I am going presently."
na ka 'be fa 
I-NEG1 KA go NEG2 
"I would not go."
*zwana 'be 'ante 1awa
Joan go as-far-as river
"Joan went as far as the river."
7.1.3. Hortative Form of ba "to go"
The hortative of ba "to go" incorporates the person 
ending -mos "us" of Portuguese vamos "let us go". 'bamu 
is the only instance in which a Portuguese person ending 
is incorporated into a ST verb form;
'bamu fe 'moli-'m^li (fe < fc_e) 
let-us do-it slowly 
"Let us do it slowly."
7.1.4. Voice
There is no passive in ST. Portuguese, as well as the 
Bantu languages, such as Kishikongo, have a passive. The 
model for the absence of the passive in ST is that of the 
Kwa languages, where, according to Westermann and Bryan (1952 ; 
93), there is no passive. Bini specifically has no passive 
(Thomas, 1910 : 139). ijo, h :ver, is a Kwa language which 
has a passive (Williamson, 1' 9)
i
LEXICON
1. ETYMOLOGY : THE AFRICAN COMPONENT
The items of African origin constitute a small percentage 
of the total ST lexicon, which is in the main of Portuguese 
origin. The Portuguese-derived entries in the ST lexicon are 
an open-ended ir/entory, and the items of African origin 
are a closed ,t itory with only a few hundred items. None­
theless, an aii^ xy.is of the African items is elucidating.
The African component of the ST lexicon shows a pre­
dominance of words from the Bartu and Kwa language groups. 
According to the data consulted, Kongo appears to be the 
most important Bantu source language, and Bini the primary 
source of lexical items from the Kwa language group. Since 
the African items frequently refer to basic concepts, the 
African component of the lexicon must to a large extent date 
back to the formative stages of ST . That Kongo and Bini 
should appear to have been the main African languages to 
have influenced the creation of ST is corroborated by the 
historical and theoretical evidence discussed in Chapter 2. 
The first slaves taken to SSo Tom6 came from the kingdom 
of the Congo and from the Bight of Benin, the Portuguese 
having established a close relationship with the kingdom 
of Benin and more particularly with the kingdom of the 
Congo at tne end of the 15th century. Few slaves seem t.o have 
come from the Kongo language area in the later centuries? 
whether or not they did, the fact that the Kongo component 
remained in the language as perhaps the main source of
African borrowings gives support to the contention that
the language was established in a short period in the aarly 
stages of settlement of the island.
In the analysis of a selection of lexical items of 
African origin that follows, the words of Bantu origin will 
be treated first, followed by a study of words of Kwa origin, 
which seem to be proportionately less than the words of 
Bantu origin, although the impression conveyed by the etyma 
given may be a reflection of the data for African languages 
which were available and consulted. The ST words do not
always have a cognate in the Creoles of the Gulf of Guinea?
however, where a cognate in the Gulf of Guinea area is known, 
it is mentioned, as cognates in other languages are frequently 
helpful in establishing the etymology of a given item.
1.1. Words of Bantu Origin
A number of S5o Tomense words of Bantu origin are set out 
below with African cognates. Where a word occurs in a division 
or dialect of Kongo, the name of the division or dialect 
is given in brackets. Available cognates in Angoiar, Princi- 
pense, and Annobonese are also presented.
1. asthma
ST 1kasu
Principense 1kasu
2. banana 
(species known as
silver banana)
ST kidi'ba 
Angoiar 1 <5iba
3 baobab
ST mikon'do
4. bat 
ngem'bu
Angoiar nge'bu
5. bee
ST vu1vu
Angoiar vu1vu ~ vu'vu
6. blow with the fist 
ST 1 k ; n i
7. idaophone of brightness,
of twinkling 
ST nge'ne-nqe'ne
8. bug
ST 'senkwa 
Angoiar 'sekwa
Kongo (Kikongo) kasu "emaciation;
haematuria"
Kongo tiba [ciba] 'banana" 
(Kishikongo) tiba [ciba] "banana", 
(Kakongo) ki-teoe "banana",
(Vili) ki-tebin "banana"
Kongo n-kondo pi. mi-kondo, (Bembe 
mu-kondo pi. mi-kondo
Koz.jo n-genbo, (Kishikongo) n-gem): 
n-gembu
Bu'.u m-fofom, Yaunde m-fofon,
Pang m-vofom ~ vufon
Kongo n-kome v n-komi
Kongo ngedi-nqedj
Kongo ki-nsekwa
. <  iv
r
9. bundle, parcel 
ST 'funda
Kongo funda, CKishlkongoi 
fundci ~ e-funda
10. bush species 
ST 'mwindu
Kongo mw-indu ^ ki-mw-indu 
"bush species"
11. bush species 
ST vvV vu
Kongo lu-mvumvu, (Kishikongo) 
mu-mvumvu
12. cockroach (large species) 
ST 'klokoto
Prin c i pense kj^ko'ta
Kongo (Madzia) kokoto "species 
of beetle; species of grass­
hopper" , (Kikongo) 
kokoto "beetle that buries dirt
13. completely 
ST 1 o' 1o
Kongo (Kishikongo) ulolo 
"much, adv."
14. to crawl 
ST ko'ko
Kongo (Kishikongo) ku-dikoka
Annobonese xo'xo
15. dagger with wire point Kongo (Kishikongo) susu
ST 1suSu "a spike of palm fruit
Principense 13u5u 
16. dove species
ST kulru'kuku
Kongo (Kishikongo) kukulu "dove 
m-bulukoko "a plantain eater", 
Nki (Cameroons) e-gurukuku 
"pidgeon"
Principense kuku1juku
17. dove species 
ST mun1ke
18. dust (r..) 
ST 1tumbu
Kongo mu-nkele ebulu "bird species 
Kimb’indu u-tumbu "bran"
19. elephant 
ST *zamba
Kongo n-zamba, Kimbundu n-zamba, 
Mbangala n-zamba 
Angolar 'zamba ['§amba]
20. dried fish Kongo (Yombe) mu-nsambu
ST mu'sambi
Kongo (Kishikongo) m-fuba# 
Kimbundu fuba
21. maize flour 
ST *fuba
w
22. ghost
ST 'zombi - kazumbi1
Angolar ' umb.i 
23. groundnut
a-':
ST ngum'ba
'soul*
Angolar 1ngupa
24. to grumble
ST ngu'nu-ngu’nu
25. hatchet
ST ki1sengle 
kli'senge
26. hook (made of a palm
branch, with a hook, 
at the end, for pick­
ing from the trees 
fruit which is out of 
reach)
ST 'basa
to howl 
ST vu* va
Principense wo*wo
28. to love (a person)
ST go* go
Annobonese gon'go
medicine man 
pja 'sagwa 
(p]a "to look at")
+- Ptg espiar
30. moonshine, wiil-o'-the- 
ST 'cli wisP
Rcngo zumbi "a charm which 
brings good luck",
Kimbundu n-znmbi
Kongo n-gumba. Ngala n-qumba, 
Kimbundu n-gumba, Umbundu 
olo-ngupa
Kimbundu -ngunquta, kl-ngunu—nqunu 
"kind of bumble-bee"
Kongo n-sengele "a knife or 
hoe without a handle",
(Kishikongo) also sengele "axe"
Kongo m-basa (plural of lu-basa), 
Kimbundu lu-basa ’palm 
branch without leaves •
Kongo po'pc
Bulu -kongu
Kongo sangwa "rattle (with loose 
seeds or stones inside, to 
amuse children, or for use in 
incantations)"
Proto-Bantu -xeli "moonshine", 
Ena meeli "moonlight",
Bobangi e-]eli "moonlight"
This word, in its two variants, may be a borrowing from Angolar.
M ' s  Sfe
L
I
:
J
.
, . - j
Kongo m-fingl
31. mouse
ST fin'gi
Annobonese fin'gi
, Kongo n-safu
32. nsafu
ST sa'fu
(A much appreciated fruit,
purplish and prune-like
with large pips. 
Also its tree.) \
. , Kongo kia-kete "slowly,
' es
3 4. to be overcast (of sky) Kongo lema
33. L r Z m  tree
, n-tende
CT mu' tende------------- ----
Kimbundu, Chokwe, Lulua pin*!
36• P"nlS. "heart-
'chest", "breastbone", and liver . 
Kongo (Kishikongo) m-bambi
an oath) enemies-. Kimbundu m-bambi
ST ham— x "coldf dampness; Ceverr
influenza"
Principense: ^bambi
Kongo zaza, Umbundu l^onianla
38. quickly
Angolar janl. U.i_ lu.b^ l . Kimbundu KbiSll
39* rlb Renoa m-banja, Duala m^bania
ST 'basa .
PrincTpenee
? '
r
;K:
40. ripe; ripe banana 
ST bo1bo
Kongo booba become red; be
quite ripe"
Principense bo*bo "ripe banana", Angolar bo1bo "red"; 
to ripen", Annobonese bo1bo "red; to ripen
Kongo sama "nest of white ants # 
ki-sama "which gathers winged 
termites; like an empty rest 
cf white ants", (Kishikongo, 
Kikongo) ki-nsama "nest of 
white ants"
41. scorpion
ST kisa’ma
42. scurf
ST mako’ja
43. shark
ST 1ngandu ~ nqandu
Kongo koojai "to be hard and dry" 
(Kishikongo) koja
"to be hard and dry"
Kongo n-gandu "crocodile ,
Kimbundu n-gandu "crocodile", 
Chokwe n-gandu 'crocodile •
A widespread word for "croco­
dile" in Western and Central 
Bantu.
Angolar 'nqandu
44 smart (smartly dressed) Kongo (Madzia) trete, pi- I»ne-£= 
ST mankwe'te (n) . -«£- (adj.). (Mshikongol
-aweta
45. snail
5T qQ'jiO
Kongo j’oro "smal); little 
quantity"
soft- tender Wae0rk0ne’Kongo CBwende) oete-pete 
ST 'pete-'Pet^
47. to spvead, to scatter Kongo -mwanga, Kishikongo
ST wan1ga -mwanga
48. to stagger Kongo (Kishikongo) vnngana
ST vanga'na
49. to struggle to get out Kongo vuku "quick movement
ST 'yugu exerted unexpectedly"
50. to swell Kongo fnna, fmna "to leak,
ST fu'ma to ooze out"
Principense fu'ma
L
51. tarantula
ST samangurtgu
52. termite, white ant 
ST sele *le
53. to tear
ST Tan1ga
54. then (next)
ST z.o * wo % za* a %
55. to thicken (the food) 
ST ’kutu
Principense ku'tu
56. thing 
ST kwa
57. tree species 
ST 'bunqa
58. tree species
(Spondias lutea)
ST ge'ge
59. tree species 
ST mukum'bli
60. to turn off, to detour 
i :  'lola
.vongo esangargungu "spider 
(generic) "
Kongo n-selele, Kish.tkongo 
n-selele, Kilumbo selele
Kongo (Kishikongo) ganza 
"to tear to pieces"
Kongo (Kishikongo) zeyo ~ 
ozevo ~ ozeyu, zavo ~ ozavo 
"then (next)"
Kongo (Kishikongo) -kukuta 
"to dry", ma-nkukutu 
ma-mbukutu "dry, hard maize"
Kongo (Kishikongo) lekwa
Kongo (Bwende) m-bunga "tree 
species"
Kongo mu-nqTengio
Kongo mu-kumbi "tree species'
Kongo (Kishikongo' -kondoloka, 
-ombolola "to turn away from 
sight", Kimbundu "bolola
1.1.1. Bantu Noun Prefixes
In words of Bantu origin, the noun class prefix may or 
may not be retained. It is retained in such words as kid^ba 
"silver banana" (of. Vili ki-teba) ngem’bu "bat"
(c*. Kishikongo n-gembu), but is omitted, for instance, in 
•"araba "elephant" (cf. Kongo n-zamba), fin'gi "mouse"
(cf. Kongo m-fingi).
A few words derived from Portuguese, which, contain a 
nasal vowel or resonant, have also acquired an initial homorganic 
nasal which recalls the Bantu homorganic prefixes. Thus,
Ptg pSo / ' paQ/ •» ST m£6 "bread"
ganbar /ga'par/- " nga'pa "to earn;
to arrive"
" grilhao /g/i'Rau/ ■»
" nqi1nB "chain"
" grande /'grandm/ -»
" 'ngiaji "big"
Words of Kwa Origin
to accompany, to follow 
ST le1 le
Principense le*le 
because, because of 
ST |£unda principense 
ideophone of blackness 
ST lulu'lu 
Angolar lu'lu
to blow
ST fo'fo Annobonese
folfo
body
ST u'bwe
calabash 
ST o'ko
Annobonese o'xo
to carry an infant on 
the back 
ST bo1bo
Principense bo'bo
to complain 
ST go 
Principense
crayfish
(small crayfish 
found in rivers)
ST 1ize
Annobonese e'se,
Bini lele
Bini rhun-da
'pid , Angolar 'punda .
Bini dud-mdu, nununu "dark 
(of tne sky before rain’,"
Yoruba (Jekri) fofo • Bini 
hoho "to blow (of wind)"
Bini egbe
Bini u'ko , Ishan uko 
Bini 6Q6Q
Bini go "to shout"
to cry; to yelp"go "to complain;
Bini ize
Principense i'ze
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
18.
20.
21.
22
ideophone of drenching I jo Esto£o_to "ideophone of
’poto'PDto muddiness"
to embrace Bini jede
ST de'de
eye Gbari we , Twi hwe
ST we
Principense u'we , Angolar ovu1 we, u'jge 
eyelid Yoruba ipenpeju
ST 'penu'penu
frog Bini eki^e, Yoruba akere ,
ST ake'le Igbo
Principense aka* fe w aka1 <-e
hill, ramp Bini 2|S£ - Ishan 5^'
ST 'oko yoruba ok.
Principense *okge o'k]c
to lick p‘ni 1^ 2.
ST o'la 
Angolar Ij * ij.
louse aini iru
ST * idu
Angolar 'Idu , Prlnclpenaa Udu
mortar Bin! odo , Yoruba odo
ST o' do
Angolar o'do, Principense V_do
mould (fungus) Bin:L • 2^2.
ST u* tu
much; many Bini 1-
ST jo
to please Bini 2_e
ST je
to pound, to grind Bini du_u
ST 'dumu V „ ..1 .
Principense u'dumu "mortar", Angolar M u m u  pestle
Pronoun unmarked Bini a
for person or number 
ST a
to resemble 
ST ko
Bini xo
Respect tag in greetings Bini -o
(RESP)
ST -o
(e.g. bfl 'dia-o 
"good morning")
rubbish Bini 1iku
ST 1uku
to search, to look for Bini gwalo
ST 'g?lo
seed, grain, pip, berry Bini ikpe
ST ' ukwfc
Principense i'gbe , An ,lar 1ikwe ~ 1ikwi
Bini va
smoke
ST i'gligu 
Angolar 1ligu
to split 
ST va
Principense va
to stand; to stop 
ST md1ja
stone (n.)
ST buc>
Principense 'budu, Angolar 'budu 
Annobonese 'budu
Bini ixo%o, Agbede igego
Bini mu dia, Ishan mu dia, 
Agbede mujia
Grebo bodo "earth, ground"
large tree sp.
ST o'ka
Principense u'ka
trunk 
ST 'aba
Bini oka "a big tree 
Cylicodiscus gabunensis"
Twi aba "branch, abaa 
"twig", Ibo aba "branch"
35. twins Bini 11vi eva (lit. two
ST i'gleva kernals"), iweva
36. wilderness Bini o'go
(tract of land previous­
ly cultivated, and now
desert)
ST o'bo
Principense o' bo "wilderness", Annobonese o'go
2. SEMANTIC FIELDS IN RELATION TO THE AFRICAN AND 
PORTUGUESE BLOCKS IN THE LEXICON
2.1. Early Development
2.1.1. Categories of Words of African Origin
In Bahia, until the end of the slave trade, many slaves 
came from the same language group in Africa, and these 
African languages were used in Brazil. As an example, Verger 
(1968 : 336) , in discussing the revolt of the Mali in Bahia 
in 1835, mentions: "many assembled Yorubas were making a 
great noise there and they were arguing with animation in 
their language.". The presence of words of African origin 
in Brazil is largely to be explained as borrowings from African 
languages throughout the duration of the slave trade. Many 
are words designating aspects of culture cf African origin, 
such as the names of the following deities z
Brazil olo' rvi "supreme god; sky god" (Yoruba olorQ)
" o'gO "god of iron" (Yoruba o' go , Bini o'gfl)
" Ofi'&a "deity" (Yoruba ori Sa)
" San1 go "deity" (Yoruba Sango "god of thunder")
The sources for the above examples were Mendonya (19481 
for Brazil, 9ascorn (1969) for Yoruba, and Bradbury (1970) for 
Bini.
Some Brazilian words of African origin are colloquialisms 
for which there is also a Portuguese word. Examples are 
cufar /ku'far/ "to die" (Ptg morrer) Kimbundu ku-fa, curiar 
ku* f / "to eat" (Ptg comer) (Kimbundu ku-dja 1.
In ST, words of African origin, although in limited 
range of words of African origin in ST =
and householdjsffects
' aba "hoe"
' dudu "jug"
1kwali "basket"
nqu'nu "torc.x"
o'ko "calabash'
o' do "mortar"
Animal life
^zgnba "elephant"
MSSSaS^tarantuln-
' lufu "grunt"
vu* va "to howl"
ngem1bu "bat"
vu' vu "bee"
ake'le "frog"
Plant life
1 aba "trunk (of plantain)
mikon'da "baobab"
1 ukwe "seed; pip? berry
kifti’ba "silver banana"
O-'-M
"large tree species"
-rha hndy and parts of_the_bod%
u'bwe "body
'hpzu-be* zu "chin
klb-'kls "neck and throat
klko'l "elbow"
'penu-'penu "eyelid"
u'luba "lymphatic gland"
Illnesses
■xasu
bam* bi
mako1ia
Elements
1 budu 
•miamia 
raiiau
cookina
"asthma"
"kind of pneumonia caught from breaking 
an oath"
"scurf"
"stone"
"lightning"
"smoke"
mu'sambi 
"kutu
"dried fish"
"to thicken (the food)
Ideophones
"to shine brightly'
Pronouns
a
(i)'a6
■pronoun unmarked for person or number- CuNMl 
"they"
Physical actions
fo1 no
ko*llko 
•kani
ko'ko
vanga1na
^an'ga
10* 13
1 dumu
ko
ya
fo' fO
"to scratch; to tear 
"flick of tlus finger 
"blow with the fist*
"to crawl"
"to stagger"
"to tear"
"to lick"
" to pound, to grind 
“to resemble"
"to split"
"to stand; to stop 
"fo blow; to ventilate"
Miscellaneous
i’gligu "smoke"
po 1 to "to tread on; to stamp on
' uku "rubbish"
' ubwa "fence; enclosure"
9.9' 9° "to love (a person)"
22 "to complain"
1 oke "hill, ramp"
2 1 "to please"
in'glEva "twin"
2.1.2. African Words Occurring Also Outside the African Area
A small number of ST words of African origin occur in 
Creoles and other languages outside the African area. The 
following are words of particular interest which may be con­
sidered under this heading:
1) ST gigi'&i , in the phrase 'folo gigi1fci . * folo
f*- Ptg forro) refers to the people of the Sao Tomense-
speaking cultural group; originally it meant "freed 
slave". 'folo gigi1Ci are "forros" who have never
spoken Portuguese. (Gullah 'gi]i ( gj'&j »jj -
1]i6i) "the Gullah dialect" or "one who speaks Gullah").
Turner (1949:194) gives as etyma for the Gullah forms 
giji “ gifci "" gitsl - gisi "a language and tribe in the 
Kissy country (Liberia)", and cites Mende gijj "a 
country called Kissy? Mende belongs to the Mande group 
of languages (Greenberg, 1963).
2) ST 1bana "bread banana" (Ptg banana /ba'nana/l
The reduced form bana occurs in West African languages.
In the North-West Bantu zone, as listed by Johnston
(1922), the form banane occurs in Kongayi, a-bana
in Temne, and bana in Bulom.
Angolar also has 1bana .
3) ST ' fuba "maize flour; maize meal" (Brazil fubei/fu’ba/
"maize or rice flour or meal")
Father Cavazzi de Montecucculo (1687) mentions this Bantu
flour, called fuba .
ST 'kalu "type ef »«»" (Pt<, ceUUi ,= .U 1 «
The word <calul6 > and 260-262), who
liipilf
w m S b .
:::: m::--
ST ^  "palm musical Instrument" CBrazil cant,
along notches on the instrument.
,) ST maMOta "chili" ‘^ . ^ T e  1 6 th century who
m m m m -
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